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Foreward
The Third International Workshop on Performability Modeling of Computer and 
Communication Systems (PMCCS3) continues the investigation of theory, techniques, and 
tools for performability modeling, along with study of their application to the evaluation 
and design of computer and communication systems. This workshop follows past 
successful meetings at The University of Twente, The Netherlands, in 1991, and Le Mont 
Saint Michel, France, organized by IRIS A in 1993. Although performability evaluation 
research has now become a mainstream activity, these workshops continue to provide an 
informal and intimate forum for presenting recent results and discussing new ideas and 
directions with colleagues.
The September 7-8, 1996 dates of this meeting follow the 1996 International Computer 
Performance and Dependability Symposium (IPDS’96) held in Urbana, Illinois. IPDS 
provided a good gathering point for people interested in computer system and network 
performance and dependability, as well as those with more specific interests in 
performability. By holding PMCCS3 immediately thereafter, but at the more secluded 
location of the Indian Lakes Resort in Bloomingdale, Illinois, we were able to attract the 
right mix of researchers for the purposes of both lively and diverse discussions.
The event is a “workshop” in the true sense, with no formal proceedings, other than this 
book of extended abstracts. The scheduling of the presentations encourages extensive 
interaction both during the talks and during special discussion periods. Although the theme 
of the workshop is the same as its two predecessors, the topics covered reflect many 
important advances in techniques and tools for performability evaluation. These are further 
enhanced by an increased emphasis on applications to realistic systems.
The success of the meeting is due to many people. First, we would like to thank the 
speakers for their submissions and for the subsequent effort in preparing their ideas for 
presentation at the workshop. These contributions, together with the participation of all the 
attendees, are the essential ingredients of a productive meeting. We would like to thank the 
Workshop Committee, made up of Boudewijn R. Haverkort, Raymond Marie, Edmundo 
A. de Souza e Silva, and Kishor S. Trivedi, for their valuable role in shaping the workshop 
program. We are also indebted to Laurel Preece at the University of Illinois for her 
dedicated efforts in preparing the Call for Participation, processing the abstract 
submissions, and producing this abstract book.
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Combinatorial Modeling Techniques in Conjoint Simulation
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1. Introduction
The performability analysis of computer systems is a 
complex and important issue. Massively parallel computer 
systems designed for the computation of critical and time- 
consuming applications have to provide fault-tolerance 
mechanisms in order to tolerate failures of components and 
to continue working even with deteriorated performance. 
Sophisticated and enhanced modeling tools and techniques 
are required to evaluate computer systems as soon as 
possible during the early design stages. We present a 
modeling framework called Conjoint Simulation [9], and 
put the focus on the use of combinatorial modeling tech­
niques which are well known and frequently used in 
dependability analysis.
Conjoint Simulation strives to fulfill some of the 
requirements which have been raised in a survey of 
performability analysis [13], and which might play an 
important role in the future of the combined evaluation of 
performance and dependability. For instance, the improve­
ment of the model construction interface is demanded by 
applying techniques which are familiar to system 
designers; the design-oriented model and the evaluation- 
oriented model are distinguished, where the first one is 
automatically converted into the latter representation form. 
Design-oriented models are close to the designer’s knowl­
edge and abstraction, whereas evaluation-oriented models 
are representation forms which can be directly evaluated.
2. Conjoint Simulation
We refer to the technique of combining object-oriented, 
process-based simulation models with Petri net and combi­
natorial dependability models as Conjoint Simulation to 
distinguish it from other hybrid modeling approaches. 
Hybrid approaches typically simplify a detailed model and 
combine simulation and analytical techniques to reduce the
time needed to evaluate a model; these techniques provide 
an approximation of the results obtained from a detailed 
model. The primary objective of Conjoint Simulation, 
however, is to facilitate the representation of a system in 
detail so as not to abstract away system characteristics that 
are crucial to the performability of the system.
To design a Conjoint Simulation model, we partition the 
target computer system into four domains: architecture, 
workload, failure modes, and repair-maintenance mecha­
nisms. These four characteristics cannot easily be inte­
grated and varied in a monolithic model. Having investi­
gated various modeling and representation techniques, we 
feel there is no single modeling technique that facilitates the 
representation of these four key characteristics in an 
optimal and easy-to-handle manner. Therefore, different 
modeling techniques, which are well-suited to represent the 
various parts of the system, should be used and combined 
to form the overall model.
With Conjoint Simulation, the designer is encouraged to 
develop parts of the system model independently and with 
different techniques. In fact, the system model consists of 
an architecture-workload model (AWM) and a failure- 
repair model (FRM). Breaking down the system model into 
an AWM and a FRM simplifies the representation and 
allows separate, independent evaluation of the two models. 
The AWM can be evaluated to determine the performance 
characteristics of the target system, and the FRM can be 
analyzed to investigate its dependability. Finally, the two 
models are combined to conduct performability analysis. 
Yet another advantage is that a given AWM can be evalu­
ated with various FRMs, and vice versa. Usually, the A WM 
is the more complex part of the system. By separating the 
failure, repair, and maintenance characteristics into a sepa­
rate FRM, the user can readily experiment with different 
FRMs without any changes to the A WM.
The AWM is based on object-oriented modeling and 
process-based simulation, while we use timed Petri nets and
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combinatorial models such as series-parallel diagrams and 
fault trees to construct the FRM. We use a version of timed 
Petri nets where time is assigned to the transitions of the 
Petri net (TTPN - timed-transition Petri net); these TTPN 
correspond to the well-known GSPN (generalized 
stochastic Petri net [12]) apart from the fact that also non­
exponential distribution functions are allowed.
A simple model of a computer system is shown in 
Figure 1 illustrating the basic modeling concepts of the 
AWM. The model consists of two processor objects p r c x 
and p r c 2 and a link object ln k ^  The link object simulates 
a generic link through which data are passed between a 
source and a destination. A simulation process is assigned 
to each processor object to perform the scheduling of work­
load processes (c10 and c 2o in Figure 1). The simulation 
process c 30 of the link object models the forwarding of 
messages sent between p r c x and p r c 2. The workload is 
represented by the two workload processes c xl and c 21 
which are assigned to the processor objects p r c x and 
p r c 2, respectively; c xl and c 21 may model data 
processing such as numerical algorithms as well as the 
sending and receiving of messages.
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Figure 1 Example of an AWM
The interaction between AWM and FRM is based on the 
events of the TTPN model, that means on the enabling or 
firing events of transitions in the TTPN (an example is 
given in the paragraph below and in Figure 2). Therefore, 
two sets CAj and CFj are assigned to each transition q of the 
TTPN representation of the FRM. The sets CAj and CF 
contain the operations which are performed in the A WM as 
soon as transition q is enabled or fires, respectively. Thus, 
we specify methods of the A WM which are invoked as soon 
as a transition is enabled or fires. It should be noted that 
these operations performed in the AWM can not only start 
activities to influence and alter the behavior of the AWM, 
but they can also query the status of the AWM in order to 
control and modify the FRM.
The FRM is typically represented as a TTPN. The 
example in Figure 2 shows a TTPN whose transitions 
control and trigger activities of the AWM (in the figures,
thin bars represent immediate, i.e. timeless, transitions, and 
filled boxes symbolize timed transitions). As soon as the 
timed transition qnj is enabled the applications of the work­
load model are started or, if the applications have been 
interrupted by an error or recovery mechanism, the applica­
tions are rolled back and are restarted from the last valid 
checkpoint. After a period of time defined by the distribu­
tion function finj of the timed transition qnj, an error is 
injected into one of the processor objects of the A WM. After 
the firing of qnj, the timed transition trecover is enabled and 
the applications of the workload part of the AWM are 
stopped. The distribution function freC0ver assigned to 
trover defines the time between enabling and firing of 
trecover* when trecover fires the faulty component of the 
AWM is replaced and the AWM is reconfigured. Finally, qnj 
is enabled again.
3. Combinatorial modeling techniques 
in Conjoint Simulation
Petri nets are the key modeling technique of the FRM\ 
the development of large-scale and complicated Petri net 
models, however, is cumbersome and error-prone. Places, 
transitions, and arcs have to be correctly positioned to 
depict the logical relationships of the target system. For 
quantitative analysis, time behavior has to be assigned to 
the transitions, and the proper memory policies have to be 
chosen to model the dynamic and temporal characteristics. 
Therefore, we use an approach which is intended to retain 
the flexibility and the modeling power of Petri net 
modeling, and to facilitate the model design and model 
development for dependability analysis. For this objective, 
we use the graphical representations of series-parallel 
diagrams and fault trees. An interesting discussion of 
various methods used in dependability modeling has been 
presented in [10], where the modeling power of combinato­
rial and Petri net techniques is compared.
2
3.1 Conversion of combinatorial model types to 
Petri net representations
Series-parallel diagrams (SD) and fault trees (FT) are 
widely used techniques for the dependability analysis of 
non-repairable systems [15]. Typically, modeling tools 
providing methods for the analysis of these kinds of models 
do not consider repair. For instance in the modeling tool 
SHARPE, the analysis techniques for SD and FT models are 
specialized for reliability analysis and do not allow compo­
nents to be repairable [14]. Only under very restricting 
conditions, SD and FT models can be used for the modeling 
of repairable systems [15]. Since we are using simulation to 
evaluate Conjoint Simulation models, we are able to take 
various distribution functions - such as deterministic time, 
Weibull or Normal distribution - to define time spans.
The equivalent SD and FT representations of a simple 
example comprising four components b 1, b2, b3, and b4 are 
shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The system is in the failed 
state if bl, b2, and b3 or b4 are in the failed state.
Because of the correspondence of SD and FT tech­
niques, we refer to both, the blocks in SD models and the 
basic events in FT models, as blocks. Now, each block has 
the following attributes:
• A failure distribution function is assigned to each block 
defining the time to failure of this block.
• Each block is either repairable or non-repairable. In the
first case, a repair distribution function for the time to
repair is defined.
Since SD and FT techniques are well known and widely 
used in industrial applications, and the more powerful Petri 
net techniques are applied almost exclusively in academia, 
we take SD and FT techniques as the interface for model 
construction, and provide simulation-based evaluation 
techniques on the basis of Petri net models, which are auto­
matically generated and are not visible to the model 
designer. For the ease of FRM modeling, we have imple­
mented methods in the modeling environment SimPar 
providing a graphical interface for the development of SD 
and FT models, and automatically convert these models in 
corresponding TTPN representations [1], [4]. Furthermore, 
we extend the SD and FT representations by allowing 
shared repair facilities and repair policies such as fcfs (first 
come first served); these extensions are defined at the SD or 
FT level, but are evaluated exclusively in the Petri net 
representations [1]. Similar approaches have been 
discussed in [3] and [11]. Ereau et. al. use synchronized 
Petri nets in order to model in a FT local or global mainte­
nance and further maintenance dependencies such as shared 
repair facilities [3]. An approach to incorporate various 
repair scenarios in FT models with repeated events is 
presented in [11].
The basic principle of the transformation from SD and 
FT models into TTPN models is the identification of the 
possible model states and the transitions between the states. 
Henceforth, we concentrate on the generation from a SD 
model without any loss of generality because of the corre­
spondence of series diagrams and OR gates, as well as of 
parallel diagrams and AND gates. Obviously, each block, 
each series diagram, and each parallel diagram is in one of 
the two possible states, failed and ok. These states and the 
according transitions have to be depicted in the TTPN, 
including the temporal characteristics. TTPN modules are 
automatically generated for each block, each series 
diagram, and each parallel diagram of a given SD, and these 
modules are connected by drawing arcs and transitions 
between them. The TTPN modules of a block, a series 
diagram, and a parallel diagram are shown in Figure 5, 
Figure 6, and Figure 7.
Since each block is either failed or ok, only one of the 
two places pbfaij and pbok contains a token at any point in 
time. The timed transition tbfai| models the change of the 
state ok to the state failed, and also represents the time to 
failure. The distribution function assigned to tbfaj| is the 
failure distribution function of the block. Accordingly, the 
timed transition tbrep models the time till the repair of a 
faulty block. tbrep is included only if the corresponding 
block is repairable; in this case, the repair distribution func­
tion of the block is assigned to tbrep. The marking of the
3
Figure 5 7TPA/ representation of a block
7T/W module corresponds to the actual state of the block of 
the SD, i.e., a token in indicates the ok state of the 
block, whereas a token in p f^i represents its failed state.
from tfaji of the children) Ç to trep of the children)
Figure 6 TTPA/ representation of a series diagram
A series diagram is considered ok if all of its children are 
ok. Therefore, a token is removed from the place psernum 
when a child is repaired (Figure 6). If only one child has 
been failed and is repaired, the series diagram changes to 
the ok state. In this case, the immediate transition tserrep 
fires, the token in pserfaji is taken away, and a token is 
deposited in pser0k- The inhibitor arc between psernum and 
tserrep prevents tserrep from being enabled as long as at least 
one child is failed. The arc from t“ ^ !  to psernum ensures 
that the number of tokens in psernum remains equal to the 
number of failed children.
The TTPN module of a parallel diagram is similar to the 
one of a series diagram. Since a parallel diagram is in the 
failed state if all af the n children are failed, the arcs 
between pparnum and t1““^ !  as well as the inhibitor arc 
between p parnum and tparrep have multiplicity n (Figure 7).
from tfaü of the children) ^  to trep of the children)
(  to pnum of the father)
Figure 7 TTPN representation of a parallel diagram
and parallel diagrams; these operations launch activities in 
the AWM when the corresponding unit fails or is repaired. 
Operations in the A WM can be triggered when a block in the 
SD (or FT) fails or is repaired. Additionally, the failure and 
repair of a series diagram or of a parallel diagram (or of an 
AND gate or OR gate respectively) may launch operations 
in the AWM\ for instance, the failure of a parallel diagram 
may cause the start of specific recovery processes in the 
AWM, or the repair of a series diagram allows a workload 
application to be restarted on the processor objects whose 
failure states are represented by the blocks of the series 
diagram.
Since the evaluation of the Conjoint Simulation model is 
performed at the TTPN level, the assignment of the opera­
tions has to be translated to the TTPN representation. 
During conversion of the SD or FT representation, the oper­
ations are automatically assigned to the transitions of the 
generated TTPN, which model the failure or repair of the 
respective unit.
For instance, the operations to perform in the AWM 
which are assigned to the series diagram of a SD model are 
transferred to the TTPN module of this series diagram 
(Figure 8). The operations which are triggered when the 
series diagram fails are assigned to the set CFfajj(ser) of the 
transition tserfaij. Equivalently, the operations which are 
launched when the series diagram is repaired are assigned 
to the set CFrep(Scr) of the transition tserrep.
4. Conclusion
3.2 Conversion of the interactions between A WM 
and FRM
If the FRM of a Conjoint Simulation model is defined as 
a SD, operations are assigned to the blocks, series diagrams,
In this paper, we have presented a modeling approach 
which enables the model designer to specify the failure- 
repair behavior in the FRM as well as the interactions 
between A WM and FRM at the very descriptive level of SD 
and FT models. The conversion of the SD and AT represen­
tations of the FRM to the TTPN representation is automati-
4
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Figure 8 Conversion of interactions 
of a series diagram
cally performed; the Petri net representation is immediately 
linked to the AWM during model evaluation, or the model 
designer may modify and extend the Petri net performing a 
gradual refinement of the FRM.
The modeling techniques of Conjoint Simulation 
including the combinatorial model types are implemented 
in the modeling environment SimPar [6] which has been 
used for the performance and dependability evaluation of 
various multiprocessor systems ([2], [5], [7], [8]).
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10] 
[11]
Abbreviations [ 12]
AWM Architecture-Workload Model
FRM Failure-Repair Model
FT Fault Tree [13]
SD Series-Parallel Diagram
TTPN Timed-Transition Petri Net
[14]
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A bstract
We consider the problem of estimating via simulation 
the tails of the performability of a system. Traditional 
simulation is inefficient in this case because the number 
of samples required to obtain an adequate characteriza­
tion of the tails is very large. The system we consider is 
the M /M /l/K  system subject to server breakdowns and 
repairs. This system is simple, but has the characterist­
ics shared by more complex systems, namely boundary 
conditions and multiple structural states. We propose a 
solution to this problem that combines results horn large 
deviations theory and importance sampling. Specifically, 
we use a large deviations analysis to derive an effective 
strategy for importance sampling. Using this strategy, we 
obtain results that indicate a large improvement in simu­
lation efficiency relative to the traditional approach.
1 Introduction
Performability [3] is an effective “bottom-line” 
measure of an imperfect system’s ability to meet user 
demands. Usually, the performability of a system is 
presented as the probability distribution function of 
some reward accumulated over a given interval of time. 
The accumulated reward might be the total number 
of customers served over some interval of time, for ex­
ample.
Simulation is one method for evaluating the per­
formability of a system. However, if one is interested 
in the tails of performability, straightforward simu­
lation is very inefficient, due to the large number of 
samples required to adequately characterize the tails 
of the distribution. The performability tails of a sub­
system can be important because of the impact of such 
events on other elements in the overall system. For ex­
ample, since the departure process from one system is 
often the arrival process to another, it can be import­
ant to know the probabilities associated with excessive 
over- or under-performance of the first system, in or­
der to evaluate the probabilities of the second system 
blocking or becoming idle.
Motivated by such thoughts, in this extended ab­
stract we consider the evaluation of the performabil­
ity of a queueing system subject to server breakdowns 
and repairs. We look at the total number of depar­
tures from the system over an interval of time, and 
seek the probability that this number exceeds or falls 
below threshold values far from the mean. We begin
’This work was supported, in part, by NASA Grant NAG 
1-1782.
with the required background results from importance 
sampling. Then we carry out a large deviations ana­
lysis of our model and derive an importance sampling 
strategy for evaluating the performability tails. We 
present the results of our importance sampling simu­
lation and compare them with results from naive sim­
ulation. Finally, we offer a few concluding remarks 
and some directions for further research.
2 Im portance Sam pling
Importance sampling is a variance reduction tech­
nique that has been applied successfully to the prob­
lem of estimating rare events. For a good survey of 
results for dependability models and blocking prob­
abilities, see [2] and the references therein. To char­
acterize a simulation, let (fi, P , P) be the probabil­
ity triple corresponding to the space of sample paths 
over the time interval [0,T]. Let Y (cj), uj E ft, be 
a random variable on this triple, and let Q be an­
other probability measure on (ft, T )  such that for all 
A  E P , P{A) — 0 if Q(A) =  0. The key to importance 
sampling is the transformation
EP[Y]
L
Y(u)dP (u)
i Y { u )W i dQ{u)
Eq[YL],
The function L(u) =  dP(u)/dQ(uj) is called the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative, or likelihood ratio, and 
satisfies P(A) =  f A L(uj)dQ(u>), for all events A E P .
Using standard simulation, Ep[Y] is estimated 
via £(P) =  £ y(a>t), with u>i sampled from
ft(T) according to P. To carry out an import­
ance sampling simulation, Ep[Y] is estimated via 
£(Q) — £ Y(ui)L(uii) and the u>t- are sampled 
according to Q. Since Eq [Y2L2] =  Ep[Y2L] and 
Eq[YL]2 =  Ep[Y]2, variance reduction is achieved 
when Q is selected so that Ep[Y2L\ < Ep[Y2]. For 
y  nonnegative, the optimal choice for Q is dQ(u) = 
Y(w)dP(u>)/Ep[Y], because then Ep[Y2L] = Ep[Y]2 
and VAR[£(Q)] =  0. Clearly the optimal choice can 
not be determined in advance, since its calculation 
requires Ep[Y], knowledge of which obviates the sim­
ulation.
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The optimal Q is out of reach, but there is still 
hope for obtaining a large variance reduction through 
a good choice of Q. The problem is that even P  is 
not directly available to us, since it is induced by the 
stochastic elements of the simulation model. To pro­
duce Q , we must first decide what we want it to look 
like, and then we need to decide how best to induce it 
by altering the stochastic elements of the model. For 
this task, we utilize the theory of large deviations.
3 Large D eviations of Perform ability
Large deviations theory is focused primarily on the 
analysis of rare events that come about through the 
combined eifects of a long sequence of minor anomol- 
ies. The portion of the theory we focus on is designed 
to yield estimates of the probability that a Markov 
process follows a path that is far from the “average” 
path, in a sense precisely defined below. This relates 
to our performability evaluation in the sense that we 
have an interest in sample paths that lead to endpoints 
far from the expected value of the reward accumulated 
over some interval of time. Shwartz and Weiss [51 have 
given a very accessible treatment of the theory of large 
deviations for Markov processes.
Let x =  (x i,X2,®3) denote the state of a queueing 
system subject to server breakdowns and repairs. All 
distributions are exponential, with arrival rate a, ser­
vice rate b, server failure rate c, and server repair rate 
d. In addition, we limit the system to a finite capa­
city of K  customers. We assign x\(t)  the number in 
the system at time t, (t) the number served in the 
interval [0,t], and we let £3(2) =  1 if the server is 
up at time t, and 0 otherwise. Thus (x \,X 2 ) =  x p 
captures the performance part of the model, while £3 
corresponds to the structural part of the model. In 
the following analysis, when we speak of the process 
following a path, we will be speaking of the perform­
ance part of the process. The structural part of the 
process is utilized in the calculation of the local rate 
function, as described below.
The dynamics of the system are described in terms 
of the jump directions and the corresponding trans­
ition rates. We follow notation in Shwartz and Weiss. 
At each structural level m  we have k(m) jump direc­
tions denoted ¿¿(m). Associated with each jump dir­
ection is a transition rate A¿(m). The jump directions 
and rates for the queue with server breakdowns are 
shown in Table 1. There are three different operating 
zones at each of the two server states. The queue can 
be empty, occupied, or full. The empty queue and full 
queue boundaries pose a problem, because at these 
points the service or arrival rate abruptly drops to 
zero. However, within each of these operating zones, 
our model fits into the “finite levels” framework of 
Shwartz and Weiss, and their theory may be used to 
analyze the behavior of a boundary-free version of our 
model during a large deviation. The results on this 
“free” version of the process are useful in the deriva­
tion of the rate function for the restricted version of 
the process.
To begin with, we consider large deviations of the 
free queue with server breakdowns. For this model, we 
remove the queueing process barriers at zero and K.
Table 1: Jump directions and rates for performability 
model.
m =  0 (Server up)
«i(0) =  (1,0,0) Ai(0) = a x\ < K
0 Xi - K
e ,(0 ) =  ( - 1 ,1 ,0 ) A2(0) =  b xi > 0
0 £ i = 0
e3(0) =  (0 ,0 , - 1 ) A3(0) = c
m =  1 (Server down)
® i(l) =  ( 1 , 0,0 ) A i(l)  = a xi < K
0 Xl =  K
¿ id )  =  (o,o,D A j ( l ) =  d
Then the model is scaled to obtain zn(t) =  ^ x(n t). 
The next step is to examine the so-called fluid limit of 
the process, ¿*00 (t), which for finite levels models can 
be shown to solve
j  1 *("»)
¿7*00(*) =  X
m=0 i= l
where <j>(m) solves
1 k(m)
X  ti™ ) X  A*(m) ■ =  °-
m=0 i= l
As n —► 00, the rate of jumps increases, while the dis­
tance moved at each jump decreases. The stochastic 
process zn(t) approaches the deterministic process 
Zpo (t), which can be described by a differential equa­
tion. Plugging in our model parameters, we find 
<¿(0) =  d/(c  +  d) and
= ^ ¿ ( « ( 1. 10) +  ‘ ( - 1, i)) +  ^ ( « ( 1. o)),
which simplifies to
d _ . . . bd bd v _
J tz°°(*)= (a ”  7 + d '7 + 1 ^ 2oo>1^  > °* W
The numeral one in the subscript of z refers to the first 
component of the process, which is the queue length.
The fluid limit is the asymptotic average path. 
Large deviations theory tells us that the probability 
of paths far from this average is very small. In fact, it 
is characterized by
lim sup -  log Pg(zn E F) <
n—*00 n
- in { { lS ( r ) : r e F ,r { 0 )  = x}.
The set F  is a closed set in Dd[0,T\, the space of 
Rd~valued functions of a parameter t E [0, T] that are
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right continuous with left limits. The Skorohod metric 
is used to measure the distance between two functions 
in this space, which means that paths which differ 
slightly in terms of their jump times, but have similar 
shapes, axe still considered close together. I  is called 
the rate function, and is defined for paths f  € Dd[0, T] 
with r '( t ) =  ^ r(t) as
t f ( r )  =  /  l(r '(s ))d s  
Jo
where
Kv) =
sup ^ (0p,y p)
The angle brackets stand for inner product, and the p
superscript refers to the components of y and 0 corres­
ponding to the performance part of the process {xp). 
The function l is called the local rate function, be­
cause it measures the “cost” of moving in a direc­
tion other than the average. It can be shown [5] that
Kv) > ¿(372oo(*)) and that f(372*00(0) == 0- In essence, 
the large deviations principle states that the probab­
ility that the scaled process zn remains close to some 
continuous path f  € F  decreases exponentially with 
rate n lT (f) unless F  contains ¿00, in which case the 
probability goes to one as n goes to infinity.
The particular value of 9, say 9 *, that solves the op­
timization problem l(y) defines a change in the prob­
ability measure that makes the direction y the average 
direction of travel. This is the result that is useful in 
importance sampling, as first pointed out in [1], in the 
context of evaluating the stability of ALOHA. The fo­
cus is on the direction of travel, rather than on the 
path itself, because the direction of travel is determ­
ined by the generator of the process. The generator is 
derived directly from the stochastic parameters of the 
model, whereas we usually can not obtain the prob­
ability measure on the sample paths. Our approach 
to importance sampling is to change the generator so 
that at each point, the average direction becomes the 
direction that moves the process along the most likely 
path to the rare event. The path that minimizes Iq 
is the most likely path to the rare event.
For systems where the jump rates are independent 
of the performance part of the process (x p), Schwarz 
and Weiss have shown that for all paths r, Iq (r) > 
T  • /(^£), so we only need to consider straight line 
paths in order to calculate the minimum cost. If the 
rate function is not strictly convex, then there may 
be minimum cost paths that are not straight lines, 
but there will be a straight line path that attains the 
minimum cost. For straight line paths, calculating the 
rate function I  reduces to calculating the local rate 
function. In the next section we calculate the local 
rate function for the performability of the queue with 
server breakdowns and repairs.
4 Calculating the R ate Function
For the boundary-free process,
l(y) =  sup(0iyi +  02i/2 -  a(effl -  1) 
e
— max{&(e“ *1+*3 — 1) +  c(e03 -  1),
d(e-*> -  1)}),
as long as the system is not empty or blocked, cor­
responding to Equation (1). With a simple change of 
variable, 0 =  — 9\ +02, the problem separates into two 
independent optimizations:
U fa  =  sup (0i(yi +  y2) -  a(e01 -  1))
0i
U fa )  =  sup(0y2 -  max{6(e* -  1) +  c(e03 -  1),
0,03
d(e-*> -  1)}),
with
I fa  =  U fa  + U fa)-  (2)
This result is appealing since the arrival process and 
service process are independent. While Ia has a simple 
analytic solution, /, is complicated by the max func­
tion. However, a little thought shows that ls can be 
solved using the method of Lagrange multipliers, since 
at a finite optimal point,
b(e9 -  1) +  c(e*3 -  1) -  d(e~03 -  1) = 0. (3)
As proof, assume there exists an optimal point (0*, 0£) 
where (3) does not hold. But then we could improve 
the objective by adjusting 0g, which contradicts the 
assumption of optimality. Letting
/ ( M 3) =  9W - 4 ( i » - l ) - c ( e * > - l )
g(B,e3) =  b(e9 — 1) +  c(effs — 1) — d(e~*3 — 1),
we solve the system
V /( M 3) = VA ff(M s) 
s ( M 3) =  0,
where V is the gradient operator. The solution satis- 
and u =  e03 solves
3 d 2 d . d2u3 -|----1r ------- (6 +  c — d — y2 ) u -------- =  0.
V2 cy2 cy2
The solutions of such a cubic equation are well 
known [6]. Using the definitions
„  3 £ (92- 6 - c  +  d) - ( £ ) 2
W “  9
„  9^ t e _ i _ c + < i ) +27^ _ 2 ( « )
R  =  ----------------------- 54------------------------'
5 = (fl + x/03 + « 2)1/3,
T = (R -  s/Q3 +  f l2) 1/3,
fc(m)
— max ^ 2  A -  1) 
m *'=i
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the discriminant is D = Q3 + R 2. For the case D > 0 
only one root is real, and it is given by ui =  S  +  
T  — d/(3y2). When D <  0 there may be more than 
one real root, in which case we choose the positive 
one. In our experiments, no system has produced zero 
or multiple positive real roots. It would be nice to 
identify in terms of the model parameters when this 
situation might arise, and find an interpretation for 
such an event, but we have not worked on this yet. 
In the next section, all the analysis of the free model 
is extended to cover the boundary conditions of the 
original model.
5 Boundaries
In this section we derive the rate function for the 
model with boundaries. First the fluid limit is de­
rived for the empty queue situation. The rate function 
is obtained using the contraction principle from large 
deviations theory, as described below.
Equation (1) describes the process when it is not at 
the boundary. In the actual system, when the queue 
becomes empty there can be no departures until the 
next arrival. If the system is stable, this boundary is 
attractive, meaning that the process rarely wanders 
far away, and always returns. To calculate the beha­
vior at the boundary, we first calculate tto, the steady 
state probability that the queue is empty, with the 
service rate modified by the server availability.
/* w bd .
7r0a -I- (1 -  7r0) ( a ------—j) =  0.c -+• a
The behavior of the process on the boundary is then 
derived via the vector equation
7ro0(l)(a, 0) -I- (1 -  7T0)^(l)(a  -b ,b )  + <f>(0)(a, 0) =  0.
The result is very simple;
^ ¿00(0 =  (o, a), Zitoo(t) =  0. (4)
When the process is on the boundary, where the 
fluid limit behavior is described by Equation (4), the 
rate function is complicated by the fact that no de­
partures can occur from an empty system, so in ef­
fect the service rate is not continuous in terms of 
the performance part of the model, a violation of 
the assumptions underlying the finite levels theory 
in [5]. But this difficulty may be circumvented us­
ing the contraction principle from the general the­
ory of large deviations. Simply put, the contraction 
principle states that if there exists a continuous map­
ping, M, of a process w known to satisfy a large de­
viations principle with rate function Iw, to another 
process of interest, y, then y also satisfies a large devi­
ations principle and its rate function may be written 
as Iy(s) =  inff/u^f) : M (r) =  s}. A precise state­
ment and a proof for a version of this theorem are 
given in [5]. For our performability model, the re­
flection map, well known in the queueing literature, 
can play the role of Af. The reflection principle is 
a continuous mapping from £>d[0,T] to Dd[0,T] that
effectively deletes all downward transitions when the 
queue is empty. The only extension required for the 
performability model is to augment the process with 
the number of departures.
The task that remains is to find the minimum cost 
paths that map into interesting paths in the perform­
ability model. The first path we consider is one that 
stays on the boundary at x\ =  0. As stated in Equa­
tion (4), the fluid limit behavior on the boundary is to 
output customers at the arrival rate. As a result, we 
expect that for performability rates below the effective 
service rate, the optimal paths will have a cost given 
by the local rate function /a(0, y2), which is the cost of 
twisting the arrival rate to y2 from a while remaining 
on the boundary. According to the fluid limit, this 
system will output y2 customers per unit time.
To see that the cost of staying on the boundary is 
lower than that of operating just off the boundary, ex­
amine the rate function for the interior given in Equa­
tion (2). When the process is on the boundary and 
yi =  0, the first optimization problem is the cost of 
twisting the arrival rate. In order to maintain a zero 
drift in the queueing process away from the bound­
ary, the effective service rate must also be modified, 
with the associated cost given by the second optimiz­
ation problem. The rate function is nonnegative, and 
zero only when the rates are unchanged, so the cost 
of staying on the boundary is clearly less than staying 
slightly inside.
To tie everything in the last couple of paragraphs 
together, the full description of the local rate function 
is presented in Equation (5):
Kx uV)
' laW
< la{y) + U{W2) 
. OO
if xi =  0 and y\ =  0 
and 0 < y2 < ^ ;  
if Xi > 0 or yi 0
or V* >
if xi < 0 or y2 < 0.
The local rate function for system parameters a =  9, 
b =  10, c =  0.1, and d =  10, and y =  (0,9.5) is plotted 
in Figure 1 for x\ =  0 and x\ =  1.
6 R esults
The large deviations results were used to estim­
ate the right and left tails of performability for the 
queue with server breakdowns and repairs. As shown 
in Table 2, we obtained close agreement between 
the importance sampling simulations and the numer­
ical results. Despite the fact that large deviations 
is concerned with asymptotic results, we obtained 
good results for these transient simulations. To ob­
tain the results we used the importance sampling 
simulator (ITSim) and a numerical solver (trs) in 
the UUraSAN modeling environment [4]. We ran 
10,000 independent replications for each experiment, 
and calculated confidence intervals at a confidence 
level of 95%. The first experiment evaluated the 
probability that a system with the given paramet­
ers would output at least 440 customers within a 
time period of 40 units. To obtain the twisted rates 
for the simulation, we solved /(0 ,0,11), and found
0* =  (0.200671,0.103423,-0.102544), which made
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Figure 1: Local rate function for a =  9, 6 =  10, c =  
0.1, d =  10, in the vicinity of y =  (0,9.5), plotted for 
the boundary and off-boundary cases.
the new model parameters a! — 11, b' =  11.0896, 
d  — 0.0902539, and d' =  11.0799. Note that the up­
per bound calculated directly using the rate function 
is not tight. We expect this bound to tighten as n in­
creases. The second experiment examined the left tail 
of the same model. It evaluated the probability that 
the system would output at most 280 customers in the 
40 unit time frame. For this model, we solved Ia(0 ,7),
and found 0* =  (—0.251314,0,0). In this experiment, 
the large deviations upper bound was much closer to 
the computed probability. Finally, for the third ex­
periment, a different model was chosen, with a =  2, 
b =  5, c =  .1, d =  10, and the right tail probability 
that the performability over a 40 unit time period ex­
ceeds 120 was evaluated. To obtain the twisted rates,
we solved /a(0,3) and got 0* =  (0.405465,0,0). We 
note that the upper bound is fairly tight in this exper­
iment, too.
7 Conclusions
We have considered the evaluation via simulation 
of the performability of a finite queue with server 
breakdowns and repairs. We used large deviations 
theory to study the process away from the boundar­
ies, and then made the extensions required to handle 
the boundary conditions. Solving the resulting optim­
ization problems led to a good importance sampling 
strategy, which produced a large improvement in sim­
ulation efficiency for the problem of estimating both 
right and left tails of performability.
For the relatively simple model considered here, 
we obtained an analytic solution of the rate function. 
With the goal of gaining insight into the properties 
of this particular model, this approach made sense. 
We want to study much more complicated processes 
with more complicated structural components. The 
most important problem that must be solved to ex­
tend the applicability of the approach outlined here is 
the automatic numerical solution of the correspond­
ingly more complicated optimization problems that
Table 2: Performability Estimates
a =  9, b =  10, c =  0.1, d =  10, t =  40
P{Y  > 440)
Solver Result
trs 3.2 x 10~8 ±  1.00 x 10” y
ITSim 3.2 x 10~8 ±  5.4 x 10-9
Bound 2.5 x 10"5
P{Y < 280)
Solver Result
trs 2.3007 x 10~5 ±  1.00 x 10~y
ITSim 2.0 x 10“ 5 ±  3.3 x 10” 6
Bound 6.6 x 10-5
a =  2, 6 =  5, c =  0.1, d =  10,i =  40
P{Y  > 120)
Solver Result
trs 1.1728 x 10-5 ±  1.00 x 10-y
ITSim 1.17 x 10-5 ±  6.7 x 10-7
Bound 1.8 x lO“ 4
arise from such models.
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1 M otivation
The estimation of rare event probabilities poses some 
of the of the most difficult computational challenges 
for Monte Carlo simulation and, at the same time, 
some of the greatest opportunities for efficiency im­
provement through the use of variance reduction tech­
niques. Current interest in rare events stems pri­
marily from developments in computer and com­
munications technology: many industrial and scien­
tific applications require highly reliable computer sys­
tems (with correspondingly small failure probabili­
ties) , and standards for emerging telecommunications 
systems call for extremely small buffer-overflow prob­
abilities. The performance of these types of systems is 
frequently studied through simulation, but straight­
forward simulation can easily produce estimates that 
are off by orders of magnitude in estimating small 
probabilities. In these settings, variance reduction is 
essential.
Importance sampling, based on changing probabil­
ity distributions to make rare events less rare, has 
been used to obtain dramatic improvements in effi­
ciency in estimating small probabilities in queueing 
and reliability systems (see [4] and [7] for overviews). 
But the effectiveness of importance sampling depends 
critically on the ability to find the right change of 
measure; indeed, used improperly importance sam­
pling is liable to produce worse results than straight­
forward simulation. Finding the right change of mea­
sure generally requires identifying at least the rough 
asymptotics of a rare event probability, often de­
scribed by a large deviations result. This type of anal­
ysis can be formidable in complex models, so the do­
main of importance sampling, while substantial, does 
not include all problems of interest.
This work deals with an alternative method for rare 
event simulation that uses the technique of splitting
‘ Also affiliated to IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, York- 
town Heights, NY 10598.
sample paths. The main advantage of this technique 
is that it appears to require rather little model struc­
ture for its applicability. Splitting for rare event simu­
lation wets originally discussed by [6] in the context of 
estimating rare particle transmission probabilities in 
physics. Since then, there were only a few intermit­
tent references to the use of this technique for rare 
event simulation ([2], [1], [5]). However, recently it 
was revisited in a significant way by [9], [8], and [10] 
for estimating probabilities of rare events in computer 
and communication systems. They also developed a 
software based modeling tool called ASTRO that im­
plemented this method. Even though some approx­
imate analysis of the efficiency of this method, that 
gives a few insights, has been done in the past, to 
date there does not exist a thorough formal analysis. 
The main purpose of this work is to describe a uni­
fying class of models and implementation conditions 
under which this type of method is provablv effective 
and even optimal (in an asymptotic sense) for rare 
event simulation. The analysis in this work takes ex­
tensively from the theory of branching processes (e.g.,
[3])-
2 The Technique and its A nal­
ysis
The method is best described through a simple exam­
ple. Consider the simulation of a nonnegative process 
that returns to the origin infinitely often — think of 
the queue-length process in a stable queue. Consider 
the probability that, starting from the origin, the pro­
cess reaches some level b before returning to the ori­
gin. As has been discussed in many past papers on 
rare event simulation, efficient estimation of this type 
of probability is central to efficient estimation of the 
steady-state probability that a queue length exceeds 
b (or the efficient estimation of the buffer overflow 
probability in a queueing system with finite buffer b).
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If b is large, this may well be a rare event; starting 
even a large number of sample paths at the origin 
may result in very few that reach b before return­
ing, and thus generating little information about the 
probability of this event. To get around this problem 
we may partition the state space using intermediate 
thresholds as illustrated in Figure 1, where 6 corre­
sponds to Level 3. Then, each time a sample path 
reaches a threshold higher than any it has reached 
before we split it into a number of subpaths, which 
subsequently evolve independently of each other. A 
path is terminated when it reaches level b or returns 
to the origin. Reaching an intermediate level is more
Figure 1: Splitting with three levels and two split 
subpaths.
likely than reaching b itself, and by splitting at each 
threshold we reinforce successful outcomes and end 
up allocating more effort to simulating more promis­
ing paths. Dividing the total number of paths that 
reach b before 0 by the total number of potential paths 
yields an unbiased estimate of the desired probability 
([9] and [10] describe a slightly different implemen­
tation in which a path splits every time it crosses a 
threshold — even one it has reached before; [6] men­
tions both versions).
The central issues in implementing this method 
are choosing the thresholds and choosing the num­
ber of subpaths to generate when a path splits. In 
this work, we address only the second issue. Some of 
our conditions may be interpreted as roughly requir­
ing that the thresholds be eventually nearly evenly 
spaced. More precisely, we will require that the dy­
namics of the process between thresholds approaches 
a limit at high thresholds. We plan to report results 
on the choice of threshold elsewhere, as that analy­
sis involves rather different tools. Indeed, on more 
general state spaces than those we consider here the 
term “threshold” may be misleading; we require, in 
general, a nested sequence of subsets.
Our analysis in this work is based on modeling the 
movement from one threshold to the next rather than 
explicitly modeling the underlying process. Thus, our 
results may be viewed as an exact analysis of pro­
cesses for which these models apply literally and an 
approximate analysis for more general cases. Briefly, 
we consider three settings allowing for increasing lev­
els of generality:
• Upon crossing a threshold, the underlying pro­
cess has a fixed success probability p of achieving 
the next threshold before terminating, indepen­
dent of its past. Hence, the process that records 
the highest threshold reached so far is Markov. 
The requirement that the success probability be 
independent of the past holds if the underlying 
process is itself a Markov chain and there is a sin­
gle entry state for each threshold. If, in addition, 
the underlying process is spatially homogeneous 
and the thresholds are evenly spaced, then the 
success probability is indeed constant.
•  The process that records the highest threshold 
reached so far becomes homogeneous Markov 
when augmented with a supplementary variable 
taking on finitely many values. If, for example, 
the underlying process is Markov and the num­
ber of entry states per threshold is bounded, it 
suffices to record the highest threshold reached 
and the index of the state in which it was entered 
to get a Markov chain. In this setting, the move­
ment from one threshold to the next is described 
by a matrix of transition probabilities.
• The movement from one threshold to the next is 
again described by transition probabilities, but 
we drop the requirement that a single transition 
matrix apply at all thresholds and replace it with 
the condition that the transition matrices con­
verge to a limiting matrix.
The last setting is evidently the most general. For 
a specific example in which it applies, consider a 
queue in discrete time. Exactly one job is com­
pleted at each time increment so long as the sys­
tem is not empty. Arrivals per time increment are
i.i.d. and bounded. Take the underlying process to 
be the queue length and suppose the thresholds are 
at A, 2A, 3A ,. . .  for some positive integer A larger 
than the greatest number of arrivals possible in a 
single time increment. Given that the queue length 
first achieved the threshold at £A by entering state 
fcA +  i, for some 0 < * < A, the probability that it 
will achieve the next threshold (before returning to 0) 
by entering state (¿ +  1)A +  j ,  for some 0 < j  < A, is 
independent of the past. The movement from level k
1 2
to k +  1 can thus be described by a A x A transition 
matrix with entries Pk(i,j), and it is easy to see that 
these matrices converge as k —► oo.
For each of the settings above we show that ap­
propriately choosing the degree of splitting at each 
threshold is critical to the effectiveness of the method. 
The choice must balance two competing concerns: ex­
cessive splitting creates an explosive computational 
burden, and insufficient splitting eliminates the ad­
vantage over straightforward simulation. But with 
just the right amount of splitting, the method be­
comes asymptotically optimal (in a sense used fre­
quently in rare event simulation) and is thus in some 
respects as effective for rare event simulation as any 
method can be. Our main results identify the ideal 
level of splitting for the three settings above: in the 
first setting, each path should be split into approxi­
mately 1/p subpaths; in the second setting the split­
ting parameter should be the reciprocal of the spec­
tral radius of the transition matrix; and in the third 
setting it should be the reciprocal of the spectral ra­
dius of the limiting transition matrix. Often, this en­
tails randomizing the number of subpaths. We obtain 
these results by modeling the paths that reach each 
threshold as the population at subsequent generations 
of a branching process. They may be loosely inter­
preted as stating that when a path splits, the number 
of subpaths should be chosen so that on average one 
subpath makes it to the next threshold. This keeps 
the expected number of paths alive at each threshold 
roughly constant.
In this work we analyze the three settings above. In 
addition we report numerical results on some simple 
computer system and communication network exam­
ples that support the theoretical analysis and explore 
the robustness of the method. Indeed, whereas the 
results of this work are essentially positive, it is im­
portant to emphasize that they are obtained under 
restrictions. Our purpose here is to show how well the 
method works under ideal conditions; elsewhere, we 
plan to address some of the limitations of the method, 
particularly in higher dimensional problems.
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1. Introduction.
A network A* is defined as a triple (V, E, T ), where 
V  is the set of vertices, E  is the set of edges and T  is 
a subset of V called the terminal set. The stochastic 
behavior of edge e, e € E , is described by an alter­
nating two-state Markov process. In this process, p{e) 
is the stationary probability that the edge e is up and 
q(e) =  1—p(e) is the probability that e is down. 1/A(e) 
ana 1/We) are the corresponding mean up and down 
periods for edge e € E  in this process. All edges are 
assumed to be stochastically independent. By the def­
inition, the network M  is up if all terminals in T  are 
connected to each other. Otherwise, the network is 
in down state. Let Tup and Tdn be the mean equi­
librium up and down periods for the whole network, 
respectively.
A new Monte Carlo method is suggested for es­
timating the stationary network availability R  =  
Tup/{Tup +  Tdn) and the so-called stationary
down —► up transition rate $  =  (Tup+T^n)“ 1. Hav­
ing the estimates of R  and 0 , one can easily estimate 
Tup and Tdn, which is a quite difficult task, especially 
for highly reliable networks.
2. The Monte Carlo Sampling Scheme and 
the Edge Evolution Process.
A general representation of the Monte Carlo sam­
pling scheme is drawing "balls” u  from an ”urn” which 
contains a ’’population” 0, of balls. The probability 
that a particular u  is chosen equals p(u/). A random 
variable Y  is defined on D in such a way that it takes 
on the value Y(w) on a particular u. The quantity of 
interest 9 is the mean value of Y :
9 =  E[Y] =  Ewgnp(w)Y(w). (1)
Monte Carlo means in fact estimation 9 via its sam­
ple mean:
t =  N~lSg.xY(ui) (2)
Obviously, 9 is an unbiased and consistent as N  —+■ oo 
estimator of 9 .
The heart of any Monte Carlo is defining the ”urn” 
and the ’’balls” . For a crude Monte Carlo, a "ball” is a 
binary vector whose components determine the state 
of each edge. In our method, w is a trajectory in a 
special edge evolution process with closure . Its idea 
was originally suggested by M.Lomonosov in 1972 [1], 
In this process, each edge e is initially down at t =  0
and is ”born” at random instant rj{e) which is expo­
nentially distributed with rate a(e) =  — log ^ (e). 
Once born, an edge remain ”up” forever. The rate 
a{e) is chosen in such a way that the probability that 
the edge e is up at the instant to coincides with the 
stationary probability p(e) =  1—q(e). This guarantees 
that the probability that all edges Dorn on [0, ¿o] will 
connect all terminals in T, coincides with the equilib­
rium up probability of the original network. In other 
words, the static network reliability, i.e. the proba­
bility that the network is up in equilibrium, coincides 
with the probability that the edges bom on [0, fo] in 
the evolution process constitute a network in which all 
terminals are connected to each other.
An efficient Monte Carlo for estimating R  and $  
is based on introducing a Markov-type continuous - 
time process crt • Its states are, loosely speaking, the 
partitions of the graph G — {V, E) arising in the above 
edge evolution process. A typical trajectory oj of <rt 
starts at the partition <tq with no edges at all and 
terminates in a partition <7* having the property that 
all terminals belong to one connected component of 
o’*.
Since the definition of <rt is the key issue for our 
Monte Carlo, let us describe it in more detail.
Given a graph G =  (V,E), a partition a — 
{X UX 2, ...,X r } of V, where X { C\ X j = 0  for i £  j  
and U[=1ATi =  V, is called regular (with respect to 
G) if each induced subgraph G(Xi) is connected. Ar­
bitrary set F  of edges generates a regular partition 
< F  > =  {Xi, ...,X r ) where X% sure the components 
of the spanning subgraph {V, F) (including isolated 
nodes, if any). Subsets F ' and F"  are equivalent if
< F 1 > = <  F" >. Identify every regular partition a 
with the class of subsets F  of E  satisfying < F  > =  <r. 
Clearly, each such class is the collection of subsets of 
edges with a common closure.
For every regular <r, let its components be referred 
to as supemodes and E{<r) denote the set of external 
edges, i.e. the edges between distinct super-nodes. 
Put a(<r) =  Ee€E(<7)Q!(e).
Regular partitions of V are partially ordered by the 
relation: cr < a" when <x" is obtained by merging 
components of cr'.
Denote by F{t) the set of edges born on the interval 
[0, <]. Denote by <rt =  <r the corresponding equivalence 
class, i.e. the equivalence class which exists at the in­
stant t . Clearly, <rt spends in cr a random exponentially 
distributed time with parameter ar(cr). On leaving a, 
<X\ jumps in one of its direct successors, say oJ which 
is obtained by merging exactly two super-nodes of <r, 
and chosen with probability (a:(<r) — a;(<r/))/a(<7). For 
addiional details see [2],[3],[4j.
A trajectory u> of the random process crt is a se­
quence u  =  (<7o,^i, —j^r), where cro is a trivial par­
tition into singletons, <r,- is a direct successor of 
and crr is the first partition in the above sequence in 
which all terminals belong to one super-node. These 
u  - trajectories are the ’’balls” in our Monte Carlo 
scheme. Each u  is drawn from the urn with its prob-
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(3)
Now, using the total probability formula, we repre­
sent
P(M is up at to) =
Ewenp(w)P(to be up at toM
The corresponding value of the random variable Y  
, Y(w), is the probability that the up state in the evo­
lution process has been reached before the instant to 
given that the evolution took place along the corre­
sponding trajectory u>. Y(w) can be computed ex­
actly via convolutions of exponents, since the process 
irt spends an exponential time in each of the partitions 
along the trajectory.
The above described Monte Carlo based on evo­
lution process with closure has several advantages. 
First, for each sequence of edges born there is a set 
of ” irrelevant” edges whose future appearance would 
not affect the moment when the network becomes con­
nected. These are the edges whose ends belong to one 
component. Thus, one sequence of born edges leading 
from <7o to <Tk represents in fact a ’’thick” bundle of 
trajectories. Secondly, it is possible to define several 
random variables on Q and to obtain several valuable 
parameter estimates on the same sample of trajecto­
ries. This is important for calculating the down —► up 
transition rate, as we show next.
3. Computing the Down-Up Transition Rate
It is a known fact from probability theory that
$  =  E beBP(b)p(b), (4)
where B is the set of all border-type down states, p(b) 
is the stationary probability of a border state 6, and 
p(b) is the total transition rate from b to the up set. 
Since p(b) remains the same for all border states be­
longing to the same regular partition, we can rewrite 
the above formula as
$  = £<7eBdP(<r)/i((T), (5)
where Bd denotes the set of all border-type partitions. 
For example, if ”up” is the total connectivity, then Bd 
consists of all partitions into two components. Let us 
describe a Monte Carlo estimation of $  for that case.
We already noted that the ’’equilibrium” for the 
network, is equivalent probabilistically to what hap­
pens in the evolution process at certain instant to. 
This fact allows to interpret P(<r) sis the probability 
that the evolution process is in a border state cr at 
time <o. Suppose a trajectory w is given. Denote by 
Xw and Yw the random times needed for the evolu­
tion process to reach <r and the up-state, respectively. 
Then
P (X W < t0) -  P(YU < t0) =
P(<r; |u>)
is the probability that, given u>, the evolution pro­
cess is in cr at the instant to. Now it is easy to represent
$  in a form similar to (1):
$ = Sw€np(w)P(o-; |w). (6)
4. Simulation Results and Computational 
Aspects .
We present simulation examples of several renew­
able networks and show that the above method pro­
vides small relative errors in parameter estimation for 
very moderate N  values, even for highly reliable net­
works, see [2,3]. For example, a ladder-type renewable 
network with 17 edges, whose down state is the loss of 
connectivity, has R  ~  0.968. Only N=100 was needed 
to estimate R  with a 6% relative error. The value of 
$  ~  0.073, with the same accuracy.
An important definition of computational complex­
ity for a Monte Carlo scheme has been suggested in
[3],[4]. Suppose that we estimate the value of 9 (see
(1) ) by the corresponding sample mean 9. Let e and 
o De arbitrary positive numbers, and the inequality
1 -  e < 9/9 < 1 +  e (7)
holds with probability at least 1 — 5. Then 9 is called 
(e, 6)-polynomial if the (e, 5) -accuracy of 9 is guaran­
teed by a sample size N , not exceeding a polynomial 
of l/e , 1/6 and the network size n =  |V|.
It has been proved in [3] and [4] that the above de­
scribed Monte Carlo based on the edge evolution pro­
cess is (e, 5)-polynomial with respect to the network 
down (i.e. disconnectedness) probability.
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Abstract
The focus of this contribution is on the performa- 
bility modeling and analysis of the interdependence of 
system states.
State transition models successfully used to study 
the dynamic of stochastic discrete event dynamic sys­
tems (SDEDS) are stochastic PETRI nets (SPN). 
SDEDS examples are communication- manufacturing- 
and transportation systems.
This contribution shows how to use the SDEDS un­
derlying stochastic process for performability model­
ing and analysis of the interdependence of the system 
states. The prediction of possible system states can be 
used for optimal state dependent supervisory control 
of the modeled system.
Using the state interdependencies it is possible to 
integrate a (stochastic) PETRI net model as a state 
observer of (S)DEDS. The methodology presented in 
this contribution is defined as equalizer.
K eyw ords: Communication- manufacturing- and
traffic control systems, controlled MARKOV chains, 
stochastic discrete event dynamic systems (SDEDS), 
MARKOVIAN stochastic process, state dependent 
control, stochastic PETRI nets (SPN), supervisory 
control (alphabetically).
1 The m odeling and analysis m ethod­
ology
A state dependent control policy is derived for 
discrete event dynamic systems with countable state 
space; for which the constrained performability crite­
ria arise naturally in the context of communication 
systems, manufacturing systems, and traffic control 
systems.
Dealing with practical applications, several authors 
have extended the basic PETRI net definitions to ob­
tain a more powerful modeling tool. In particular, 
much work has been focused on the possibility of using 
PETRI nets for the control of discrete event dynamic 
systems and on representing time.
The introduction of functional specifications is es­
sential in order to use PETRI net models for supervi­
sory control of systems. This can be done by apply­
ing the transition invariants (T-invariants) and place 
invariants (S-Invariants) of the PETRI net model to 
generate the control rules for the modeled system. T- 
Invariants can be used to describe predefined walks 
through the state space of the modeled system. S- 
Invariants describe the invariance of the markings of 
the PETRI net model and can be used to simplify the 
analytically controller synthesis. If a conflict takes 
place within the generated control rules an appropri­
ate strategy has to be found in order to solve the con­
flict. Here, T-Invariants and priorities can be used to 
describe the ordering of transition firings and thus to 
generate a conflict-free pre-defined walk through the 
state space of the modeled system.
In order to use PETRI nets as observer models and 
to implement a supervisory control of a determinis­
tic dynamic system, the introduction of deterministic 
timing specifications is essential. It is advantageous 
that the implementation of time allowes the use of the 
PETRI net model for performance evaluation of the 
modeled system behaviour. Furthermore, if a stochas­
tic system behaviour is considered (e.g. communica­
tion systems, manufacturing systems, and traffic con­
trol systems), the performance of the modeled system 
can be characterized using the stochastic processes, 
underlying the PETRI net model, of the modeled sys­
tem.
The performance of the modeled deterministic or 
stochastic system can be characterized through the 
minimization of a long run avarage cost functional 
to satisfy pre-described bounds and subject to con­
straints on several other such functionals, e.g. useful 
for resource utilization.
To be able to depict the control methodeology, a 
reduced complexity with MARKOVian systems be­
haviour is considered in this contribution for the 
communication-, manufacturing-, or traffic control 
systems. Using the underlying MARKOVian stochas­
tic process, the state dependent adaptive control of 
the parameters influencing the finite-state MARKOV 
chains leads to an optimal state dependent supervi­
sory control of the stochastic discrete event dynamic 
system. The computation of the equilibrium solution
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of the MARKOVian stochastic process, underlying the 
discrete event dynamic system, is practically shown in 
this contribution.
The control policy, presented here, is a static one; 
future work deals with sensitivity- and pertubation 
analysis of the system parameters, used to control the 
system behaviour, resulting in a state dependent dy­
namic control policy. The use of the matrix exponen­
tial equation bridges the DEDS theory and the control 
theory. Thus, the contribution deeply bridges and ap­
plies stochastic PETRI net theory and adaptive con­
trol theory.
A collection of selected papers on PETRI net per­
formance models can be found in JUANOLE et al. [1]. 
WESTPHAL [4, 3] deals with the use of PETRI net 
performance models for state dependent supervisory 
control of communication systems. WESTPHAL [2] 
deals with basic system parameters of a communica­
tions system; used to decide whether a SDEDS model 
has to be used to predict the system behaviour or no.
2 Perform ability m odeling and state  
dependent supervisory control
A tangible reachability graph, including all infor­
mation that is required for the performability mod­
eling of the modeled system, is shown in Figure 
1, WESTPHAL [4]. From the tangible reachability 
graph the square transition rate matrix for equlib- 
rium, T =  [7ij], also called generator matrix, is de­
fined. T =  [jij ] is used to calculate the transition 
probability matrix 3? =  [if>ij]. ^  =  [V’t'j] and the ini­
tial probability density vector Uinit =  (w*n*«i> • • -, 
w init N  ) are used to calculate the steady-state proba­
bility distribution vector u> =  (w i, . . oj n ) (N  is the 
number of tangible states of the underlying stochastic 
process), Section 2.1.
For performability modeling and supervisory con­
trol, however, a vector notation for the mean number 
of transition firings 7  =  (7 1 ,. . .  ,7« ) (n is the number 
of timed transitions) can be defined, Section 2.2.
For state dependent performability modeling and 
state dependent supervisory control, however, a ma­
trix notation for the state dependent (in terms of the 
MARKOV chain nomenclature, marking dependent in 
terms of the PETRI net nomenclature) mean number
of transition firings r T =  [t -1 , . . . , 7 “ ] can be de­
fined, Section 2.3.
2.1 T he steady-state probability distrib­
ution vector u
Since the considered stochastic PETRI net model 
is defined to generate an ergodic continous time 
MARKOV chain it is possible to compute the steady- 
state (i.e. limt_oo 4  iMi(t) =  0) probability distribu­
tion vector u>, by solving eqn 1,
Figure 1: A tangible reachability graph.
I»(ntim)l
u> r  =  0 V ui : ^  u>i = 1, (1)
»=1
where T =  [7^] is the square transition rate ma­
trix for equlibrium (i.e. V* kj — 0, k £
{ 1 ,..., | s ( n itm)|}), also called generator matrix.
The elements 7 denote the rate of transition of the 
MARKOV chain from state i to state j .  |s(IItiin)| is 
the number of tangible states of the underlying sto­
chastic process, it is defined to V; this in order to 
get an easier nomenclature, i.e. N  := |s(IItim )|- u  = 
(wi, ..., u/jv) is the stationary probability density vec­
tor, i.e. w,- is the probability of state i, if the system 
is in stochastical equlibrium.
However, with the square matrix $  =  [iftij], eqn 2,
$  =  T H I  (2)
eqn 1 may also be written as eqn 3,
N
u> $  = u) V u> : w i =  1 (3)
»=1
With the scalar 9 (see eqn 2) we get $ a s a  stochas­
tic matrix (i.e. YljLi V»|*i| =  1, fc € { 1 ,. . . ,  N }). The 
steady-state probability distribution u> is iteratively 
calculated and derived by using eqn 4,
wj+1 = u ; j ( T 9 + 1 ). (4)
The matrix T is, as mentioned before, called the 
transition rate matrix for equlibrium, or the infini­
tesimal generator of the MARKOV chain, while the 
matrix #  is called the transition probability matrix.
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With |u>J - u ^ “ 1! < eps (epsilon, pre-defined). 
the iteration, eqn 4, is stopped after j  — times.
Note 1: Scince the control policy, presented here, is 
a static one, the matrix is not changed by the itera­
tion process and the steady-state probability distribu­
tion depends not on the initial probability distribution 
— (w init 1 > • • •> WinitN)'
Note 2: The scalar 9 must be choosen in an optimal 
way depending on T. i  influences the convergence of 
the algorithm and thus the number of iterations (for a 
defined eps), that are needed to calculate the steady- 
state probability distribution. Furthermore, adapting 
9, i.e. =  1> k 6 must be
verified. Thus, 9 affects the robustness of the equal­
izer.
2.2 T he m ean num ber o f transition  fir­
ings, 77 o f  U
For performance modeling and supervisory control, 
however, a vector notation 7  =  (7 1 ,.. . , 7 n) for the 
mean number of firings 7,- of transition U can be de­
fined. With the steady-state probability distribution 
vector u> =  (u; 1, . . . ,  u>n ), for example, we get eqn 5
N
7i =  £  « j z% r  with Si =  - ¿ T i i .
,=1 (5)
V j ^ i  ,
where 7ij is the firing rate of i, after the system was 
in state j ,  and — £,• is the sum of the firing rates of 
the transition U, leaving the particular state j;  keeping 
this in mind, a vector notation for the mean number 
of firings can be defined, eqn 6,
7 = ( 7 i ...7n)- (6)
2.3 S tate dependent (m arking depen­
dent) m ean num ber o f transition fir­
ings, 7 ,v o f  U
For performance modeling and state dependent su­
pervisory control, however, a matrix notation for the 
state dependent (marking dependent) mean number 
of firings 7tv can be defined, eqn 7,
rT = friT,...,r ,T] (7)
with 7* =  (7t i , • • 7 in) and y{. =  uj 357.
3 Som e perform ability results
The performability estimates can be used for super­
visory control of the behaviour of the modeled SDEDS. 
If lumpability at the optimal states is stressed, Figure 
1, the system performs optimal with no direct relia­
bility problems (non-optimal state), however, there is 
a chance that the system will reach the non-optimal 
state via the sub-optimal states. If lumpability at the 
sub-optimal states is stressed, the system performs
sub-optimal with a chance of optimal performance and 
a chance of reliability problems. If lumpability at the 
non-optimal state is stressed, the system has a relia­
bility problem and there is only a chance to performs 
optimal after solving the problem. Stressing lumpabil­
ity at sub-optimal and non-optimal system states may 
be used to predict system faults and ease maintenance 
and repair tasks.
The derived performability estimates can be used 
for optimal state dependent supervisory control of 
SDEDS and are applied for a supervisory control of 
a real system, WESTPHAL [4, 3].
3.1 Exam ple: T he stead y-sta te  probabil­
ity  d istribution vector
The square transition rate matrix for equlibrium, 
r  =  [7,j], defines the transition firing rates. For ex­
ample, the transition firing rate 7 ij is the firing rate 
of transition 1, firing after the system was in state j . 
With the scalar 9, we get the transition probability 
matrix 3? =  [rpij], that is used to calculate u  =  (wj,
.. . ,  u n ) by an iteration process, that is stopped after 
j  — times if |a;J - < eps.
For the example shown in Figure 1 the following 
transition firing rates for T =  [7^] for equilibrium are 
defined, WESTPHAL [4]: 7I1 =  7I2 =  yU  =  7I12 = 
7I89 =  7I813 =  5; 7IO7 =  7l2i =  7 l22 =  7 l23 =  
7l24 =  7l28 =  7l2io =  7I212 =  7l2i4 =  7l2i5 =  
7l2i6 =  10; 7 l3i =  7 l5i =  7 l52 =  7l3i2 = 7l5i2 = 
7l5i4 =  20; 785 =  78s =  7811 =  30.
Furtermore, 9 =  0.018 (because of convergence),
i.e.
*  f  £ £ i * W I - 1» : 9> 0
l  =  * € { 1, . . . , # }  : 9 < 0.022,
and eps =  0.1 * 10-6 , and w<n*t =  (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) have to be defined.
Figure 2 shows the transient states, derived by it­
erating eqn 4 j  — tim es , i.e. j  =  1,2,5,10,20,50,100, 
respectively, to reach the stationary system state at 
iteration j  =  101. The steady-state probability distri­
bution vector <jj is calculated to w =  (0.0945, 0.0540,
0.1891, 0.1081, 0.0180, 0.0407, 0.3326, 0.0315, 0.0315,
0.0270,0.0090, 0.0106,0.0106,0.0071, 0.0213,0.0142).
3.2 Exam ple: T he m ean num ber o f  tran­
sition firings, Ti of U
With the steady-state probability distribution u; =  
(w 1, ..., u n ) we can find the mean number of firings 
of the transitions in unit time, used as a control policy, 
e.g. to utilize resources.
The mean number of firings yi of U in unit time 
is calculated using eqn 5. A vector notation for the 
mean number of firings 7  is defined in eqn 6. For the 
calculation of the mean number of firings the compo­
nents of the steady-state probability distribution vec­
tor ui101, eqn 4, are used. More information on the use 
of 7  for supervisory control of SDEDS can be found
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Figure 2: The state probability density vectors u) for 
j  —time iterations, i.e. j  =  1,2,5,10,20,50,100.
in WESTPHAL [3, 5]. The calculated mean num­
ber of firings, 7  =  (7 1 , .. . ,  7 n ), are as follows: 7 n  
=  (0.027786, 0.067761, 0.332621, 0.417572, 0.038250,
0.073853, 0.042156).
3.3 Exam ple: S tate dependent (marking  
dependent) m ean num ber o f transi­
tion  firings, 7 t- o f ft-
For performability modeling and state dependent 
supervisory control, however, a matrix notation for the 
state dependent (marking dependent) mean number 
of firings is defined in eqn 7. For the SDEDS un­
derlying stochastic process the state dependent mean 
numbers of firings y ijf denoted in percent %, are de­
rived for transition fi as follows: 7 j = (0.859, 0.772, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1.051, 0, 0, 0, 0.097, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Using the equilibrium, steady-state, and marking 
dependent probability distribution of the transition 
firings, eqn 7, performability estimates of the modelled 
system can easily be obtained. The derived performa­
bility estimates can be used for state dependent su­
pervisory control of the behaviour of the SDEDS and 
if lumpability at the optimal system states is stressed, 
the derived performance estimates can be used for op­
timal supervisory control of the systems behaviour. 
More information on the use of 7,- for prediction, 
scheduling, and optimal supervisory control of SDEDS 
can be ordered from the author.
4 Conclusion
The stochastic Petri net concept provides a sys­
tematic effectual development for the analysis and 
state dependent control of the dynamic behaviour of 
SDEDS. The Petri net concept is further applicable to 
complex SDEDS in which distributed control strate­
gies need centralized supervisory control. Since this 
methodology is systematic, various levels of hierar­
chies and thus complexities can easily be coordinated.
The contribution should be viewed as a model­
ing, analysis, and state dependent supervisory con­
trol methodology, defined as equalizer, based on fun­
damental principles for state dependent control of 
SDEDS. The visualization of the state dependent 
probabilities serves to depict the non-linear parameter 
dependencies while adapting the system parameters.
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1 Introduction
Petri nets represent a modeling paradigm which 
allows to build general models by using a small 
number of graphical primitives. The strong point of 
Petri nets lies in their ability to model system 
aspects such as concurrency and synchronization and 
to represent these aspects graphically. Due to this 
reason, stochastic Petri nets (SPNs) are frequently 
used for model-based performance and dependability 
evaluations. However, the main drawback is caused 
by the problem of complexity, both of model 
specification and of model evaluation. A number of 
approaches have been suggested in order to manage 
the complexity problem, e.g., g e n era lized  
stochastic Petri nets [1], stochastic reward nets
[4], stochastic activity networks [10], coloured 
Petri nets [7], and stochastic well-formed nets [3]. 
In PROTOB [2], Pascal-like language constructs 
have been added to Petri nets in order to describe 
models in a modular fashion. In the recent years there 
has been considerable interest in applying object- 
oriented technology to Petri nets [8, 9]. Another 
direction of research is to use operators from process 
algebras for the composition of SPNs, e.g., [5].
In this paper the language SPNL (SPN Language) 
is presented which is designed for the modular 
description of SPN performance and dependability 
models. The intention is to define a language which 
can be used throughout the entire process of 
modeling. Such a language should provide a high 
modeling power by means of few primitives with an
easily understandable semantics. Concepts for the 
structured description of models should allow to 
apply methods known from software engineering 
(e.g., stepwise refinement of models or reuse of 
models). Furthermore, a unique description is 
desirable both for more abstract models subject to 
numerical analysis and for more detailed models 
subject to simulation.
In the proposed framework, an SPN is considered 
as a process. Such a process is composed of other 
processes and of ordinary SPN elements (places, 
transitions, arcs). Processes do mainly interact via 
ports. Ports are Petri net arcs crossing the boundary 
between the inside and outside of a process and can 
be interpreted as synchronous (unbuffered) 
communication links. Processes and ports are just 
syntactical constructs, they do not represent new 
Petri net primitives. A second possibility of process 
interaction is given by the fusion of places and of 
transitions. The public part of a process is given by 
its ports, and by externally visible variables, refered 
to as rewards and measures. Processes can either be 
declared as single entities or by means of process 
types and process instantiations. A module is given 
by a collection of declarations in a separate file. A 
compiler is used to translate an SPNL model 
description into a machine representation suitable for 
analysis and simulation.
SPNL provides additional linguistic constructs 
which are especially tailored to performance and 
dependability modeling. Detailed properties of
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transitions can be specified (e.g., general firing time 
distributions, preemption policies, degree of 
concurrency, weights for conflict resolution, ...). 
The concept of rate and impulse rewards is used both 
for the definition and for the observation of model 
properties. Rewards are parameter- and marking- 
dependent expressions which allow a flexible 
specification of model properties (e.g., for marking- 
dependent firing rates, in guards, ...). They can be 
observed from the outside of a process and allow to 
define stochastic result measures (e.g., expectation of 
a reward expression). The possibility of using reward 
variables of one process in another process represents 
a third mechanism of process interaction. SPNL also 
provides a formal framework for defining hierarchical 
and iterative models by passing measures as 
parameters between processes (in case of cyclic 
parameter dependencies this gives rise to fixed-point 
iteration).
SPNL is a mixed textual and visual modeling 
language. The basic structure is textual and given by 
modules and processes. The syntax is motivated by 
programming languages like Pascal, Modula-2, or 
Ada. The block concept and visibility rules are taken 
from these languages. Inside the processes their 
internal structure can be graphically represented (the 
places, transitions, process instances, arcs, ports). 
Other language elements are represented textually 
(e.g., parameters, rewards, distributions, ...). This 
leads to a balance between graphical and textual 
language elements. Furthermore, each textual 
element has a well-defined location in the 
description, thus a confusing “overloading” of figures 
with textual inscriptions is avoided. Another 
important aspect of SPNL is the clear distinction 
between syntax and semantics of the language. The 
semantics is defined by an ordinary SPN without 
need of any additional primitives. Furthermore, the 
semantics is defined for the language and does not 
depend on any tool environment. Due to this aspect 
SPNL (or a variant of it) would be well suited to 
serve as an exchange format between different SPN
tools.
The main purpose of SPNL is to facilitate the 
specification of complex SPN models. The language 
also allows to exploit the structure of the model in 
the evaluation: lumping in case of model 
symmetries, structured generator matrix descriptions, 
approximation by fixed-point iteration, or the use of 
locality of model behavior in discrete-event 
simulations.
A tool for modeling with SPNL is currently under 
development. It will contain graphical and textual 
editors for the model specification and a compiler for 
the conversion of the description into an internal 
representation. Components will be provided for the 
animation and evaluation by numerical analysis and 
by discrete-event simulation. A further subject of 
research is the adaption of efficient evaluation 
techniques combined with automatic detection 
mechanisms whether these techniques can be applied 
to a given model.
2 Modeling examples
A queueing system consisting of n M/M/l/k 
queueing systems which share a pool of m servers is 
considered. In the following this system is described 
in SPNL in a modular fashion. The description is 
divided into two modules. Figure 1 shows the 
module "queueing" which contains a process type 
"mmlk". Figure 2 shows the main module "sharing" 
which describes the entire system. The process type 
in module "queueing" is a description of one 
M/M/l/k queueing system. The process type 
declaration contains & formal parameter list, a 
public part, and a private part. In the public part, 
externally visible objects are declared. Such public 
objects may be reward and measure variables as 
well as ports. Ports may be considered as cut arcs 
which have to be connected with suitable places or 
transitions in the external world. In each port 
declaration its type has to be given (e.g., " to p "  
indicates that an input arc to an internal transition is 
crossing the boundary).
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module queueing;
(* module providing a process type for an M/M/l/k queueing system *) 
process type mmlk(l, k : integer; arr, ser: real); 
port g e t: to p ;
release: to p ; 
measure S, N, W : real;
private
serve: dist = exp(ser), concurrency = is;
measure S = E{#generate}; N = E{#buffer+#sen/ice}; W = N/S;
end mmlk;
end queueing._____________________________________________
Figure 1. Module "queueing"
main module sharing; 
use queueing;
parameter I = 10; k = 5; m = 20; a = 2.0; s = 1.0; 
process altogether;
measure W : real; 
private
process instance queuel, q u e u e 2 , q u e u e 5 0  : mmlk(l,k,a,s);
I 1
measure W = (queuel.W+...+queue50.W)/50; 
end altogether;
end sharing.________________________________________________
Figure 2. Main module "sharing"
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The private part contains the combined graphical 
and textual representation of the internal structure of 
the process. In the example, the graphical part 
consists of customary Petri net elements. The ports 
which have been declared in the public part are 
visualized as small black squares. The graphical part 
can be augmented by textual statements: the firing 
times of transition "generate" are exponentially 
distributed, the rate is given by the formal parameter 
"air". Transition "serve" also has an exponential 
firing time distribution with rate "ser", its degree of 
concurrency is infinite-server. Measure expressions 
are based on reward expressions. In the example, "S" 
is the throughput (expected value of an impulse 
reward), "N" is the mean queue length (expected 
value of a rate reward), and "W" is the mean waiting 
time.
Declarations in other modules can be made visible
by imports. This leads to a hierarchy of modules 
with a main module on top of this hierachy. The 
process declaration in main module "sharing" of Fig. 
2 is similar to a process type declaration and 
represents the top level of the model. The private 
part contains the declaration of process instances. An 
instance is shown in the graphical part as a rectangle 
with thick lines. The ports are depicted as small 
black squares and are connected by Petri net arcs. In 
the public part, again a measure "W" is declared. In 
the private part, "W" is defined as the arithmetic 
mean of the measures "W" of the process instances. 
Reference to those measures is given by instance 
name qualifiers. In the given example, "W" is the 
only variable which can be observed from outside (in 
a tool environment, the value of this variable could 
be shown as a curve during transient analysis, 
iterative stationary analysis, or simulation).
main module protocoljayers;
parameter n = 10; arr2 = 0.5; buf2 = 10; seri = 1; bufi = 20; 
process type mm1k(k : integer; arr, ser : real);
measure S, W : real; 
private
!------------------------------------------------------------------- Ì
generate generated enter buffer service
7 5 l — O —
free
transprop generate: dist = exp(arr);
serve: dist = exp(ser); 
measure S = E{#enter);
W = E{#buffer}/S;
end mm1 k;
(* two interdependent main processes: *) 
process instance Iayer2 : mm1k(buf2, arr2,1/layer1.W); 
process instance layer! : mm1k(buf1, n*layer2.S, ser1); 
end protocoljayers.
Figure 3. Main module "protocoljayers"
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Another possibility of structuring models is to 
decompose them into parts and to pass measures as 
parameters between them. This leads to hierachical 
or iterative models. To illustrate this, two layers of 
a communication protocol are considered. Packets 
arrive at several queues of layer 2 and are passed to 
one queue of layer 1. The service time of each queue 
at layer 2 depends on the waiting time in the queue 
of layer 1 and the arrival rate to the queue at layer 1 
depends on the throughput of the queues at layer 2. 
A description is shown in Figure 3.
The model is described within one single main 
module "protocol_layers". A process type "mmlk" 
represents an M/M/l/K queueing system. Measures 
throughput "S" and mean waiting time "W" are 
public. Two processes "layer2" and "layerl" are 
declared as instances of the process type representing 
two SPN models. Measures of both processes are 
mutually used as actual parameters. Thus, an 
iterative model is represented which has to be solved 
by fixed-point iteration.
SPNL offers a variety of additional linguistic 
constructs: composed processes can be defined 
which share either fusion places or fu s io n  
transitions. An extension to coloured tokens is 
straightforward. More examples and a definition of 
the syntax and semantics of SPNL is provided in
[6].
Many extensions of the language are possible. 
Potential extensions are for instance: object- 
orientation, process algebra operators, structured 
ports and arcs, mixed discrete and continuous state 
space.
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Abstract
We present a Petri net formalism that allows for 
mixed discrete and continuous stochastic models. The 
continuous part of the models consists of fluid places 
that are filled and emptied at random (normally dis­
tributed) rate. Fluid places can be used for the mod­
elling of continuous system components as well as for 
continuous approximation of heavily loaded discrete 
places in order to avoid state space explosion. The 
dynamics of a second order FSPN are described by 
second order partial differential equations.
Introduction
Stochastic Petri nets (SPNs) [1] are well suited for 
the model-based performance and dependability eval­
uation of complex systems. However, some difficulties 
restrict their applicability: state-space explosion, the 
inadequacy of the exponential distribution in describ­
ing the system’s behaviour, and the inability to model 
continuous quantities that may be present in the sys­
tem.
Regarding non-exponential distributions phase- 
type distributions, Markov regenerative theory [3, 4], 
and the method of supplementary variables [6] have 
been considered. The idea of the supplementary vari­
able method [5] is to include age variables into the 
state description which represent the time since en­
abling of the transitions with generally distributed 
firing times. Thus, a mixed discrete and continuous 
state-space is defined.
To reduce state space complexity various meth­
ods such as lumping, decomposition, structured model 
representation using tensor algebra or fluid flow ap­
proximation [8] are known. The concept of first and 
second order (fluid and diffusion) approximation to 
heavily loaded queueing systems is well known from 
queueing theory [8]. Recently, the concept of fluid 
models was put in the context of SPNs [9, 7], referred 
to as fluid stochastic Petri nets (FSPNs). FSPNs have
‘The author’s research is supported by a PhD scholarship 
from the German Research Council (DFG) under grant Ho 
1257/1-2.
been invented to extend SPNs for the modelling of con­
tinuous quantities and are meant to be clearly divided 
into a discrete and a continuous submodel that can 
affect each other. In FSPNs, the fluid variables are 
represented by fluid places which can hold fluid rather 
than discrete tokens. FSPNs allow a very flexible def­
inition of fluid models, but no probabilistic variation 
of the fluid flow is possible.
We will define a semantics of a fluid place that 
serves for the approximation of large contents of dis­
crete places as well as for the modelling of continuous 
system components. Of course both may in practice 
lead to different models, e.g. immediate transitions 
being enabled by fluid places will only occur when the 
place is used as an approximated discrete one.
Supplementary variables will be used as age vari­
ables of transitions with generally distributed firing 
times, which we refer to as general transitions, and to 
represent the fluid level in fluid places. Although the 
method does not exclude concurrently enabled gen­
eral transitions we do impose this restriction in or­
der to bound algorithmic complexity. The inclusion 
of supplementary variables makes the stochastic pro­
cess Markovian and it is thus possible to derive a set 
of state equations which describe the model dynamics.
When using first order (fluid flow) [2] approxima­
tion, the equations consist of a system of first order 
partial differential equations (PDEs). Each compo­
nent represents a probability density function for one 
discrete state of the net and depends on the age vari­
ables of the general transitions enabled in this state, 
the fluid variables, and, in the transient case, on time.
We will use second order (diffusion) approximation 
to allow a non-deterministic modelling of continuous 
quantities and to preserve the random nature of a con­
tinuously approximated discrete place. Using diffu­
sion approximation the stochastic process is described 
by second order PDEs in the supplementary variables 
representing the fluid levels.
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M odel D efinition and Behaviour
We define a non-Markovian FSPN following the 
common notation for stochastic Petri nets [1]. As in [7] 
FSPNs consist of places, transitions and arcs. The set 
of places is divided into fluid (continuous) and discrete 
places (V =  Vc U Vd), the former containing a contin­
uous amount of fluid and the latter discrete tokens. 
The set of transitions T  =  7 e U 7} U 7g is composed 
of the exponentially distributed, immediate and gen­
erally distributed transitions, respectively. Places and 
transitions are connected by input, output, or inhibitor 
arcs A  = A d U A C) that may be discrete or continuous, 
as denoted by the subscripts d and c. Note that we 
have extended the definition in [7] by allowing fluid 
places to be connected to immediate transitions.
The marking m  =  (/i, Z) consists of a discrete part 
p  =  G Vd), where #p,- denotes the number
of discrete tokens in the i-th discrete place p,-, and a 
continuous part, a vector representing the fluid level 
in each fluid place Z =  (Zk , k G Vc) which is a random 
variable. The initial marking is mo =  (po, Zo).
Arcs connecting fluid places and transitions are 
drawn like pipes and are labelled by a normally dis­
tributed random variable, that is specified by the 
distribution’s expectation and variance. Fluid flows 
along arcs connecting a timed transition and a fluid 
place as long as the transition is enabled. A timed 
transition is enabled only by the required number of 
tokens in all its discrete input places, or by a guard, 
which may depend on the discrete state only. The 
firing times of exponential transitions may depend on 
the discrete and on the continuous marking, whereas 
the firing times of general transitions may depend on 
the discrete marking only. In general, the behaviour of 
a FSPN may depend on the discrete and, in a limited 
way, the continuous state.
Immediate transitions are enabled if the fluid input 
places contain the amount of fluid, that is removed by 
the firing of the immediate transition or by a guard 
that is a function of the complete state description. 
When firing, they remove or deposit a random amount 
sampled from the normal distribution with the param­
eters of the random variable the arc is labelled with. 
If more than one immediate transition is enabled at 
once and there is a conflict, they fire according to their 
weights. This is meant to be a definition as close as 
possible to the definition of the corresponding discrete 
model and is only meaningful when using a fluid place 
as a continuously approximated discrete one.
We allow at most one general transition to be en­
abled at once. For each general transition g G T G 
the firing time is specified by a probability distribu­
tion function (PDF) F 9(x) which we do not allow to 
depend on the marking. As firing policy race with en­
abling memory is used.
Each single fluid place can be regarded as a fluid 
queueing system. The arrival process is determined 
by the sum of all input processes from timed transi­
tions and the departure process by the output arcs to 
all timed transitions. Thus, the results of queueing 
theory can be applied [8]. Each single arrival and de­
parture process is normally distributed and specified 
by its expectation, the flow rate, and its variance. The 
fluid flow’s distribution may be piecewise defined, de­
pending on the complete marking. The flow rate func­
tion R : A c x M  -> IR2 is a normal distribution with 
mean and variance.
For each fluid place k G Vc there is a random in­
stantaneous flow rate r*, (pn, z) in every marking p G S  
(if there is none, the entry is equal to zero). Expec­
tation and variance of the instantaneous flow rate are 
determined by the sum of the parameters of the in­
coming flow minus the sum of the outgoing flow, as 
a linear combination of independent identically dis­
tributed (iid) random variables is distributed with the 
linear combination of the expectations and the sum of 
the variances. The rates are independent, as long as 
no upper or lower bound, which are to avoid overflow 
or negative content of fluid places, is reached. Bound­
ary conditions preserve the independence in the PDEs. 
The random instantaneous rate functions for each fluid 
place and for each discrete marking are collected into 
a diagonal matrix
Rfc(z) =  diag(rfc(/it-,z)) t =  1 , . . .  , \S\
where |S| denotes the number of discrete markings.
For the analysis of a FSPN the underlying stochas­
tic process must be defined. The nodes of the reach­
ability graph consist of all discrete markings supple­
mented by a vector of random variables for the fluid 
levels, plus an age variable if a general transition is en­
abled in that marking. It gives rise to a stochastic pro­
cess in continuous time with continuous state space. 
Due to the supplemented variables, which provide a 
full description of each state, the stochastic process 
is memory less and can be analyzed by using Markov 
theory.
If we did allow the enabling of exponential transi­
tions to depend on the continuous marking the defini­
tion of the underlying Markov process would be more 
difficult. It could happen then, that a transition was 
enabled in a discrete state and by the firing of that 
transition the model would switch to an other state, 
whereas in the same discrete marking the mentioned
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transition could as well be not enabled, depending on 
the continuous marking. But on the level of the reach­
ability graph we can not distinguish states that are 
identical in their discrete markings but differ in the 
continuous state description, so that different timed 
transitions are enabled, leading to different possible 
state changes. If transitions can be enabled by the 
continuous marking it is not possible to construct a 
Markov process by simply adding variables to the state 
description, because the behaviour of the Markov pro­
cess can depend only in a very limited way on the 
value of the supplemented variables.
The stochastic process under consideration is
{ (N (t) ,X ( t) ,Z ( t) ) ,t  e lR t )
where N(t) is the discrete marking at time t, X (t) 
is the time elapsed since the enabling of the general 
transition g and Z (t) is a vector of length m, if there 
are m fluid places, which represents the fluid level in 
each fluid place. Since there is never more than one 
general transition enabled at once, the supplementary 
variable X(t) is a scalar. If no general transition is 
enabled, X(<) is not defined.
At time t the transient probability of being in dis­
crete state i with fluid levels in an infinitesimal en­
vironment around Zk, for all fluid places k (E Vc is 
called the volume density and is denoted by 7T, (t, z) =  
d/dz P(N (t) =  i, Zi(t) < z). If a general transition is 
enabled, the joint probability of being in state i, ob­
serving the fluid levels z and the remaining firing time 
x, is called the volume age density and is defined as
7rj(t,x,z) =  P ( N {i) = i,X { t)  < * ,Z (t) < z) .
The probabilistic description of the dynamic be­
haviour of a second order non-Markovian FSPN will 
consist of a stochastic process in continuous time with 
continuous state space that is Markovian due to the 
supplemented variables. The movement of fluid will 
be described by a diffusion process. This leads to a 
system of second order partial differential equations 
with respect to the fluid levels and first order partial 
equations with respect to the age variables of the gen­
eral transitions. The reflecting barrier at the origin 
and an upper bound of the fluid variables determine 
boundary conditions of the PDEs. If the diffusion pro­
cess has variance zero it reduces to the special case of 
fluid flow, for which the PDEs have been derived in 
[10]. Due to limited space, formal derivation of the 
second order PDEs is ommited here.
E x a m p les
We present two examples, one from each field of 
application for the proposed formalism. In the first
example the fluid place is used as an approximation 
to a discrete place, and in the second for the modelling 
of temperature, which is considered to be a continuous 
system component. In figure 1 a continuously approx-
Figure 1: Non-Markovian FSPN model of a
G M N /N /l/K  queueing system
imated queueing system is shown. The arrival process 
is Generally Modulated Normal because transition 1 1 
has generally distributed firing time. The fluid place 
represents the buffer. The arrival processes A(m) and 
B(m) and the departure process C(m) are normally 
distributed and may depend on the marking. Over­
flow can be avoided either by an appropriately chosen 
definition of the rate processes or by an upper bound 
of place P3 . The reachability graph of the model is
state description: #Pl,x,z 
X
x
Figure 2: Reachability graph of a G M N /N /l/K
queueing system
shown in figure 2. The underlying Markov process 
has only two discrete states, one of which is supple­
mented by two variables, the other by one. A measure 
of interest would be e.g. the probability of overflow of 
place P3.
Figure 3 shows a model of a manufacturing system 
with a continuous system component. Work pieces 
are burnt and the naturally continuous quantity is 
the temperature of the kiln. Place P5 represents the 
temperature of the kiln, the heating of which (at rate 
A(m)) is modelled by transition <4 and cooling down 
(at rate B(m)) by t$. Pieces enter the kiln one by one 
and queue up in front of it (P2). The burning con­
sumes heat (at rate C(m)) and time and is modelled 
with the general transition ¿3. Transition t3 is en­
abled only when a token is in P3 , which means there
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Figure 3: Non-Markovian FSPN model of a kiln
is a work piece in the oven. The system’s capacity is 
limited to (K  +  1) pieces.
state description: #P2 + #P3,x,z
1 1 t t
Figure 4: Reachability graph of the model of a kiln
One can ask for the average number of pieces be­
ing burnt in a certain period of time, or the expected 
temperature of the kiln.
Conclusions
An extension of SPNs has been presented, that al­
lows for the modelling of continuous quantities such as 
temperatures arising in manufacturing systems as well 
as for a continuous approximation to heavily loaded 
discrete places. By using a second order approxima­
tion the probabilistic nature of discrete models is pre­
served and we expect a better model fit, than would 
be achieved with a first order model, as it is known 
from queueing theory. Deterministic fluid flow is still 
included as a special case. General transitions pro­
vide flexibility in the model’s behaviour in time. The 
method of supplementary variables makes the under­
lying complex stochastic process Markovian and per­
mits the derivation of PDEs by formulating the Kol­
mogorov forward equations in a direct and straight 
forward way.
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A bstract
This work addresses the problems related to software 
development and verification of large-scale informa­
tion systems. The objectives of this work is to develop 
techniques for generating formal requirement specifi­
cation and analysis models. These models can be used 
by analysts to detect potential problems, thus prevent­
ing these problems to become part of the design.
The process of developing requirements specifica­
tions for a large-scale information system in industry 
consists of several stages [1]. In the first stage, the 
system requirements are compiled based on the soft­
ware system description supplied by the customer. In 
the second stage, requirements engineering is utilized 
to develop the requirements specification documents. 
Requirements engineering is defined in [2] as the pro­
cess of eliciting, analyzing, and encoding (i.e., docu­
menting) the requirements of the system. These tasks 
are carried out in a concurrent and iterative manner 
until a set of adequate, correct, and complete require­
ments specifications is realized.
Requirements supplication languages (or concep­
tual grammars for requirements specifications) are 
classified by Fraser and Kumar in [2] into two major 
classes: formal specification and informal specifica­
tions. Informal specifications mostly used in industry 
are Structured Analysis [3], or Object-Oriented Anal­
ysis [4]. Most commercial Integrated Computer-Aided 
Software Engineering (ICASE) tools support both of 
these methods. Informal specification languages use 
combination of graphics and semiformal textual gram­
mars to describe and specify software systems require­
ments. These languages by nature are ideal for devel­
opers environment as they make it convenient for cus­
tomer and developer to communicate with each other 
and refine the customer description to a set of infor­
mal requirements documents. One of the drawbacks 
is that these languages tend to be imprecise and am­
biguous.
While informal software specifications are useful in 
the developer domain, there is clearly a need to use 
formal specification languages in the requirements an­
alysts domain [5]. Examples of formal specification 
environments include VDM, Z, and Petri Nets. The 
colored Petri Nets modeling environments in particu­
lar are especially useful in conducting rigorous analy­
sis of dynamic behavioral properties such as concur­
rency analysis and performability analysis. However, 
the complexity and rigor of the CPN notation renders 
model development for large application projects to 
be a complex and time consuming process.
The work presented here addresses the problem 
of integrating formal specification and analysis tools 
based on CPNs (such as Design/CPN) with infor­
mal ICASE requirements specification tools (such as 
Teamwork/SA-RT). A semantics mapping approach 
is presented. The approach maps hierarchical mod­
els developed in the Structured Analysis and Real- 
Time (SART) notation to formal hierarchical models 
in CPN notation. The mapping rules in our approach 
are much more simple compared to those presented in
[6] and [7] for High Level Petri Nets. The work pre­
sented in [6] and [7] can not be scaled to large systems.
For many years developers have been using infor­
mal techniques such as SART for requirements mod­
eling and specifications. Maier [6] has listed several 
advantages of using Hatley-Pirbhai’s SART method­
ology. This methodology has been used in large indus­
trial projects for many years. Object-Oriented nota-
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tions are still evolving and yet to be unified. A unified 
modeling language is under development at Rational 
Software Systems, Inc. Which is expected to evolve 
as a consistent and comprehensive modeling language 
for object-oriented development.
The semantics mapping approach from SART to 
CPN is implemented to map models developed using 
Teamwork/SA-RT to Design/CPN. The implementa­
tion is based on the Case Data Interchange Format 
(CDIF) standard for exchanging information among 
tools. CDIF is widely supported by most ICASE tools.
A large-scale example is presented to illustrate the 
utility of this approach. This example is derived from 
the requirements document of the Flight Operations 
Segment (FOS) of the NASA’s Earth Observing Sys­
tem project conducted by NASA Goddard [8-11] .In 
the following paragraphs, the Commanding compo­
nent model of FOS is briefly described and simple 
performability analysis scenarios are discussed.
D escrip tion  o f th e  FOS C om m anding  M odel
FOS lends itself to a large model. The current version 
of the SART model consists of 85 diagrams. This in­
cludes 48 Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs) used to define 
the data flow specifications, and 37 State Transition 
Diagrams (STDs) used to define the control flow speci­
fications. The description of processes in the top level 
DFD goes to a maximum of five levels deep in the 
hierarchy.
The Commanding module plays an important role 
in FOS functions. Commanding has to respond to 
various signals within a given time limit. Therefore 
this module becomes a good candidate for detailed 
verification and analysis. The Commanding function 
performs four major tasks. These are listed as follows.
1. Generate and verify real-time commands. This 
is accomplished by the func­
tions B u i ld . s p a c e c r a f t  R e a l t i m e  c o m m a n d  and 
V e r i f y c o m m a n d .  This is based on NASA spec­
ifications [11] sections 6.5.1.1.4 and 6.5.1.3.4.
2. Merge and uplink the pre-planned and real­
time commands to EDOS. The functions 
M ergecommand  and Transmissioncommand  
are responsible for this job. This is based on 
NASA specifications [11] sections 6.5.1.1.4 and
6.5.1.3.4.
3. Receive and evaluate the command status. This
is done by func­
tions EvaluateSpacecraftcommandstatus and 
Receivecommandstatusoota. This is based on 
NASA specifications [11] sections 6.5.1.1.4 and
6.5.1.3.4.
The automatic retransmission is also provided when 
an unsuccessful transmission occurs. This is managed 
with the help of the func­
tion C o u n t T r a n s m i s s i o n n u m b e r .  This is based on 
NASA specifications [11] section 7.3.4.2.
In order to fulfill the above tasks, Commanding is 
decomposed into several functions. These functions 
are listed below:
1. Build spacecraftRealtime command
2. Verifycom m and
3. Mergecommand
4. Transmissioncommand
5. Evaluatespacecraftcommandstatus
6. Receivec ommandstatus Data '
7. CountTransmissionn umber
Out of the seven functions, three were more com­
plex requiring lower level DFDs and STDs. These 
are Builds pacecra f t  Realtime command,
Verifycom m and  and
Evaluatespacecraftc ommandstatus.
The Commanding module specification is automat­
ically translated to a Design/CPN model. The hierar­
chy of the CPN model of commanding consists of three 
levels. The CPN model has a total of nine pages with 
components haveing a one-to-one correspodance with 
the components of the SART model.
Perform ance and  P erfo rm ab ility  A nalysis
T he CPN model can capture both static and dy­
namic modeling aspects of the system characteristics. 
This is specially true in the early design stages when 
functional modules are relatively large and where 
knowledge of their execution behavior may be impre­
cise. As the design progresses and the modules de­
tailed designs are further resolved, the estimates of 
their behavior and execution resource characteriza­
tion become more precise. A CPN model gives the 
definition and the order of execution of the various 
functional components.
System execution scenarios which provide the defi­
nitions of the external inputs to the model are needed 
for each simulation of the model. Performance mea­
sures for the total system and components are ob­
tained. Simulation of the system is performed to view 
its performance characteristics.
The following scenarios can be identified to assess 
the performance and/or Performability of different de­
signs of the commanding process model.
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1. Performance under normal sequential execution:
In this senario, the CPN model of commanding 
is simulated for Operator command input. This
input will
activate the Build spacecra f t  Realtime c  ommand 
(BSRC) function where the command is success­
fully built and validated. The V erifyc  ommand 
function will then ver­
ify the authority of the command and produce
a ValidRealtimec ommand. This is merged with 
a Validpreplannedcommand obtained from the 
IntegratedcommandLoad input. The merged 
commands form an Uplink Data stream  which is 
uplinked to the space craft through the successful 
execution of the Transm issionc ommand func­
tion. The status data from the space craft is re­
ceived and evaluated to indicate a successful re­
ception as the Spacecraftc ommandstatus. This 
will in turn be used by the EOCcontroller to 
activate BSRC to build and validate the next 
Operator command  input. The simulation of this 
scenario produces measures on the throughput 
and total execution time of the operator com­
mands. Utilization measures for the resources 
such as the Project Database (PDB), and the up­
link communication channel can also be obtained. 
The bottle-neck function can also be identified.
2. Performance under pipelined normal execution: 
In this case a sequence of operator commands are 
pipelined through the system. Several functions 
are concurrently active to process the command 
sequence. The performance improvement under 
this pipelined design can be accessed.
3. Performability analysis of the pipelined design: 
In this case, the failure and repair activities of 
the system functions are also simulated. This 
is accomplished by assigning failure probabili­
ties to the system functions such as BSRC and 
V erifyc  ommand. These failure probabilities are 
used in the code segments associated with the re­
spective transitions to simulate the activity of a 
failure with which an estimated repair time is at­
tached. The performance of the pipelined design 
under failures and repairs can then be assessed in 
the simulation.
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Effects of shared use on the performability of mod­
ular software can be evaluated by considering an op­
erational environment which distinguishes the users. 
Specifically, we examine a total system consisting of 
a community of n users who share a software system 
with m  modules, referred to simply a sa n n x m  system. 
The computational demands of these users, as inher­
ited by the modules, is represented by a continuous­
time, finite-state Markov process X  called the opera­
tional profile (see [1] for details concerning its justifi­
cation). The profile’s construction is based on the iso­
lated profiles of individual users which, in the case of 
heterogeneous use, are pairwise-distinct Markov pro­
cesses. Moreover, in the presence of other users, an 
individual profile can differ from its isolated version 
due to slowdowns caused by sharing. Further, due to 
design faults in the modules, failures may be experi­
enced during execution. In this regard, shared use of a 
module can affect the rate at which a user experiences 
failures. Accordingly, we permit such rates to depend 
on both the state of the operational profile and the 
user in question. The extent to which a failure rate is 
altered by multiple use is called a stress factor, defined 
to be the ratio of that rate to the value experienced 
in isolation.
The combined profile-failure model thus accounts 
for effects of multiple use on both performance (mod­
ule execution times) and dependability (failure times) 
in the presence of design faults. It is therefore natu­
rally suited to evaluations of software performability. 
Further, since much of the model’s complexity resides 
in the operational profile X , there are important ques­
tions as to how X  might be reasonably constrained to 
permit feasible solutions of its steady-state distribu­
tion, particularly for large n and m. The latter are 
addressed here, where the main concepts and results 
can be summarized as follows.
As noted above, X  is constructed by first consider­
ing the demands of individual users, as they would be 
experienced if use of the system was not shared. More 
precisely, for each user * ( ! < * < « )  and each time
'This work was supported by a Visiting Fellowship Research 
Grant from the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research 
Council of the United Kingdom.
t € T  =  [0, oo], we let Wiit be the random variable
rxr _  f j  if user i is executing module j  at time t 
*>* 0 otherwise
where 1 < j  < m and 0 means that user i is likewise 
passive at time t. (To avoid repeated references to the 
“0 otherwise” exception, passive use is identified with 
occupancy of a fictitious module named 0.) Then the 
iso la ted  profile o f  u ser  i is the stochastic process
Wi = {Wi , t 11 €  T ) (1)
where, with reasonable assumptions concerning single- 
user execution (again see [1]), Wi is a (time- 
homogeneous) Markov process. The (joint) opera­
t io n a l  profile  is then the (Markov) process X  =  {X t | 
f 6 T}, where the variables X t take values in the space
Q =  { 0 , 1 , . . m}n
of all n-tuples over the integers from 0 to m. A state 
q =  (<?i, 92) • • Qn) E Q is an operational state, with 
qi being the module (perhaps the fictitious module 0) 
th a t’s occupied by user i (1 < * < n ).
More precisely, the transition structure of X  can be 
described as follows. Let A,- =  [a*- ¿j be the transition- 
rate matrix (generator) of isolated profile Wi. A, is 
thus an (m +  l)x (m  +  1) matrix where, for j  ^  k
a* =  the transition rate of Wi (2)
from module j  to module k.
Then, for any pair of operational states q = 
(9i,92,-.-,9n) and r  =  (ru r2, .. . , r n) (q,r 6 Q), the 
transition-rate matrix A =  [a? r] of X  has the follow­
ing entries.
i) If q and r  differ in more than one coordinate then
Qq,r — fh
ii) If q and r  differ in exactly one coordinate i (1 < 
i < n), let j  = qi and k = rt . Then
aq ,r= a )k /s{q ,i) , (3)
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where s(q ,i) (a positive, real number qualified 
further below) is the slowdown factor (or simply 
slowdown) of user i in operational state q.
iii) If q =  r  then
a?,? =  ~  ^ 2  a?>*' 
s^q
Condition i) says that, at any given instant of time, 
at most one user can undergo a change in module oc­
cupancy. In view of the continuous-time nature of the 
isolated profiles, this is a reasonable assumption. Con­
dition ii) refers to when user i causes an operational- 
state transition from q to r  where, in state q, i occupies 
module j  and, in state r, i occupies module j . In this 
case, the transition rate from q to r is obtained by 
dividing the j  —* k transition rate of Wi by the slow­
down factor s(g, i). Accordingly, if s(g, i) > 1 then the 
transition rate is indeed slower. On the other hand, 
if 0 < s(q, i) < 1 then this factor reflects a “speedup” 
relative to the corresponding rate for user ¿’s isolated 
profile. Since s(q, i) = 1 signifies an absence of slow­
down (or speedup), a slowdown factor is proper if it 
has a value other than 1.
By projecting X  onto individual coordinates of the 
state space, X  determines n processes
Xi =  {Xi,t 11 € T} , 1 < i < n
where X{tt is the ith coordinate of X t . Xi is referred to 
as the individual profile of user i since, due to possible 
slowdowns caused by module sharing, Xi will gener­
ally differ from its corresponding isolated profile Wi. 
Indeed, assuming all operational states are reachable, 
it follows that Xi =  Wi if and only if, for any state q, 
s(q,i) = l.
As discussed in [1], the transition rates defined by 
(3) permit more generality than warranted by the in­
tended interpretation. Accordingly, the s(q, i) can be 
naturally restricted as follows.
a) Since there is no contention in the fictitious mod­
ule (module 0), for each user i and for all q e Q ,
if qi — 0 then s(q, i) =  1. (4)
b) For each actual module j  > 0, if g,- =  j  then, 
presuming that slowdown of i is due only to those 
users who occupy module j  in operational state 
9,
the value of s(q, i) depends only (5) 
on the set U(q,i) =  {£ \ qi = g,}.
Moreover, in the special case where i is the lone 
occupant of module qi = j , it is reasonable to 
assume that there is no slowdown of i in state g,
i.e.,
if U(g, i) = {¿} then s(g, i) =  1. (6)
Concerning possible values of s(g, i) when slowdown 
is proper (s(g, i) ^  1), without further constraints, the 
only other requirement (per its definition; see (3)) is 
that s(q,i) be some positive, real number. However, 
there are additional possible conditions which likewise 
arise quite naturally and serve, among other things, 
to reduce the number of different factor-values that 
need to be considered. For example, in many appli­
cations it may be the case that the value of a proper 
slowdown factor s(g, i) depends only on the number of 
users that occupy module gt-, i.e., the size of U(q,i), 
without regard to the identities of the sharing users. 
Presuming further that all users of gt- in state g are 
similarly affected, i.e., g* =  g,- implies s(g, k) = s(q, i), 
then the number of distinct proper slowdown-factor 
values associated with module g* is at most n — 1. Ac­
cordingly, the number of such values for an n x m  pro­
file is no greater than (n — l)m . When compared to 
an unconstrained profile (see (8) below), this number 
is relatively small.
A special case of the above, and perhaps the most 
natural situation regarding slowdown, is where s(g, i) 
is equal to the number of users occupying module g,- ,
i.e, for each user i and each operational state g such 
that qi ^  0,
s(q,i) =  \u(q, i ) |.  (7)
Here, the set of proper slowdown-factor values is the 
same for each module, namely {2, . . . ,n }  (assuming 
n > 2); hence, the number of distinct proper values is 
reduced to n — 1. In particular, this type of slowdown 
occurs in round-robin scheduling when the duration 
of the time slice becomes very small (referred to as 
“processor sharing” in queueing theory literature).
Turning now to the focus of this investigation, we 
examine the solution of the steady-state probability 
distribution of X  with respect to consideration of the 
slowdown factors s(q,i). As mentioned above, the 
slowdown factors of a general n x m  operational pro­
file X  are relatively unconstrained, the only restric­
tions being those imposed by their intended interpre­
tation (see conditions (4)-(6)). With this amount of 
freedom, the maximum number of different slowdown- 
factor values (other than the value 1 due to conditions
(4) and (6)) can be as large as
nm(2n_1 — 1). (8)
This is a consequence of the fact that, for user i oc­
cupying an actual module j  (fixing i , j  and letting the 
operational state vary over all g £ Q such that qi = j), 
there are 2n_1 possibilities for the set of users, other 
than i, who occupy module.;. In other words, in terms 
of the notation of condition (5), this is the number of 
user-sets of the form U(q,i) — {¿}. Hence, by (5) and 
after eliminating the empty set, since it corresponds to 
condition (6) where s(g,i) = 1, the number of proper 
(i.e., ^  1) slowdown-factor values can be as large as 
2n_1 —1. Moreover, since this argument applies to any 
choice of an i , j  pair (with 1 < * < n and 1 < j  < rn), 
where different pairs may have disjoint value sets, the 
maximum number of values is that given by (8).
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Aside from practical problems of dealing with this 
many parameter values, e.g., determining realistic es­
timates of each via experimentation with actual sys­
tems, there are also important concerns relating to 
model solution. Although what we ultimately seek 
to evaluate are designated measures of performabil- 
ity (and dependability, as in [1]), since these are for­
mulated in terms of a combined profile-failure model, 
the latter must be admit to feasible solution methods. 
In particular, since the operational profile lies at the 
bottom of the total-system model, the solution of its 
module-occupancy distribution is a foremost consider­
ation.
To this end we find that, with relatively mild re­
strictions, operational profiles can benefit from the 
known solution advantages of Markov processes which 
are “reversible” or, equivalently, satisfy a set of “de­
tailed balance” equations (see [2, 3], for example). As 
defined, such processes are irreducible and recurrent. 
However, in the context of operational profiles, it is 
plausible to admit users who are transient in the sense 
that their isolated profiles have a transient state, e.g., 
once use becomes active, it is never again passive. Al­
though this implies the existence of transient states 
for the (combined) profile X , if the recurrent states 
of X  comprise a closed, irreducible subset of Q , we 
find that detailed balance likewise serves to character­
ize reversibility. In particular, this permits a system’s 
performability, as experienced by some user i, to be 
examined at the extremes where use (in steady-state) 
by others is either always-active or always-passive.
Applying Kolmogorov’s criteria (again see [2, 3]), 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a reversible n x 1 
profile are then established in terms of the slowdown 
factors. These conditions are relatively weak (as com­
pared to processor sharing, for example), since they 
result in only a linear reduction of the maximum 
number of distinct value choices (8) (for large n, the 
fraction is approximately 2/n). Moreover, by couch­
ing general nxm  profiles in the setting of multiple- 
chain, closed queueing networks, it can be shown that 
such reversible individual-module profiles guarantee a 
product-form solution for the entire profile.
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Abstract
Due to repeated and potentially faulty usage of con­
tinuously running client-server type software systems 
by many clients, such software “ages” with time and 
eventually fails. Huang et. al. proposed a technique 
called “software rejuvenation” [3] in which the soft­
ware is periodically stopped and then restarted in a 
“robust” state after proper maintenance. This “re­
newal” of software prevents, or at least postpones, the 
crash failure.
In this paper, we present a quantitative analysis 
of two software rejuvenation policies. The first one 
considers only the ageing behaviour of the system by 
time, while the second one considers the actual load 
of the system as well. The behaviour of the system is 
represented through a Markov Regenerative Stochas­
tic Petri Net (MRSPN) model. Numerical analysis of 
the system performance regarding the probability of 
successful service of clients is provided.
Keywords:
Continuously running client-server software sys­
tems, Software rejuvenation, Markov Regenerative 
Stochastic Petri Net model, Performance analysis, Re­
juvenation policies.
1 Introduction
Software life cycle can broadly be classified into de­
velopment and operational phase. The development 
phase is roughly divided into design, coding and test­
ing phase. Traditionally, software quality improve­
ment with respect to factors like performance and non- 
faultyness has been concentrated in the design phase. 
However, coding and testing are not perfect and ex­
tensive enough to guarantee a fault free operational 
software.
System failures due to imperfect software behaviour 
are usually more frequent than failures caused by 
hardware components faults [2]. These failures are 
the result of either inherent design defects in the soft­
ware or from improper usage by clients [6]. Thus fault
tolerant software has become an effective alternative 
to virtually impossible fault-free software. A wide lit­
erature exists in this field where the software has the 
ability to recover from a transient fault [1, 4, 5, 7]. 
Most of the approaches for example N-version pro­
gramming [1] and recovery block [7] are corrective in 
nature, i.e. only after a failure has occured, recovery 
is started. The overhead incurred by such recovery 
strategies remains high and much research was done 
to reduce it.
Huang et. al. have suggested a complimentary 
technique which is preventive in nature. It involves 
periodic maintenance of the software so as to prevent 
crash failures. They call it Software Rejuvenation [3], 
and define it as the periodic preemptive rollback of con­
tinuously running applications to prevent failures.
While monitoring recil applications, it was observed 
that software typically “ages” as it is run. Potential 
fault conditions are thus slowly accumulated since the 
beginning of the software activity. Consider, for ex­
ample, a server module interacting with many client 
modules. Memory bloating, unreleased file-locks, data 
corruption are the typical causes of slow degradation 
which, if not taken care of, leads to crash failure. Soft­
ware rejuvenation involves periodically stopping the 
system, cleaning up, and restarting it from a clean in­
ternal state. This “renewal” of software prevents (or 
in the least postpones) a crash failure.
In [8] a quantitative analysis of a software rejuve­
nation model by the mean of the probability of system 
unavailability is presented. In this paper we evaluate 
a similar non-Markovian system model however tak­
ing into consideration a different performance mea­
sure, the steady state probability of successful service 
instead of the probability of system unavailability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec­
tion 2 briefly introduces the applied model description 
tool and the associated analysis method. Section 3 
discusses the system model and the considered rejuve­
nation policies. Details of analysis of the considered 
software rejuvenation models can be found in Section
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4. Results of numerical experiments are presented in 
Section 5, and the paper is concluded in Section 6.
2 Introduction to D SP N s
One difficulty in modeling a stochastic system such 
as software with rejuvenation arises because the re­
juvenation interval is deterministic, which renders 
the system “non-Markovian” and standard evaluation 
method using the theory of continuous time Markov 
chains can not be applied. In this case, the approach 
is to study the underlying stochastic process of such 
non-Markovian systems. In our cases the underlying 
process can be shown to be a Markov regenerative one 
(MRGP) and therefore Markov renewed theory can be 
applied for its long-run behaviour [9, 11].
A complementary issue is to specify the system 
behaviour in a concise way from which the underly­
ing stochastic process can be extracted and analyzed. 
Non-Markovian Stochastic Petri nets on the one hand 
with their remarkable flexibility and potential for cap­
turing concurrency, contention and synchronization in 
a system, and on the other hand with their ability to 
quantitatively evaluate stochastic models can be used 
as the high-level specification tool.
For analyzing a non-Markovian SPN, with under­
lying MRGP [10], we need to identify certain time 
points in the underlying stochastic process at which 
it is possible to forget the past history. These points, 
indicated as regeneration points, are such that the fu­
ture evolution of the stochastic process only depends 
on the present state entered when a regeneration time 
point occurs. The analysis of a non-Markovian SPN 
with regeneration time points is composed by the fol­
lowing steps:
ii) analysis of the whole process
-  steady state probabilities of the embedded 
DTMC {ui):
* * = E ; E * - 1
i *
— and final steady state probabilities of the 
MRGP (7 i):
i) evaluation of the processes (called subordinated 
processes) to the consecutive regeneration time 
point starting from all possible states in which 
the memoryless property can occur.
ii) evaluation of the steady state (or the transient) 
behaviour of the whole process based on the anal­
ysis of the subordinated processes.
In this paper the considered performance models 
are associated with the steady state behaviour of the 
DSPN underlying the MRGP model of the system. 
According to the above steps the steady state analysis 
is as follows:
i) analysis of the subordinated processes
— state transition probabilities of the embed­
ded DTMC:
**i =  Pr{M {r*) =  j  | M ( t *) = i} (1)
where r* is the nth regeneration point and 
M.(t) is the state of the process at time t.
— Mean time a subordinated process spends in 
a state is:
j f  P r{M {t)  =  j  , r i  > f| M ( tq) =  i} dt
(2)
3 The system  m odel and the consid­
ered rejuvenation policies
The software starts up in a “robust” state in which 
the probability of failure is zero. As it is used, it ages 
with time and if no rejuvenation is done eventually 
transits to another state in which it provides normal 
service but can fail (crash) with a non-zero probabil­
ity. Once it crashes, it takes a random amount of time 
to bring the system up again to the clean state and 
restart it. Rejuvenation is performed at a fixed inter­
val from the start (or restart) of the software in the ro­
bust state. At the time of rejuvenation, if the software 
has not already crashed, it is either in the clean or the 
failure probable state. It is then stopped, cleaned and 
restarted all of which takes a random amount of time. 
We assume that the time for which software remains 
clean, the time to fail from the failure probable state 
and the time to restart both from rejuvenation and 
crash failures are all exponentially distributed. The 
rejuvenation interval, however, is deterministic.
Figure 1 shows the Petri net model of the above 
described software system itself. The robust state is 
modeled by place i v  The exponentially distributed 
transition T/pro& models the aging of the software. 
When this transition fires, (a token reaches place 
Ptprob)i i.e., the software enters the failure proba­
ble state. The exponentially distributed transition 
Tdcnun models crash failure of the software. During
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the software maintenance (exponentially distributed 
transition ^«p)> every other activity is suspended: the 
inhibitor arc from place Pdown to transition Tciock is 
used to model this fact.
Deterministic transition Tciock models the rejuve­
nation period. It is competitively enabled with Tfj,rob 
and fires when the clock expires if Tdown has not fired 
by that time. Once it fires, a token moves to place 
Prej and the activity related with software rejuvena­
tion (transition Trej)  starts. The marking dependent 
arcs bom Pfprob to Trej and from Trej to Pup stand for 
removing the token from Pfprob if any at rejuvenation.
During the rejuvenation phase, every other activ­
ity in the system is suspended. This is modeled by 
inhibitor arcs from place Prej  to transitions Tfprob 
and Tdown• Upon rejuvenation, the net has to be re­
initialized into a condition with one token in place 
PUP and one in place Pciock, and all the other places 
empty. If the software was in the robust state when 
Tdock fired, then after rejuvenation is complete, Trej 
fires to re-initialize the net, with a rate equal to Keji- 
If the software had reached the failure probable state 
(token in place Pfprob), then Trej fires to complete the 
rejuvenation and re-initializes the net: a rate equal to 
ArcJ-2 (with Xrej i  > K ej2 is assumed in this case.
3.1 T im e B ased  P olicy
In this paper we extend the previous model, 
originally provided in [8], by including the ar- 
rival/departure processes of the requests addressed to 
the server. Figure 2 is derived from Figure 1 where 
transitions Tarr and Tserve and place Pioad have been 
added. Transition Tarr models the arrival process (ex­
ponentially distributed inter-arrival times have been 
assumed) of requests which are stored in a buffer mod­
eled through place Pioad. - The dimension of the buffer 
is limited to k elements (the inhibitor arc from Pioad 
to Tarr models the finite dimension of the buffer). 
Transition TserVe models the exponentially distributed 
service time. To model the server unavailability, ei­
ther because under software rejuvenation or under 
recovery from a crash condition, two inhibitor arcs 
are provided from places Prej and Pdown to transition 
TSeTve- Finally, a variable cardinality arc from place 
Pioad to transition Tup and one to transition Trej have 
been added which flush the buffer from all the pend­
ing requests before the system is restored to the full 
functioning condition. Having related the processing 
power of the system to its functioning state allows us 
to evaluate the loss probability due to the system un­
availability as well as its effective productivity.
3.2 Load and T im e B ased P olicy
We propose a different rejuvenation strategy which 
is strictly related to the load offered to the system in 
a given time instant. The strategy we want to analyze 
determines the Petri net model depicted in Figure 3. It 
is derived from Figure 2, with some changes to the part 
modeling the rejuvenation activity. The rejuvenation 
time is now divided into two parts. After the first time 
interval, modeled by transition Tciocki, the system en­
ters into a state (modeled by a token in place Preyl) 
in which a decision should be taken if rejuvenate or 
not according to the status of the input buffer. More
icy
precisely, if the load to the system is below a given 
threshold (inhibitor arc from Pioad to the immediate 
transition Tim) then transition Tim will fire immedi­
ately and the rejuvenation will start. If the number 
of requests in the buffer is over a given threshold, it 
might be more convenient to delay the rejuvenation 
for a while, in order to process some more requests, 
thus reducing the number of lost requests. However, 
after a maximum given amount of time (determinis­
tic transition Tciock2 ) the rejuvenation phase will start 
independently on the status of the requests queue.
4 A n a lysis  o f  re ju v en a tio n  p o lic ies
The performance measure considered in this paper 
is the steady state probability of successful service of
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Figure 4: Structure of the reachability graph of the 
time based model
requests, i.e.
X =  limt—MX)
#  requests succesfully served in (0, t)
#  requests arrived to the system in (0, t)
P r{Tserve is enabled} ¡x 
Pr{TaTT is enabled} A
_  ^ is enabled} 7*
^ Z){j:Tarr is enabled} 7#
(5)
Which means that the performance measure of the 
introduced models can be evaluated by summing up 
the steady state probabilities of the states in which 
Parr (Pserve) is enabled.
4.1 T im e B ased  P olicy
Let the 6-tuple ($-Pup, H^Pfprob, ifcPdown, ifrPclock) 
# P reji #Pioad) denote the markings of the Petri net 
model, where is the number of tokens in place 
Px. Since there is only a single deterministic transition 
{Tciock) in the net whose behaviour is independent of 
the service process the structure of the reachability 
graph can be studied disregarding the service process 
(i.e. JfcPload)
The evolution of the stochastic process can be rep­
resented over the sets of states (10010*), (01010*), 
(10001*), (00110*) and (01001*). ’*’ means that the 
number of tokens in #P ioad can take any value from 
0 ,1 , . . . ,  k. Each sets are composed by k +  1 states. 
Hence the number of reachable markings are 5k +  5.
Figure 4 shows the structure of the reachability 
graph with the ovals representing the sets of mark­
ings and the arcs representing the possible transitions 
between the sets. The five sets of markings are labeled 
one through five respectively. The arc from a mark­
ing set i to j  is labeled by the name of the transition 
whose firing brought about the change.
There is only a single subordinated process with 
internal state transition in this model. The subor­
dinated process starting from marking (100100) is a 
CTMC, with internal state transitions due to the fir­
ing of Pfprob) Parr and Pserve• This subordinated pro­
cess can be concluded by the firing of Pciock (at its 
deterministic firing time) or by a preceding firing of
Figure 5: Structure of the reachability graph of the 
load and time based model
Pdown • All the other subordinated processes are con­
cluded by the firing of an exponential transition ( Prej , 
Pup, Parr or Pserve )• From sets (10010*) and (01010*) 
only marking (100100) can be a regeneration state 
with the given initial marking, while only exponen­
tial transitions are enabled in the other 3 sets, hence 
there are 3Aj-|-4 regeneration markings out of the 5&-H5 
markings.
The considered performance parameter is associ­
ated with the particular Petri net model in the follow­
ing way:
-  P ‘r{'P»erve is enabled} n 
* Pr{Tarr is enabled} A
Pr{{#Pdown =  0)fc(#Prej =  0)fe(#Pioad > 0)} M 
P r{ # P l0ad < k} A
(6)
4.2 Load and T im e B ased P olicy
Let the 7-tuple (#P„p, # P /pro&, #P<i own) 4t~Pclock, 
#Preji, # P rej 2 , #Pioad) denote the markings of the 
Petri net model.
The evolution of the stochastic process can be rep­
resented over the sets of states depicted in Figure 5. 
’+ ’ means that the number of tokens in #Pioad can 
take any value from 1 ,2 ,. . . ,  k. Sets (1), (2), (4), (7), 
(8) are composed by k + 1 tangible states. Sets (3), (5) 
are composed by k tangible and one vanishing states. 
Set (6) contains k states. Hence the number of reach­
able markings are 8k.+ 5.
There are two exclusively enabled transitions with 
deterministic firing time (Pciock\, Pdocki) in the model. 
The subordinated processes associated with the firing 
of these transitions are CTMCs. The states of sets
(1) and (2) can not be regeneration states apart of 
(1001000). This way the number of regeneration states 
is 6k +  4.
The successful service probability is associated with 
the Petri net model as in Eq. (6) but # P rej has to be 
replaced by # P rej2 in the denominator.
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Figure 6: Performance of rejuvenation policies, p =  
0.5
Figure 7: Performance of rejuvenation policies, p =  
0.9
5 Num erical results on the perfor­
m ance o f rejuvenation policies
Let Ai, A2, A3 and A4 be the transition rates asso­
ciated with Tfproby iiottni ^rej and Tup respectively. 
Values of Ai through A4 are fixed for all the results 
and are taken from [3]. A^ 1 =  240h., AJ1 =  2160h., 
A3 =  6 /h . and A4 =  2 /h .. Two values of the utiliza­
tion (p) were considered in the numerical experiments: 
p =  0.5 (A =  0.5, p — 1 ) and p =  0.9 (A =  0.9, p — 1 ). 
The ’’buffer size” (k ) was 20 in all cases.
In Figure 6 and Figure 7 the dependence of the loss 
probability of customers (1 — x) on the rejuvenation 
time(s) is depicted. The solid lines titled ”Tclock2= 0” 
refers to the time dependent model, while the lines 
where Tclock2>0 refer to the load and time dependent 
model.
6 Conclusion
We studied and compared two software rejuvena­
tion models with performance parameters associated 
with their service performance. We found that sig­
nificant performance gain can be obtained when the 
number of customers in the system is considered at 
rejuvenation.
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Abstract
In this paper, we discuss issues in performability1 
modeling of “software rejuvenation,” a form of soft­
ware fault tolerance based on occasionally cleaning up 
the operational environment. System factors which 
play a key role in such a model are identified. Among 
these, we comment on two issues of particular interest 
when modeling software rejuvenation: (1) the repre­
sentation of the degradation in operational environ­
ment, and, (2) the inclusion in the model of the sys­
tem monitor, on which the decision to rejuvenate is 
based. We also survey how each of these factors have 
been accounted for in previous performability models 
and show possible directions for future work.
1 Introduction
As software continues to become larger and more 
complex, it is becoming the dominant source of system 
failures [5]. Even though all software-induced system 
failures nave their cause in fixable design faults, the 
sheer complexity of modern day software along with 
inherent limitations in testing make it practically im­
possible to produce truly fault-free software.
Among various kinds of software faults, “bugs” of a 
particularly elusive nature have come to light. These 
bugs, commonly named “Heisenbugs” [5], are char­
acterized by their non-deterministic activation, i.e., a 
second execution of the software, even with the same 
data, may not result in a failure. Transient software 
failures of this nature are reported in many instances 
in the field [1, 6, 8,11]. The reason behind the Heisen- 
bug’s elusiveness, during testing as well as in the op­
erational phase, is the dependence of their activation 
on the operational environment. (Using the termi­
nology in [13], the operational environment includes 
both the process state and the process environment,
*The material presented in this paper has been developed 
during Sachin Garg’s summer internship at Bell Labs, Murray 
Hill, summer 1996.
1 Throughout the paper we use the term performability in a 
generic, not measure-bound, sense.
i.e., the volatile and persistent state comprising of pro­
gram stack, data segments and files as well as the OS 
environment comprising of swap space, environment 
variables, time etc.) Since exactly the same opera­
tional environment which led to error and failure is 
unlikely to be reproduced, the failure upon a second 
execution is avoided. This is especially true, if the 
environment is deliberately changed or “cleaned.”
Following this reasoning, software rejuvenation has 
recently been proposed to avoid failures caused by 
Heisenbugs. In the words of [7], software rejuvena­
tion is the “periodic preemptive rollback of continu­
ously running applications (i.e., software) to prevent 
failures in the future.” The implementation of this 
idea involves “cleaning up the in-memory data struc­
tures, respawning the processes at the initial state, 
logging administrative records, etc.” A typical exam­
ple where rejuvenation can be beneficial is when the 
software experiences “memory leaks,” causing a con­
tinuous reduction in the amount of free memory. Reju­
venation then would consist of garbage collection, or a 
hardware reboot in the worst case, to reclaim memory. 
Since, rejuvenation typically involves an overhead, an 
important research issue is to determine when and how 
often the software should be rejuvenated. Performa­
bility modeling of software rejuvenation enables us to 
answer this question.
The purpose of this paper is to identify and dis­
cuss the important issues in modeling software reju­
venation. In particular, we focus on two system fac­
tors, degradation in the operational environment and 
monitoring. We discuss the impact these factors have 
on a performability model and how a model can pro­
vide feedback for better implementation of software 
rejuvenation, especially with respect to monitoring. 
Throughout, we attempt to keep the discussion as 
generic as possible, treating particular implementa­
tions of software rejuvenation as special cases of a 
generic model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec­
tion 2 elaborates on the behavior of software which 
employs rejuvenation. In Section 3, first, we discuss
Figure 1: A realization of a stochastic process modeling software rejuvenation.
the tradeoff between white-box and black-box mod­
eling of degradation in the operational environment. 
Next, we explain the inter-dependence of the per- 
formability model with the system monitor that pro­
vides data on which the rejuvenation decision is based. 
The ‘quality’ of a system monitor (that is, the ability 
of a monitor to distinguish where best to rejuvenate), 
is also discussed in this section. Finally, we survey 
the current literature and show possible directions for 
future work in Section 4.
2 Factors in M odeling Software Reju­
venation
To introduce the issues that arise when modeling 
software rejuvenation, Figure 1 represents the behav­
ior of software experiencing operational environment 
degradation. It shows the evolution in time of a 
stochastic process representing the system under con­
sideration, starting in the “NEW” state and experi­
encing gradual degradation, possible up to a failed 
situation (the state “FAIL”). The states are defined 
by the nature of the application, for example “FAIL” 
can be a complete system breakdown or a sustained 
poor performance. The state degradation may or may 
not have a direct impact on the performance. In Fig­
ure 1, for instance, two performance levels are dis­
tinguished (“UP” and “DOWN”), but degradation in 
state does not correspond to degradation in perfor­
mance level. Of course, the extent to which the per- 
formability measure is influenced depends on the defi­
nition of this measure, which, in turn, depends heavily 
on the purpose of evaluation and the particular appli­
cation considered. Rejuvenation is employed to pre­
vent the failure from happening, and typically involves 
some cost. The technique is beneficial only when the 
cost due to rejuvenation is less than the cost due to 
failure. For instance, in Figure 1 one sees that a sys­
tem failure would lead to a longer recovery time than 
system rejuvenation.
In an actual implementation, rejuvenation might 
not be possible at any given moment in time, but can 
only be considered at specific moments in time. These 
points in time are the “decision epochs,” represented 
in Figure 1 by small vertical bars on the horizontal
axis. At these epochs, a decision is taken whether to 
rejuvenate, based on state information obtained, for 
example via system monitoring. The monitored value 
can range from only the current time, to detailed in­
formation about memory occupancy, CPU utilization, 
etc.
We see that several important aspects come forward 
when modeling software rejuvenation, and in Section 
4 we will review how previous papers dealt with issues 
such as the measure of interest, the kind of application 
and the type of rejuvenation. In a more general sense, 
the stochastic process in software rejuvenation mod­
els is determined by at least four aspects: it should
(1) support the measure, (2) represent the system dy­
namic to the extend appropriate, (3) incorporate a 
representation of the operational environment, and (4) 
include the monitoring information. The latter two is­
sues are of particular interest in software rejuvenation, 
and will therefore be the subject of Section 3.
3 M ain Issues in D eveloping a Generic 
M odel
Before discussing the modeling of the operational 
environment, and the consideration of the system 
monitor and the related decision epochs, we formalize 
the mathematical model under consideration. S is the 
state space of the stochastic process X  =  {X (t) ,t  € 
R}, and, for all i G S, A(i) is the set of actions that can 
be taken in state i. Let ¿o, ¿1 ,..., be the (real-valued) 
decision epochs, then a realization (sample path) of 
the stochastic process depends on the actions taken in 
the different states, at the different decision epochs. 
We will call the collection of actions chosen the ‘strat­
egy:’ a strategy consists of the chosen action a(i,tj), 
for all states i € 5, and all decision epochs t j , j  > 0. 
If the performability measure [9] is / (F ) ,  where Y  is 
a random variable, then a strategy is optimal if its ac­
tions are such that f (Y )  is maximized ( /, a real-valued 
function, can for instance denote the expectation of
Y).
M odeling th e  O pera tional E nvironm ent As for
any model, the (base) model should have sufficient 
granularity to support the measure of interest, as well
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as properly represent the dynamics of the system. 
In modeling software rejuvenation, it is important, 
therefore, that the degradation of the environment is 
captured in the failure dynamics, since it determines 
whether and when to rejuvenate.
When modeling the operational environment, a 
modeler is faced with the choice of “black-box” versus 
“white-box” modeling approaches, that is, between 
modeling the failure process, or detailing the fault 
or error process. Current studies have mainly dealt 
with a black-box approach by only modeling inter­
failure times and capturing degradation via an increas­
ing hazard rate (see Section 4). [10] uses a degrading 
service rate as indicator of degradation, which is very 
much a black-box approach since there is no modeling 
of the relation between environment degradation and 
the degrading service rate.
White-box modeling, however, still has to be pur­
sued. It would, in the extreme case, include the mod­
eling of faults, but, besides being unrealistic (see [12] 
for an illustrative discussion), for the purpose of mod­
eling software rejuvenation a sensible white-box ap­
proach would consist of modeling the manifestation 
of faults as errors. Degradation, then, is modeled by 
modeling degradation in the components that make 
up the environment, such as available memory and 
swap space, CPU utilization, buffer queues’ fill-up etc. 
The potential benefit of using a white-box approach 
to modeling the operational environment is that re­
juvenation strategies are not restricted to just being 
“time-based” . Better (and closer to optimal) strate­
gies based on monitored and predicted behavior of in­
dividual components can be formulated.
Another issue that is relevant when modeling soft­
ware fault tolerance is the effect of load on the error 
dynamics (see [12]). Software bugs will not show up 
as errors or failures if they are not activated, that is, 
if there is no load on the system. The degradation of 
the environment thus depends very much on the oper­
ational profile of the tasks that are using the system. 
This issue has also not been pursued explicitly in the 
studies we survey in Section 4.
Modeling Monitoring and Decision Epochs
There exist at least two factors in an actual implemen­
tation of software rejuvenation that limit the number 
of strategies that can be considered: when decisions 
to rejuvenate can be made, and which information is 
available to base the decision on. A model not consid­
ering these implementation aspects can be used for the 
purpose of finding the optimal strategy among all pos­
sible strategies, but the identify the best strategy that 
is implementable, both implementation issues should 
be considered in the model.
Decisions to rejuvenate can only be made at the 
dedicated decision epochs, that is, not at just any 
point in time. For instance, if a decision is based on 
occasionally testing for awry conditions in the system, 
the decision epochs are the points in time that the 
system state is tested.
The decision to rejuvenate (at the decision epochs) 
will be based on the monitored system state, which is 
only part of the full system state (possibly including
monitored value
Figure 2: Different system or model states give the 
same monitored value.
monitored value
t
Figure 3: Only ‘time’ is monitored: all system or 
model states give the same monitored value.
time aspects). This monitoring should be represented 
in the model, if one wants to analyze a particular im­
plementation. Including monitoring in the model will 
often change the model state space, and usually re­
strict the number of possible strategies. To see that 
the number of possible strategies decreases, consider 
Figure 2. Let n(s) be the monitored value for state 
s € S, taking values in some set U. (This discussion 
holds when ‘state’ refers to the formally defined model 
state as well as when it refers to an intuitive notion 
of system state.) Let u € U, and let the set Su C S 
be composed of all states s € S  for which fi(s) = u. 
Then, for all s G Su, the same action must be taken, 
since the decision to rejuvenate is purely based on the 
monitored value. Hence, the choice of strategies is 
more restricted. The extreme but typical case that 
the monitor only collects one value, namely elapsed 
time (since the application start up), is illustrated in 
Figure 3.
Including implementation aspects in the model 
works two ways-the model better represents the sys­
tem under investigation, but can only be applied to 
particular implementation. With regard to modeling 
the monitor this observation implies that the model 
will only be applicable if the system allows for mon­
itoring the information on which the decision in the 
model are based.
The Quality of Monitors The decision to reju­
venate at a monitoring/decision epoch in an actual 
system implementation is based on assumptions about 
the future system behavior. Such assumptions concep­
tually resemble typical modeling assumptions. As an 
example, the original software rejuvenation proposal 
in [7] assumes that, after start-up, initially the system
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System Monitor Assumptions
in future
Operation Behavior
/  - Measurement (during 
„ /  operation)
■ - Data from Testing 
phase
' - Other ‘knowledge’
Decision
Figure 4: The decision to rejuvenate depends on 
monitored state plus assumptions about future sys- 
tem/model behavior.
Do not
Figure 5: Decisions based on monitored value are not 
always optimal.
is in a state in which it will not fail, after which it gets 
into a failure-prone state. In Figure 4 we depict this 
process of decision making in a software rejuvenation 
implementation.
The relation between modeling and implementation 
suggests that the validation of the quality of the deci­
sion making is no different from general model valida­
tion. Hence, validation of the quality of decision mak­
ing regarding software rejuvenation, involves checking 
the assumptions on which the decision is made with 
data obtained from system measurement. Vice versa, 
available data (form the testing or operational phase) 
gives insight into system behavior and suggests plau­
sible assumptions about the behavior after the instant 
of monitoring.
Conceptually, one can determine the quality of dif­
ferent monitors by comparing the decision they sug­
gest with the decision that is optimal for the consid­
ered system. As we detailed before, for any particular 
monitored value, there is a set of system states giving 
the same value. Inherent to the notion of monitor­
ing, only one decision can be made for all the different 
states. Hence, a monitor has the right granularity, 
if all the states with the same monitored value, also 
give the same optimal action. We have depicted this 
in Figure 5. The state space S  consists of a subset 
of states where rejuvenation is optimal, and a subset 
of states where rejuvenation is not recommended (the 
solid line in Figure 5 separates the two subsets). As­
sume that the monitored values are either u, v or w , 
where only for w rejuvenation will be carried out. A 
wrong decision will be made if the decision based on 
the monitored value does not agree with the best de­
cision. In Figure 5, a wrong decision will be made for 
states in Sw outside the ‘Rejuvenate’ area as well as
for states in Su and Sv inside the ‘Rejuvenate’ area.
With regard to modeling there might be a potential 
area where modeling can help to validate the decision 
making. If the model is more detailed than the system 
monitor, different monitors can be compared relative 
to their effectiveness in determining whether to reju­
venate.
4 Previous Work and Future D irec­
tions
We end this discussion by tabulating (Table 1) 
the methodology adopted by previous performability 
models with respect to various issues discussed ear­
lier. The second column lists how degradation was 
modeled in previous papers. For example, [2, 4, 7] 
assume that the software makes a transition from “ro­
bust” state to a state where it can “fail” in a random 
time. The third column shows that none of the previ­
ous studies have considered the dependence of degra­
dation on the system load. The fifth column lists for 
each paper, that part of the model state which must 
be monitorable in an implementation (see also Sec­
tion 3). After rejuvenation is initiated, the software is 
assumed to be completely unavailable for service and 
is represented in the sixth column. The optimization 
approach (static vs. dynamic) taken in each of the pa­
pers is listed. In “static optimization,” a rejuvenation 
policy is assumed, therefore, as shown in column four, 
the decision epochs are predetermined. For example, 
in [2, 3, 4] rejuvenation is assumed to be performed at 
regular intervals of time, and the issue in model solu­
tion is to determine the optimal interval. In dynamic 
optimization the objective is to determine the optimal 
policy as opposed to tuning a particular one. There­
fore, the decision epochs are unrestricted. Such an 
approach is followed in [10] with the use of discrete­
time Markov decision models, although the solution 
method is based on discretization which (in a way) 
restricts the epochs to time points A apart.
Based on Table 1, we now point out possible future 
directions in performability modeling of software re­
juvenation. First, as can be observed from the table, 
most of the previous studies have largely followed the 
black-box approach to modeling degradation. Mod­
eling degradation of the individual components and 
combining to model overall system degradation is a 
potential approach which deserves attention. Second, 
as large and sudden loads have been known to be ma­
jor causes of transient failures [11], the dependence of 
the degradation on system load could be incorporated 
in the performability model. None of the previous 
studies have done so. Third, more advanced moni­
tors could be modeled to see whether additional in­
formation leads to significantly better performability. 
Finally, only a single model for rejuvenation severity 
has been assumed so far. In general, during rejuvena­
tion, the software can be in any of its degraded states, 
an aspect that could be modeled in more detail.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we identified important issues in mod­
eling software rejuvenation. In particular, we argued
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Paper
Capturing
Degradation
Load
Dependency
Decision
Epochs
Must be 
Monitorable
Rejuv.
Severity Measure
Optim.
Approach
Solution
Technique
' W
(FTCS95)
“failure-prone”
state
not
considered
predetermined state change unavailable steady state 
availability
static ÒTMÓ
[4]
(SRE95)
“failure-prone”
state
not
considered
predetermined time unavailable availability 
(point in time)
static MRGP
[2]
(FTS95)
“failure-prone”
state
not
considered
predetermined time and 
#  in queue
unavailable #  jobs lost static CTMC
[3]
(SIGM96)
aging by 
non-exponential
not
considered
predetermined time and 
state change
unavailable completion time static first
moment
[10]
(Perf96)
decreasing 
service rate
not
considered
unrestricted 
(A time)
time, #  in queue 
and service rate
unavailable #  jobs lost dynamic discrete-time
MDP
Table 1: Modeling assumptions in previous work.
in favor of a more in-depth modeling of the degra­
dation of the operational environment, and argued 
that monitoring should be included, if a particular 
implementation of software rejuvenation is considered. 
Furthermore, a survey and classification of previously 
published modeling studies has been given.
Both above mentioned issues are also important if 
on-line optimization based on monitoring and other 
management functionality is considered. If a system 
manager is used to determine when to rejuvenate, the 
quality of the decision making depends on the useful­
ness of the monitored system data, and on assump­
tions about future behavior which are very much sim­
ilar to those made in a modeling study. In particular, 
we have outlined am approach to establish the qual­
ity of a system monitor. The practical utility of such 
quality concepts, as well as the practical feasibility 
of optimizing the application of software rejuvenation 
based on a system manager, is currently being inves­
tigated.
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1. Introduction
The main scope of this paper is dependability 
modeling and performability evaluation of software 
executed on a succession of non independently drawn 
points of the input space (iterative software). “Bursts of 
failures” are encountered in such software. They result 
from running the software along trajectories (successions 
of points closely located to each other in the multi- 
dimentional space) and their crossing the existing 
“failure regions” [2]. In this context, the failure rate 
alone does not exhaustively characterise the software in 
respect to dependability, nor suffice to carry out a 
quantitative analysis of dependability. A model for 
adequate modeling the failure occurrence process for 
such software is presented that addresses both aspects of 
dependability: i) the interfailure time and ii) the sojourn 
time in failure. The assumption of independent selection 
of inputs, that is inappropriate for the iterative software 
(process control applications and similar), is substituted 
for an independence in selecting trajectories in the 
model.
The model allows for the well-developed theory o f  
renewal processes to be used as a mathematical 
framework in dependability modeling and performability 
evaluation.
In section 2 a summary of the known models that 
address the dependability of iterative software is given 
and the new model is presented. The differences of the 
model from models reported earlier by others are 
emphasised. The model is argued to depend on 
measurable parameters and ways of how to carry out 
measurements are briefly discussed. In section 3 a sketch 
of performability evaluation of a software system
depending on measurable parameters is presented. 
Finally, in section 4 conclusions and some suggestions 
for future research are outlined.
2. Reliability Modeling of Software Execuited 
on Correlated Inputs
2.1. Previous Results
One of the first attempts to model the bursts of failures 
in software operation has been presented in a paper by 
Csenki [2]. In his model two kinds of failure events are 
considered - spontaneous failure that is the first failure 
occurring after a succession of successful executions and 
certain failures immediately following the spontaneous 
failure. The number of certain failures depends upon the 
size of the encountered failure region and is modelled as 
a random variable x  not exceeding a given value ct. 
Formally:
<T
P{x = /) = Pi; i = 0,1,..., cr, Pi =1. (1)
»•=o
In the simplest case (of discrete time) the system 
behavior is represented by a discrete Markov chain in 
which all failures - spontaneous and certain - are 
assigned particular states. One of these, S, represents the 
spontaneous failure and other ct states, Fi, F2, ... F„, 
represent the certain failures. One additional state, O, 
represents the successful execution of the software.7 The 
transition probabilities between states are assumed 
known that describe the model:
Pos - the failure rate;
1 In [2] the model is more complicated since recovery blocks are modelled. 
Failure regions are modeled consistently with our quotation here.
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Psf. - conditional probability of a series of i certain 
failures given spontaneous failure has happened, 
i=0,l,..., a;
P'.V PVi»-* pFo.i,c = L
The same approach has been used in [5] and has been 
slightly extended in [1].
The model may be criticised for:
• implicitly assuming the interfailure time being 
exponentially (geometrically) distributed, that is a 
special case of interfailure time [6],
• depending on unknown distribution of the sojourn 
time in failure that poses limitations of practicability 
of the analysis.
2.2. Our Model
2.2.1. Assumptions and Informal Description
The model presented below is based on three essential 
assumptions:
• the duration of a single software execution (on a 
particular input data) is assumed fixed, At. This is a 
very typical case in process control applications. In 
order to ensure that the time constraints are fulfilled, 
intervals between software executions guarantee that 
the execution will be completed on every possible 
input data within At.
• the process of control consists of processing a set o f  
tasks having, in general, different duration of 
processing (measured in number of consecutive 
executions).
• a set of predefined events in the software environment 
trigger the set of implemented tasks - each event is 
handled by a task being invoked. The order of events, 
and hence the order of invoking the tasks’ 
(responding to them), is assumed random. Moreover, 
we assume that the events are independent of each 
other having in mind the usual statistical meaning of 
independence. This assumption seems plausible in 
applications as those reported by von Mayerhauser et 
al. in [3] and similar.
Assumptions’ justification is omitted here because of 
space limitations and could be found in [7].
Assume that the distributions of the time needed for 
processing every task (measured in number of software 
executions) is known. Also assume that the probability of 
selecting at random each task is known. Then the 
(marginal) distribution of the processing time of a 
randomly selected task could be defined. A series of 
tasks’ being processed now can be treated as a multiple 
processing of the same randomly selected task. Thus the 
series of tasks could be represented as a renewal process 
formed by processing randomly selected tasks. We would
like to stress again that the independence between tasks 
is essential for representing the series of tasks as a 
renewal process. If the independence is not acceptable, 
then the renewal process is not a correct abstraction 
representing the behavior of the system.
The randomly selected task is executed on a series of 
inputs of the input space. Thinking of this the task is now 
mapped onto the input space. Thus in the abstract model 
of software behavior the independently selected for 
processing entities (tasks) could be substituted for the 
successions of inputs on which the tasks will be executed 
(spending a fixed time At on each input) while being 
under processing. The succession of points on which the 
software is executed while a particular task is being 
processed forms a trajectory (associated with the task) 
trough the input space.
2.2.2. Probabilistic Description of the Model
Let ST be the set of all possible trajectories in a given 
application and Tr(») be the probabilistic measure defined 
on ST , i.e. Tr(i) be the probability that a randomly 
selected trajectory L te  ST happens to be /. Tr(») defines 
the operational profile of the iterative software. Let It, (•) 
be the probability distribution function of trajectories' 
length, measured in number of software executions each 
lasting At.
* ,(/ = <)= ^ I t , ( l  = i\U = j).TrU) (2)
jeSr
Note that l i f t  = i\Lt = j )  will be a Dirac function at
point i corresponding to the actual length of the 
trajectory.
For each program n, ST may be represented as a union 
of two non-overlapping subsets Si and S2. The set Si 
encompasses all trajectories none of them crossing a 
failure region (non-faulty trajectories) while the set S2 - 
all trajectories crossing a failure region (faulty 
trajectories). Formally, St = S iu S2 and Si n  S2 = 0 .
Let us introduce the following notations:
1 -0  = 2 > ( y )  and 0 = 2 > ( y ) .  (3)
yes, j e s2
where 0  is the probability that a randomly selected 
trajectory (in accordance with Tr(»)) crosses a failure 
region, i.e. happens to belong to S2, while 1-0 is the 
probability to select at random a trajectory from Si (non- 
faulty trajectory).
We could express the conditional distributions of 
trajectories’ length of both subsets Si and S2:
« ,(/£ ,)  = £ / / ,( 4 /) .7 x y )
ye5,
' ' ,< '& ) = 2 > ,( '|y )-7 > o )  (4)
yeSj
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Let b{7) it,])1 be the probability distribution of the 
sojourn time in failure of program 71 along trajectory j. 
Then:
b{t\n) = 'Yj J)TrU )  • (5)
jeST
Conditional distributions of the sojourn time in failure 
for Si and S2, respectively, could be expressed as:
6(4S,) = £ & (^ J )7 V (/)
jeSi
b(t\S2) =
Thus:
b{t\jt) = (1 -  ) + 6 .b{t \S2).
In the last formulae and in what follows the program 
index n is omitted for sake of brevity. Since by definition:
fl, / - 0 ,
(6)
(7)
b(l\S,) =
10, elsewhere
and the mean value of this is :
/4s, =J/.ò(4s,)d/=o,
then the mean value of the marginal sojourn time in 
failure will be:
oo w
fi{7t) = Ji. b(j\n)dt = (1 -  9). J t. ¿(/IS, )dt +
o o
oo
9. J t. )dt = 0 + 9. ju\S2 = 9. p\S2
(8)
oo
where p\S2 = J t.b(t\S2)dt is the expected value of the 
o
sojourn time in failure for the set of faulty trajectories.
In the model two sources of uncertainty (variability) 
are incorporated: the length of a randomly selected 
trajectory is subject to variability and so is the number of 
failures along it. Thus the model can degenerate to 
special cases when either of these sources of variability is 
removed or even both of them. Software operating with 
independent selection of inputs is a special case of a 
software in which the second source of variability is not 
present. On each input the software either fails or 
succeeds, i.e. at most one failure could be observed (no 
variability of the sojourn time in failure). The first source
2 For a program n that along j  crosses failure regions only once and stays 
there for k  executions or twice and stays there for k ,  and k , , respectively:
1 f o r  t  -  k ,  
0 e lsew here .
1 / 2 f o r  t  =  k \ ,  
M l  f o r  t  =  k 2 , 
0 e lsewhere .
of variability in such a software is existent [4]. If the 
execution time is constant and software is executed on 
independently drawn inputs, then both sources of 
variability disappear.
2.2.3. Interfailure Time
The system operation can be expressed as a series of 
cycles, each encompassing a random number of non- 
faulty trajectories (picked from Si), and exactly one 
faulty trajectory (from S2). The number of non-faulty 
trajectories, N, in a cycle is geometrically distributed and
therefore P(N = n) = 9.(1- 9)n . Let NF be the random
variable denoting the total duration of the non-faulty 
trajectories within a cycle. Denote its p d f  as w(t). Let CY 
be the random variable denoting the cycle duration with 
p d f Wcyj/t), and finally, let Z-* (^), I^(s), IV* (s) and
W^cle (s) be the Laplace transforms of liftIS1J, ////1S^,
w(t) and Wcydft), respectively. 
Obviously:
» '•(i) = -  (9))’
1 =  1
O
(¿i'(■')•(! - 0 ))'A  (s)
(9)
1=1
NF and CY set up bounds for the interfailure time, that 
in practical cases should be tight. While It,(¿SO, in 
principle could be measured with arbitrary accuracy, and 
hence determining w(t) is not a problem, It,(¿SO is 
practically impossible to measure and therefore Wcycu(t) 
can hardly be estimated. In order to overcome this 
impediment in estimating wcyc/«(if) there are at least two 
ways to go:
• CY is substituted for NF (use w(t) instead of w ^ ft ) )  
and the duration of the faulty trajectory in a cycle is 
completely ignored. Since, in practice N  could be 
expected to be large, the error will be negligible. 
Thus, w(t) serves for interfailure time estimation 
(lower bound).
• make additional assumptions about lt,(tIS^, for 
example assume that lt,(¿ SO and lt,(t\ SJ are 
identical, that may be very difficult to justify.
In both cases, using measurable lt,(tI SJ (its estimate
7/,(/[S|)) and some hypothesis about 9, the interfailure
time distribution can be expressed. At this point we stress 
that software with (conditionally, given 9) exponential
1 Strictly, by definition all distributions related to trajectories’ length are 
discrete. Since the set St is expected to be immensely large, however, the 
continuous approximation of all distributions seems a reasonable 
transformation. Therefore the pdfs’ and their Laplace transforms could be 
used without serious consequences.
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distribution of the interfailure time is a special case o f a 
software, although a very important special case. In our 
model this restrictive assumption is removed and, from 
this point of view, the model may be considered as a 
generalisation of the Csenki model. In the general case, 
whether the geometric (exponential) distribution is an 
appropriate approximation of the actual interfailure time 
depends on the relationship between 6  and the first two 
moments of ltt\Si. Details are available in [6].
2.2.4 Sojourn Time in Failure - Relation with the 
Probability of Events.
In practice, after observing a failure, an attempt will 
be made to locate the fault having caused the failure and 
the fault will eventually be removed. Thus, the usual 
situation after the testing is completed will be to have no 
observation of failures caused by the remaining software 
faults. We may only conjecture that certain number of 
faults remains still unrevealed in the software and expect 
due to them some residual failure rate in operation. Since 
the faults are not known it is difficult to express some 
educated guess about the characteristics of those faults, in 
particular something about the size of their failure 
regions.
In the model of independent trajectories, by definition: 
b(t = k) = P(select at random a ¿-faulty trajectory), 
for every k  of interest.
Suppose we are able to collect failure data that along 
with the time between failures also include a description 
of how long (number of consecutive executions) software 
stays in failure for each observed spontaneous failure. If 
so, we will be able to predict, through reliability growth 
models, the probability of the event “selecting at random 
a ¿-faulty trajectory” for every k of interest. The task of 
collecting such data, obviously, is not trivial. The aspects 
of how this could be achieved is beyond the scope of this 
paper and is an area for future research. Here we assume 
that failure data allow for observed intervals between 
consecutive ¿-faulty trajectories to be recovered. These 
constitute the observed history of ¿-faulty trajectories. 
Thus reliability growth models could be applied to each 
such history and predictions of the (probability 
distribution of the) time to next ¿-faulty trajectory could 
be obtained. This together with the estimation of the 
mean trajectory length will give prediction of the 
probability to select at random a ¿-faulty trajectory and, 
hence b( t = k) will be determined. Thus, when the 
testing is completed we will be able to express an 
educated guess about the distribution of the sojourn time 
in failure.
2.2.5 The Role of Measurement in Determining the 
Model Parameters
Variability of trajectories’ length could influence the 
interfailure time distribution and should be assessed 
through measurements [6], More sophisticated methods 
and tools for failure data collection (than those currently 
being used) are needed for accurately predicting the 
distribution of the sojourn time in failure.
3. Performability evaluation of Software 
Executed on Correlated Environment
3.1. Assumptions
The basic assumptions used in performability 
evaluation are as follows:
• the model of software executed on independently 
selected trajectories, described above, is applicable.
• the system is operating for a time T, referred to as a 
mission time which is short compared with the mean 
value of the interfailure time. In other words, during 
the mission time it is very unlikely to observe a 
failure.
• failures are classified as benign when the sojourn 
time in failure is shorter than a predefined value nc 
and catastrophic otherwise [1]. The model of 
software failures used in the analysis is a subset of 
the model presented in [1]. The assumption’s 
justification is omitted for sake of brevity and could 
be found in [7].
• performability is assessed as the expected value of a 
reward function M(t) at the end of the mission 
E[M(T)]. The reward is defined as follows [4]:
1. M(0) = 0, the reward is nullified at the beginning 
of the mission;
2. Each software execution (lasting At) contributes 
to the reward function value in accordance with the rules:
+1, if the execution is correct,
1 +0, in case of a benign failure, and 
„ M(T) = 0, in case of catastrophic failure (the 
mission is invalidated).
We assume the distribution of the sojourn time in 
failure b(x\ 7t) known (determined through reliability 
growth predictions) and denote this for short as b(x).
3.2. Calculations
Details of performability related calculations are 
omitted because of space limitations. These are available 
in [7]. The frame of the approach being used is only 
sketched below:
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1. The expected value of the reward function in case of a 
successful mission, R(T), is calculated. In this case the 
sojourn time in failure b(x) is substituted for the sojourn 
time in (benign) failure, b(x\x <nc), that is:
b(x\x <nc) = b(x,x< nc) 
1 - P ( x Z n c)
where P(x £ nc) = J b(x)dx.
( 10)
nc
2. The probability of a successful mission, Pncf is 
determined as the probability of the time between 
catastrophic failures being longer than the mission time 
(determined from the predicted distribution of the time 
between catastrophic failures).
3. Since the reward is nullified in case of a catastrophic 
failure, the unconditional expected value of the accrued 
reward during a mission (performability) is calculated 
as:
E[M(T)] = (1 - Pncf) . 0 + Pncf. R(T). (11)
The distribution of trajectories’ length together with 
the predicted sojourn time in failure and distribution of 
the time to next catastrophic failure suffice for both R(T) 
and Pncf to be calculated. All calculations necessary in 
the analysis are dependent on measurable parameters 
only.
4. Conclusions
In this paper some issues of modeling the reliability of 
software systems executed on correlated inputs are 
addressed.
An approach to modeling the software behavior as a 
series of tasks independently selected for processing, each 
requiring a bounded time for processing, is presented. 
When mapped onto the input space this abstraction yields 
a series of independently selected trajectories each 
comprising closely located points of the input space. The 
model allows two aspects of software dependability to be 
adressed. First, the effect of the varying trajectoiy length 
upon the interfailure time to be accounted for (the 
interfailure time is not necessarily exponentially 
distributed and could be determined through 
measurements). Second, the distribution of the sojourn 
time in failure is objectively determined using the well- 
developed theory of software reliability growth modeling. 
These two features, as it seems to me, partially solve the 
problems of using the abstract models for evaluating 
dependability and performability of real software systems 
executed on correlated inputs.
The work could be enlarged in different ways. First, 
developing tools for data collection purposed at 
estimating the probability distribution of trajectories’ 
length and predicting the sojourn time in failure. Second, 
theoretical generalization of the model in order to tackle 
the behavior of fault-tolerant software executed on 
correlated inputs is needed.
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1. Introduction
Performability analysis is traditionally based upon 
a variety of performance/dependability measures that 
can be derived from models in which rewards are as­
signed to states and/or transitions of the system being 
analysed. Most approaches used for the computation of 
performability measures are based on Markovian anal­
ysis, exploiting transient or steady-state solution tech­
niques, depending on the final measure being calcu­
lated. In this work we are concerned with the steady- 
state solution of Markov chain models. In particular, 
we propose a method that proved to be very efficient for 
a class of interesting models in the domain of queueing 
and high-speed telecommunication systems.
2. The algorithm
We consider the computation of the steady-state dis­
tribution of an ergodic Markov chain with state space 
cardinality equal to N  (where N  is typically very large), 
and transition probability matrix P , P  = {pi,j}t,/Lo- 
Once this distribution is obtained, several performabil­
ity measures can be computed, such as the expected 
long term cumulative reward averaged over time, the 
mean time to reach a subset of states in the model, the 
long term fraction of time above a reward level, etc.
The steady-state distribution of the Markov chain is 
given by the row vector it =
The computation of the steady-state distribution of 
the Markov chain requires the solution of the matrix 
equation 7rP =  tt, and the normalization of vector ir 
(or, equivalently, the solution of ttQ =  0, where Q is 
the transition rate matrix of a continuous time Markov 
chain model.)
Most direct solution methods for linear equations are 
based on the successive elimination of variables from
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the Italian Ministry for University find Research. E. de Souza 
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the linear system. For instance, the GTH algorithm 
[1] eliminates variables using diagonal pivoting like the 
usual Gaussian elimination, but at each step a clever 
modification is performed in the multipliers to avoid 
subtractions, taking advantage of the fact that the row 
sum of a stochastic matrix is equal to one. The method 
we use is also a slight modification of the classical Gaus­
sian elimination approach.
We proceed by working with the flow equations. We 
rewrite ttP  =  rc as irA =  0, with A =  {«»¿if^Io — 
(I — P). We thus obtain the homogeneous system of 
linear equations:
N —l
^ 2  *»' a *J — 0, j  = 0 : N  — 1 (1)
»=0
We solve the first equation (obtained from the first col­
umn of A, i.e. from the entries a , j  with j  =  0):
N — 1
TTf Cli o =  0
1=0
for 7Ti and we obtain:
N - l
oo.o a»',o7T i — —7To--------> -----
«i.o fri, «1,0
assuming that ai o ^  0.
It is now possible to eliminate irx from all other equa­
tions, thus obtaining a reduced system of linear equa­
tions:
7T0
\  N —l / x
«0,0« i, j  \  . v "  (  «1,0«i,j  \  A
« 1,° J fri, \  « 1,0 J
j  = 1 : N  -  1
This reduced system of linear equations has the form 
ttA^1) = 0, where now A^1^  is an (N  — 1) x (N  — 1) 
matrix.
The same procedure can now be applied to matrix 
A ^ \  for a further reduction of the linear system size.
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The algorithm is recursively applied until N  — 1 vari­
ables are eliminated. The i-th step of the algorithm 
consists in solving equation i (obtained from column 
* — 1 of A) for and eliminating 7r,- from all the equa­
tions that have not yet been solved.
Since A is singular, we set 7To to 1, and compute the 
other tt.-’s from the flow equations (see step 5 of the 
algorithm below). Vector tt is then normalized at the 
end of the procedure.
In the implementation of the algorithm, in order to 
minimize memory occupancy, only one data structure 
for the storage of an N  x N  matrix can be used. Matrix 
A is initially stored in such a data structure, and all the 
reduced matrices that are generated at the subsequent 
steps of the solution algorithm can be overwritten in 
the same data structure. Denoting with A(fc) =  { a ^ }  
the matrix resulting at step k of the procedure, we 
formally describe the algorithm as follows:
1. Set step k to 0 and initialize the matrix: A^  =  A
2. Compute matrix A^‘+1  ^ from A ^  as follows:
a i , k  ~  a i , k / a k + l , k
(*)/„(*)
fl(*+D _  „(*)
a i , j  +  a i , k  “ Jfe+lj
for all i =  0 U k +  1 < i < N  — 1 and k + 1 < j  < 
N -  1.
3. Increment k and, if k < N  — 1, go to 2
4. Set 7To to 1, k =  N  — 1
5. Compute 7rjt:
(k) r-\W-l (fc)n- = TToa^ .! + E,•=!•+!
6. Decrement k and, if k > 0, go to 5
7. Normalize state vector 7r
0 J
A i,0 A 1.0 A l,j
Figure 1: Derivation of A ^  from A
Eliminating tti from all the other equations, we get the 
reduced system of linear equations:
tto (Ao,j — Ao,o (Ai,o) 1 +
B - 1
^   ^tt,- ^A,-j — A*to (A i(o) A i j  j  =  0 
1=2
j  =  1 : B  -  1
which can be written in matricial form as = 0.
Figure 1 shows how matrix A^1) is derived from A. 
The shaded column refers to the matrix equation used 
for the elimination of 7Ti. Block A,-j of A is trans­
formed into a [ j  according to the formula given in the 
figure, which involves a block of the shaded row and 
column. The formula requires the inversion of Ai 0, 
which, therefore, has to be non-singular.
If we assume that all A ^ l jfc are invertible, we can 
describe our algorithm as follows:
1. Set step k to 0 and initialize the matrix: A ^  = A
This algorithm can be easily extended to cope 
with block matrices. Consider a partition of the 
steady-state probability vector 7r into B sub-vectors, 
{tto.-tti, • • -,7rfl_i}. In order to simplify the notation 
we assume that all partitions have identical size D. Ma­
trix A is subdivided accordingly into B 2 sub-matrices 
A i,j of dimension D x D.
Equation (1) can now be rewritten as:
B —  1
ir.A.j = 0, = 0: -  1 (2)
1=0
and, assuming that A^o can be inverted, we can solve 
it for 7ri:
2. Compute matrix A(fc+1) from A ^  as follows:
A (*+1> - - A (fc) ( a W  Y 1A i , k  ~  A i , k  \ A k + i , k J
A(*+1) _  A(*) , A(‘+1)AW
A i , j  — A i , j  A i , k  A k +  l , j
for all i =  0 U k +  1 < i < B — 1 and k +  1 < j  < 
B -  1.
3. Increment k and, if k < B — 1, go to 2
4. Derive 7To from A q^ J j
5. Compute it*:
J3-1
Jfc + 1W.A<*>A j , k - \
B - 1
= —7roAo,o (A i(o) 1 -  w,Atio (A^o)-1 
«=2
6. Decrement k and, if k > 0, go to 5
7. Normalize state vector 7r
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Note that at step 4, the algorithm requires the solu­
tion of iroA o^.1^  =  0.
3. A pplications
The GTH algorithm [1] guarantees that all A ^  are 
M —matrices, and operates with additions and multi­
plications only. The proposed method does not exhibit 
these nice properties, and it requires that A ^ x k ^  0 
is invertible. However, despite these disadvantages, it 
shows a much higher efficiency when dealing with spe­
cial cases that often occur in the analysis of queueing 
models and high-speed cell-based telecommunication 
networks. We refer to the case of matrices with banded 
structure, that is matrices A =  in which for
some h < N  and some g < N , a, j  =  0 for j  > i + g and 
for h. In order to simplify the explanation we
focus on banded matrices where h =  1; this is quite an 
important case from the applications viewpoint. It is 
easy to see that, like GTH, our algorithm preserves the 
banded structure of the matrix during the steps of the 
recursive solution, that is, after each step, the resulting 
reduced matrix remains banded.
When GTH is applied to this kind of matrices, the 
number of required element computations at each step 
of the algorithm grows until the first row fills up to its 
(j, i +  <7)-th element. From that point on, g elements 
must be computed at each step. With our approach, 
like with GTH, the first row of the reduced matrices fills 
up with nonzero entries. However, it can be easily seen 
that now the number of element computations at each 
step depends on the number r < g of nonzero elements 
of the second row of the reduced matrix that are located 
to the right of the first column. This number depends 
on the initial structure of the original matrix and is 
not affected by the reduction procedure. Disregarding 
the computations during the phase in which the first 
row fills up with nonzero entries, it is quite easy to 
see that the numbers of operations required by the two 
algorithms are (N  — 1)(<7 + 1) multiplications and (N  — 
1)<7 sums for GTH and (N  — l)r  multiplications and 
(N  — l)(r  — 1) sums for the new algorithm, where N  is 
the number of states in the model. When h > I similar 
savings can be obtained.
In the case of block banded matrices, in addition 
to the savings obtained because of the smaller num­
ber of required operations, the proposed method shows 
another important advantage. This is due to the fact 
that the computational complexity of the inversion of 
the elementary block that needs to be inverted at each 
step is crucial for the determination of the overall algo­
rithm cost. Our method, unlike the GTH algorithm, 
does not modify the elements of the lower diagonal
blocks A<*+\  k of the original matrix A. Operations 
on blocks often tend to reduce their sparseness, and 
to destroy any regularity in their structure; if blocks 
Ajfc+i,* are unaffected by the algorithm, any special 
structure initially present in them can be exploited in 
order to improve the efficiency of the inversion. More­
over, in a number of interesting models, most of the 
lower diagonal blocks are identical, so that only one 
matrix inversion is necessary to cope with all the iden­
tical blocks. It is important to note that this charac­
teristic contrasts with block GTH. In that algorithm, 
at each step, a block in the diagonal is modified, and 
any special structure of the diagonal block is lost.
For matrices with no particular structure, the pro­
posed algorithm has the same computational require­
ments as GTH, or any Gaussian elimination based al­
gorithm.
4. Exam ples
As an example of application of the proposed algo­
rithm, we consider the model discussed in [2, 3]. It con­
sists of two finite-capacity queues with 5 servers each, 
as shown in Figure 2. If a customer arrives at the first 
queue and no room is available in the waiting line, it 
moves to the second queue, if any space is left there. 
If we associate a cost per unit time with each buffer 
occupied in the first queue, one measure of interest is 
the long term expected cost averaged over time.
Figure 2: Example application
By assuming that the waiting rooms of both queues 
have identical capacity 6 — 1, the model can be de­
scribed by an infinitesimal generator with tridiagonal 
block structure. Each block has size 6x6, and the main 
diagonal of the infinitesimal generator is composed of 
6 blocks.
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Figure 3: Number of required operations with the proposed 
method and with- the GTH and Folding algorithms versus 
buffer size, for the 2-queue system with failures
Consider now a modification of this model that al­
lows each of the two services (set of servers) to fail. 
Whenever a failure occurs at a queue, the service is 
stopped at that queue until the failure is repaired. The 
state variable is (¿1,01,62)02)» where 6t- is the buffer 
occupancy at queue i, and o,- indicates whether the 
servers at queue i are operational or not. This model 
extension causes the state space cardinality to increase 
from b2 up to 462.
We partition the steady-state probability vector ac­
cording to the value of b\, the buffer occupancy at 
queue 1, therefore we apply our procedure to blocks 
whose size is 4b x 4b. The lower diagonal blocks are di­
agonal matrices and this structure is exploited by our 
algorithm.
The computational requirements for the proposed 
algorithm, for GTH and for the Folding algorithm are 
shown for this case in Figure 3. The reduction in com­
putational complexity is remarkable, and is mostly due 
to the fact that each step of the procedure does not 
affect the blocks to be inverted in the following steps 
so that their sparseness can be exploited to reduce the 
number of computations.
In Figure 4 we plot the long term expected cost per 
minute versus the failure rate at the first queue, assum­
ing that a unitary cost per minute is incurred when the 
buffer at the first queue is not empty. Two different 
values are considered for the arrival rate Ai at the first 
queue: Ai = 5 and Ai = 6 customers per minute. The 
arrival rate Ao at the second queue is taken to be one
0.0e+00 1.0e-02 2.0e-02 3.0e-02 4.0e-02
Failure rate
Figure 4: Cost per minute versus the failure rate at the 
first queue
tenth of Ai. At each queue the number of servers is 5, 
the waiting room capacity is b — 1 = 15, the average 
service time equals 1 minute, and the mean repair time 
is about 10 minutes. The time between failures of the 
second queue is about 2 years.
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A bstract
This work deals with the quantitative analysis of 
the topology of a communication network whose com­
ponents are subject to failures and repairs. After re­
viewing the standard network reliability theory, we 
consider performability measures. The purpose of the 
paper is to propose new performability metrics to eval­
uate this aspect of a communication network, and a 
Monte Carlo scheme to estimate them.
1 O verview
The most widely used model to assess the reliability 
of the topology of a communication network consists 
of a stochastic graph, that is, a graph whose com­
ponents are weighted by probabilities. Theses proba­
bilities are the elementary reliabilities or shortly, the 
reliabilities of the components. Let us call this object 
a stochastic network. Formally, a stochastic network 
is a pair M  =  (Q, r) where Q is a graph and r  denotes 
the family of elementary reliabilities. The context is a 
static one, that is, the system is considered at a fixed 
point in time r  (possibly, r  =  +00), and the reliabil­
ity r,- of component i is simply the probability that 
component i is working at time r . We are in a binary 
world, components and systems are either up or down, 
and the objective is to analyze the probability Ft that 
the whole system is up. To define this, some criteria 
based on connectivity properties is used. The basic 
ones are the fact that two fixed nodes can commu­
nicate (source-to-terminal reliability) or the fact that 
every pair of nodes can communicate (all-terminal re­
liability). For a survey in the area, see [1] and [2]. We 
summarize the area in Section 2.
Nowadays, the components of a network are highly 
reliably; moreover, in many cases the topologies are 
quite dense. A consequence of this is the fact that 
the output measure R  can be very close to one. This 
makes difficult the comparison between alternative 
topologies; the differences between system reliabilities 
can even be less than the precision used to measure 
(or to estimate) data. A second point to make here 
is that, in any case, the standard reliability metrics 
are not very informative, they only measure the fact 
that a quite global property (for instance, the fact that 
the network is connected) is satisfied. This suggests 
to propose the use of a performability index which 
could take into account not only the fact that the net­
work works, but also some information about the way 
it works. Some effort has already been done in this 
direction. Basically, the idea is to leave the binary
world and to change it into a multi-state one, taking 
into account supplementary information such as costs, 
capacities, etc. We review these models in Section 3.
In this text, we propose to keep the basic 
connectivity-based approach, and to consider metrics 
of the form E (Y  11), where Y  measures, in some way, 
how much work can be done by the system (for in­
stance, in term of possible connections) and I  is some 
undesirable event (for instance, the fact that the graph 
is no more connected). Classical reliability analysis 
will lead to compute simply the probability of I. Here, 
we propose to compute, for instance, the expected 
number of communicating pairs given that the net­
work is no more connected. Since this type of quan­
tity takes into account both dependability aspects and 
performance ones, it is a performability measure. The 
evaluation of these numbers is a very hard task, harder 
(from the complexity theory point of view) than the 
evaluation of standard reliability measures. For this 
reason, we show how to estimate it by means of an 
efficient Monte Carlo procedure. In spite of the fact 
that the probability of event I  is usually very low, we 
will show how a recently proposed algorithmic scheme 
[3] can be transported into this context and leads to a 
satisfactory procedure. This material is developed in 
Section 4.
2 Network reliability: a connectivity- 
based approach
We are given a stochastic network Ai = (G,r) mod­
eling some communication network. The objective is 
to evaluate reliability measures associated with the 
topology (so, with graph Q). For simplicity, we as­
sume that the components of the network that are 
subject to failures are its lines, modeled by the edges 
of Q. Moreover, the graph is undirected (lines are 
bi-directional), connected and without loops. At the 
point in time r  of interest, the set of operating lines 
defines a (random) partial graph of Q, which we denote 
by G. We are then given a subset K of nodes, that is, 
1C C V, and R  is the probability that the nodes in 1C 
are connected, that is, that they belong to the same 
connected component of G. In this case, we say that 
G is /C-connected. Two important particular cases are 
1C =  {s,t}, the so-called source-to-terminal case, and 
K — V, the all terminal case.
The evaluation of R  is a computational hard prob­
lem. Formally, it belongs to the #P-com plete class, a 
family of AP-hard problems not known to be in NP. 
This implies that a #P-com plete problem is at least as
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hard as a AP-complete one. Even in very restricted 
classes of graphs, the computation of R  remains in 
this complexity class. For instance, it is shown in [4] 
that the computation of the source-to-terminal relia­
bility is in the #P-com plete class even if the graph 
is planar (in fact, s,i-planar) and has vertex degree 
at most equal to three. From the practical point of 
view, this means that a graph with, say, more than 
one hundred elements (nodes, lines) can not be exactly 
evaluated (except for special topologies). An efficient 
alternative is then to use a Monte Carlo method. The 
standard version consists of generating a iV-sample 
G ^ \ . . G(N) of G, and to estimate R  by
^  is /C-connected} '
n = l 1 1
In many cases, this approach can handle medium and 
large size models, but, of course, it has its own draw­
backs; its efficiency is sensitive to the numerical values 
of the data. In particular, the standard estimator be­
comes of no use in the rare event case, that is, when R  
is close to one. Unfortunately, this a very interesting 
case. However, the sensitivity of Monte Carlo tech­
niques to the effective values of the set of data can, in 
fact, be used to design efficient schemes dealing to new 
estimators having a reduced variance (reduced with re­
spect to the variance of R, which value is R ( l—R )/N ). 
See references in [2]. A second important feature of 
the Monte Carlo approach is its flexibility. It can be 
adapted to the analysis of many different measures, 
at least in its standard form. This is the main fact 
exploited in this work (Section 4).
3 Network performability: using more 
data
We mainly follow here Section 6 of [1], where the 
reader can find details and many references. Let us 
modify the previously described model in the follow­
ing way. Instead of associating with each edge i its 
reliability r,-, we associate with it a discrete random 
variable (r.v.) X{. For instance, X{ may represent 
some measure of the capacity of the line to transport 
information. With some probability, the capacity can 
be 0, due to a fatal failure, or can be at some “inter­
mediate” level, if the line operates in a “degradated” 
mode, or is at a maximal level, for instance after the 
renewal of a failed component. The system state is 
also a discrete r.v. In the previous example, an 
usual measure for the whole system is $  = the maxi­
mum s,f-flow between two fixed nodes s and t. This 
is clearly a performability measure, since it takes into 
account both the performance of the system and its 
behavior face to failures and repairs, that is, depend­
ability aspects. The problem is to obtain informations 
about $  (moments, distribution). For instance, in the 
recent work [5] the authors develop a (Monte Carlo) 
method to estimate Pr(<F > d) where a is a fixed de­
mand threshold. Another possible measure could be 
$  = fraction of the offered traffic which is lost due to 
the capacity values, etc.
The main observation to be made is that the eval­
uation of these metrics is much more difficult than 
the evaluation of classical reliability ones. It can be 
seen that for many performability frameworks such 
as the previously described one, the network reliabil­
ity context is a particular case. This fact means two 
things. First, the class of tractable models is much 
more reduced than in the standard reliability setting 
and, second, since the related problems are more dif­
ficult, available methods are less numerous. A third 
consequence of this is the fact that the Monte Carlo 
approach becomes even more important in this case. 
In [1] one can find pointers to several works performed 
on the exact evaluation of these metrics as well as on 
deriving statistical estimators.
4 Proposing connectivity-based net­
work perform ability m easures
In [2], we proposed a different approach. We keep 
the connectivity-based context, that is, we assume 
that the only available or relevant data is the one de­
scribed in the model of Section 2. So, our input is 
again a stochastic network U  =  (£/,r). The underly­
ing assumption of the connectivity-based point of view 
is that as long as a path exists between two nodes in a 
communication network, then these nodes can commu­
nicate. Assume that this assumption is valid. We will 
show here how to do a performability analysis taking 
into account the ability of a network to support com­
munications between its different nodes, without using 
supplementary data. Then, we will exhibit a Monte 
Carlo scheme to perform the evaluations.
4.1 New performability measures
Let us denote by GC(G) the number of connected 
components of G. We have GC(G) =  1 (by hypothe­
sis), and, for instance, Pr(CG(G) =  1) =  RVy where 
f?v denotes the all-terminal reliability. A way to com­
pare two alternative topologies could be the analysis 
of the distribution of GC(G), or of some of its mo­
ments. Observe that the probabilities Pr(CG(G) > k) 
are usually very small for k > 2. Another possibility 
is the following. Let us denote by NCP(G) the num­
ber of connected pairs of nodes in G. For instance, 
NCP(Q) =  n(n — l)/2  if n is the number of nodes in 
the network, since the given graph Q is assumed to be 
connected. The expectation of the r.v. NCP(G) is re­
lated to the source-to-terminal reliability: denoting by 
R s,t the source-to-terminal reliability between nodes s 
ana t, we have
NCP(G) =  ] P  1,a and t connected in G} >
ail * ^ t
and thus, taking expectations in both sides, 
E(NCP(G)) =  £  R.,„
all a ^  t
Since the system reliabilities are usually very high, our 
proposal is to evaluate the topologies by conditional 
metrics such as E(NCP(G) \ CC(G) > 1). Even if the
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system reliabilities for two different topologies are very 
close to one, the proposed conditional expectation can 
allow to distinguish between them, when the system 
is working in a degradated mode, allowing only com­
munications between parts of the network. In the last 
section, we will discuss about another performability 
measure of this type.
Needless to say, the exact analysis of this class of 
measure is a very complicated task. However, this is 
not true if one uses the Monte Carlo approach, at least 
in a standard way. In [2], we illustrate these proposals 
using the scholar example depicted in Figure 1 (widely 
used for illustrative purposes in the research commu­
nity) and a naive (see next subsection) implementation 
of the standard or crude estimator.
Figure 1: A version of the Arpanet communication 
network
The elementary reliabilities were first set to 0.9 
to avoid long computing times. We obtain the fol­
lowing values: E(CG(G)J «  1.31 and E(TVCP(G)) «  
197. Observe that NCP{Q) =  210. If we esti­
mate the proposed conditional expectation, we ob­
tain E(NCP(G) | CC(G) > 1) «  158. In this case, 
the all-terminal reliability was Rp «  0.752. Increas­
ing the elementary reliabilities to 0.95, we obtain 
Rv  «  0.933, saying us that, as expected, the network 
behaves much better than in the previous case (in the 
same way, E(OC(G)) decreases to «  1.07). However, 
the expected number of communicating pairs does not 
change very much: we get E(NCP(G)) «  207 and 
E{NCP{G) | CC{G) > 1) «  168. There is an increase 
of 24% in the system reliabiliy, but only of 6.3% in the 
proposed conditional metrics.
4.2 Monte Carlo estimation
We briefly present here the main idea of [3]. The 
point in that paper is that the standard estimator (of 
R  in [3]), can be very efficient even in the rare event 
case! First, we must remark that the efficiency we 
are addressing here is an algorithmic concept. We say 
that what we mostly want and need is an efficient 
algorithm, rather than an efficient estimator (this also 
has a precise meaning in statistics).
Let us come back to the context of Section 2 and the 
estimation of the source-to-terminal reliability. For­
mally, we know that the precision of an estimator is 
proportional to its standard deviation. This follows 
from the central limit theorem, the standard way to 
derive confidence intervals. We propose to define the 
efficiency index of an implementation of an estimator 
by its mean execution time multiplied by the preci­
sion of the implemented estimator. In symbols, if we
denote by <7# the standard deviation of R n  (putting
explicitly the size of the sample) and if A  is some im­
plementation of R, we define the efficiency index of A  
by
eiM,AT) =  E(TM (G ),iV))£riv, (2)
where T(A(G), N ) is the execution time of A  ap­
plied to the input G and using a iV-sample. What 
we want is small values of ei. If two different im­
plementations A i and A 2 of two estimators verify 
ei(^4i, A) =  ei(.42, A7)/2, then A i  gives us the same 
precision than A 2 in (expected) half time, or its speed 
is twice the speed of A 2 for the same precision.
Consider now the “naive” implementation of R  
which consists of a loop from 1 to TV, sampling at each 
step from G and testing whether it is s, ¿-connected or 
not. Let us denote it by Ao. We define the relative 
efficiency index of any implementation A  of the same 
estimator by the ratio
relEi(*4, N) ei(Ap,N) 
ei{A, N) ' (3)
This means that we want values of relEi as high as 
possible. In [3], we propose the following alternative
implementation A  of R  which satisfies relEi(.4, N) > 
1. We denote by 7 some elementary path between s 
and t and by T the event “every link in 7 is up”, whose 
probability is
P7 = IIr«*
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Let us denote by F  the r.v. “first element in a 00- 
sample G^1), G^2\  . . .  of G where T does not occurs” . 
Clearly, F  > 1 is a geometric r.v.; we have
P r( i’ =  n) =  p " -1( l - p 7) and E(P) =  — .
1 ~ P l
Now, let G denote a new random graph defined on 
the set of partial graphs of Q where at least one link 
in 7 is down, and with probability proportional to the
probability of G. The new algorithm implementing R  
is then the following (as in the C language, ‘=’ means 
affectation, and ‘+=’ means “incremented by”):
build some path 7 ;
#success = 0 , #samples = 0 ; 
while #samples < N do 
f = sample from F ; 
if #samples + f > N then 
#success += N - #samples;
#samples = N; 
else
#success += f - 1; 
g» = sample from G ' ; 
if s and t are connected in g* then 
#success += 1;
#samples += f; 
endif 
enddo
estimator = #success/N;
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The idea is to sample first from F. If we obtain the 
value / ,  it means that in the first / — 1 realizations, the 
graph is s ,  ¿-connected, so, we increment the counter 
#success by the value /  — 1. For the / th  one, we 
must check if s  and t  are connected. Since we know 
that event T does not occur, we have now to sample 
from G' and not from G. We have no enough room 
here to explain how to perform this (see [3]). We have 
discussed the else part of the if instruction. The 
then part simply handles the case when we get out of 
the fixed TV-sample.
Now, observe that the mean execution time of A  
for a TV-sample is less than the mean execution time 
of A q since for each call of F  we do not need to explore 
F  — 1 graphs. Specifically, for not very small values of 
TV, we have
E(T(^4p, W)) 1
E ( T ( A , N ) ) 1 ' 1 - p V
leading to
relEiU,TV) =  — — .
1 - p 7
When the elementary reliabilities are high, the relative 
efficiency index can be high as well. However, given 
the form of p7 , it goes down to zero when the size of 
the graph grows up. For this reason, in [3] a second 
version is proposed, which works with a set of disjoint 
paths between s  and t ,  improving by an important 
factor the index. We refer to [3] for details.
Let us come back now to the estimation of the pro­
posed performability measures. We can adapt the pre­
vious scheme, only changing the path 7 by a spanning 
tree. If all the links of a spanning tree work, then 
the network is connected. To derive a more efficient 
scheme here, we must build a set of disjoint spanning 
trees having as many trees as possible. In the case of 
the example given before, we have only one possible 
spanning tree. Observe that when all the reliabilities 
are identical, say r,- =  1 — e for all link i, since every 
spanning tree has exactly n — 1 links where n =  |V|, 
we have
1 _  1___________1 1
1 — p7 1 — (1 — £n-1) ~  n — 1 e '
For instance, with r t- == 0.9 as in one of the examples 
in [2], since n =  21 in the Arpanet graph, we only get 
a relative index relEi(.4,TV) «  1.13, almost no gain 
with respect to the naive implementation (as a matter 
of fact, this is of no importance since this is not a rare 
event situation). If we consider the more realistic case 
of r,- «  1 —10-4 , then we get a relative efficiency index 
of about 500. For r,- =  1 — 10“ 5, the index value is «  
5000, etc. Of course, in the case of different elementary 
reliabilities, we must look for a maximum-weighted 
spanning tree, using as weights the reliabilities and as 
operator the product. In a larger graph, the situation 
is similar as the case of reliability analysis. Using a set 
of disjoint spanning trees will improve the efficiency of 
the scheme, with the meaning explained before.
5 Current and further research
We are currently analyzing the behavior of the pro­
posed Monte Carlo scheme in graphs having many 
dozens of links. Also, we are exploring other possible 
performability measures. Specifically, consider a back­
bone network and assume that the designer constraint 
was to build a topology having the property that each 
pair of nodes can communicate by at least two dis­
joint paths. That is, we want G bi-connected (and we 
assume that, by construction, Q has that property). 
If due to some failure(s), the network is no more bi- 
connected while still connected, communications be­
tween every pair of nodes are supported, while in a 
less reliable mode. This suggests to perform the anal­
ysis conditioned to the situation “G is connected but 
it is not bi-connected” . For instance, we can look at 
the r.v. NCP2 =  “number of pair of nodes connected 
by at least 2 disjoint paths” . The main example is
E(TVGP2 | G connected, G not bi-connected).
Observe that NCP2 can be written
NCP2 =  ¿ 2  — l- ^ l ~ 1 ) -
B, block of G
The problem, from the evaluation point of view, is to 
find the equivalent of the 7 paths, which can be found 
efficiently, and such that the auxiliary G' graphs can 
be sampled also in an efficient way. Our research effort 
is directed in this direction.
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1 Abstract
Adaptive uniformization (AU) has  recently been 
proposed as a method to compute transient measures 
in continuous-time Markov chains and has been shown 
to be especially attractive for solving large and stiff 
dependability models.
The major advantage of AU is that it requires at 
most as many iterations as standard uniformization 
(SU), and often far fewer, thus resulting in substantial 
computational savings. However, this computational 
gain can be offset by the need to compute more com­
plex “jump probabilities” in AU, whose computation 
is more expensive than computing Poisson probabili­
ties in SU. In particular, it can be shown that AU is 
computationally superior to SU if and only if the con­
sidered time instant is less than some threshold time 
value.
To overcome this computational drawback, we com­
bine AU and SU such that AU is used over the start 
of the time interval of interest, while SU is applied 
to the rest of the time interval. We show that com­
bined AU/SU can be implemented in such a way that 
the combination introduces only minor computational 
overhead, the number of iterations required is almost 
as low as AU, and the cost of computing the jump 
probabilities is as low as SU.
To demonstrate the benefits of combined AU/SU, 
we apply it to a machine-repairman model, using a 
version of combined AU/SU implemented in the per­
formance and dependability evaluation software pack­
age UltraSAN.
2 Background
Let Y  =  {Y(s)]s  > 0} be a CTMC defined 
on the state space S  =  {0 ,1 ,2 ,...} , and let Q = 
{q{i,j)),i,j G S, be the infinitesimal generator ma­
trix of y , where, for notational convenience, we de­
fine qi — —q(i,i) for i G S. Furthermore, let 
7r(0) = (tto(O), tti(0), ...)  denote the initial proba­
bility distribution over S. The objective is to ob­
tain the transient-state probability vector 7r(t), with 
7r,(t) = Prob{Y(t) = *}, i G S.
In SU, the CTMC is decomposed into a discrete- 
time Markov chain (DTMC) and a Poisson process. 
Let A > max{<ft},i G 5, be the so-called uniformiza­
tion rate. Then, the transition matrix P =  /  +  (1/A)Q 
defines a DTMC X  = {X n,n  =  0 ,1 ,...} , and n(t) is
t The material presented in this paper was developed when 
Aad van Moorsel was at the University of Illinois, Urbana- 
Champaign, and is in cooperation with Bill Sanders, University 
of Illinois, Urban a-Champaign.
then equal to
l i t )  = e" A‘^ J ~ £ ( n)> (!)
n=0
where 7r(n) =  7r(n — 1 )P, for n =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  and w(n = 
0) =  7r(t =  0). In an actual implementation of SU, the 
infinite sum is truncated (from above and below), such 
that the resulting error is less than some pre-aefined 
fi-
In AU [4, 5], the uniformization rate can change 
with the number of jumps, or current epoch, consid­
ered and depends on the set of states the DTMC X  can 
be in at the epoch. Formally, the set of active states 
at epoch n, n =  0,1, . . . ,  of X is defined as An C S, 
where
An =  {i € 5  I Ei(n) > o}. (2)
Then the “adapted” uniformization rates ( “AU rates”)
are defined as \ n > max{g,- | i G An}, for n — 0 ,1 ,__
Next, the “adapted” transition matrices are given by
Pn — I  — Qm n =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  (3)
An
where Qn =  (in(*\ j))> h j  € S, is the generator matrix 
Q restricted to the active states at each epoch, that 
is,
O (i i) =  f  9(*,j) i f j e A n  <in( ^ q otherwise.
With Un(t) defined as the probability of n jumps 
in time t in tne birth process formed by the AU rates 
Ao, Ai, ... ,  then the transient-state probability vector 
can be defined as [5]
oo n —1 oo
£(<) =  1(0) £  Un(t) n  *  =  E (4)
n=0 »=0 n=0
where 7r(n) =  7r(n -  l )Pn_ i ,n  = 1,2, . . . ,  with 7r(n = 
0) = n(t =  0). As with SU, the sum is truncated, such 
that the resulting error is less than ea.
By using a more general (than Poisson) birth pro­
cess to describe the jump probabilities, it is possible 
to make “larger” jumps with AU than SU. Thus, for 
identical e, =  ca, we have that AU requires less it­
erations, potentially resulting in a reduction of com­
putation time. On the other hand, we know from [1] 
that the computation of Un (t ) in AU is more costly 
than the computation of the Poisson probabilities in 
SU, resulting in a large computation time for AU if
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t is large. The next section introduces the combined 
AU/SU method, which will be shown to be almost as 
efficient as AU for small t and outperform both AU 
and SU for large t.
3 C om bined A U /S U
The objective of the combined approach is to find a 
method that has jumps as long as those in AU and for 
which the effort of computing the jump probabilities 
is as low as in SU. To do this, we observe that in 
many cases the AU rates in AU no longer change after 
some number of iterations m  (i.e., A,- =  A for * > m), 
since all states will typically eventually become, and 
remain, active. We speak in this case of a converged 
uniformization rate. When the rate converges, AU 
jumps are of equal length as those in SU from epoch 
m on, and there is no further benefit in applying AU.
The basic idea behind combining AU and SU is 
that computation of t (t) can be done in two steps— 
the computation of £ c(t,) given 7r(0) as the initial dis­
tribution and the computation of 7rc(i) starting from 
7rc(t4) at time t a. This decomposition allows us to 
apply AU for part of the computation, where it is 
profitable to do so, and apply SU for the remaining 
part, where it is superior to AU. t a will be called the 
“switching time,” and we would like to choose t s such 
that we can truncate the sum in AU when the rate 
converges.
We then have the following algorithm for combined 
AU/SU:
Algorithm 1 Combined A U /SU
Choose 6, ea and e4
Find t s such that
En=o U J t.)  = 6 ;
Compute 7r(t4) using AU with tt(0) as
initial state distribution, i.e., 
*(f») -  £n=0 ^ n(l|)l(n) with 
7r(n = 0) = 7r(t = 0), and 
S such that the error bound is ea ;
Compute 7r(t) using SU starting from 7r(t4), 
i.e.. =
with 7r(n = 0) = £ c(ta) and 
La and R a such that the error 
bound is e4;
To determine the switching time ta efficiently, we 
use an approximation method described by Yoon and 
Shanthikumar ([7], approximation P4). The basic idea 
is that, if q is the uniformization rate and P(q) = 
I  +  (1 /q)Q, then
\im P<'(q) = P(t), (5)
with Pi,j(t) =  Pr{B(t) =  ¿|5(0) = ¿}. This approx­
imation method is specifically suitable for the prob­
lem at hand since the state space of the birth process 
B(t) is usually quite small, typically no larger than 
100 states. Therefore, fill-in resulting from matrix- 
matrix products is not a problem, and P 2k(q) can 
thus be computed by k matrix-matrix multiplications: 
P 2(?) =  P(q)P(q), P \ q )  = P \q )P \q ) ,  P*(q) = 
P 4(q)P4(q), etc. Having computed P \q )  for some /, 
we find that the probability that more than m jumps
Figure 1: Comparison of the number of iterations in 
uniformization methods.
take place is given by P{Q m+1)(g), with a correspond­
ing time point t =  / x (l/q ) (l =  qt in (5)). To find 
the switching time, we thus need to find a value of l 
such that Pl0 m+1 )(q) »  6.1
4 Practical Considerations and Exam ­
ple
To illustrate the practical considerations and ben­
efits of combined AU/SU, we apply the method to 
an extended machine-repairman model (EMR model), 
also used in [1, 2] as an example of a stiff (i.e., com­
putationally intensive) Markov model. The results we 
present have been obtained from the implementation 
of combined AU/SU in the performance and depend­
ability evaluation software package UltraSAN [3].
We consider an EMR model with K  components, 
all with the same failure rate, p. There are two classes 
of failure, hard and soft, where the probability of a 
failure being soft is c and of its being hard is 1 -  c. 
Repair is delayed until only r  components remain func­
tional. The failure and repair times are all negative 
exponentially distributed random variables with rates 
p (for failures), p (for repairs of hard-failed compo­
nents), and v (for repairs of soft-failed components). 
Each component has independent repair capability, 
and repair continues until all units are operational. 
For highly reliable systems, usually p >  p and v >> p.
The basic model we consider has K  =  200 com­
ponents, and repair is initiated when only r = 100 
components are still functioning. The other parame­
ters for the basic model are p = 1, v — 100, p  = 80, 
and c =  0.5. We are interested in the reliability of the 
system, with the system considered to have failed if all 
of the components have failed. This reliability model 
has 25,150 states.
Figure 1 shows the number of iterations required 
with AU, SU, and combined AU/SU to obtain the 
specified error bound of eAU/su  =  10"6. In combined 
AU/SU, we count both the iterations in the AU part 
and in the SU part.
^ o r  details about error bound results (the total error in 
combined AU/SU can be shown to be bounded by £0+ c4 — ea£s), 
and the interplay between the parameters 6, ea and we refer 
to [6].
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Figure 2: Comparison of the computation time in uni- 
formization methods.
From Figure 1, it follows that the number of iter­
ations in combined AU/SU is close to the number in 
AU, while the number in SU is considerably higher. 
The switching time is t 3 =  0.406, and the number of 
iterations in combined AU/SU therefore starts to rise 
when t > 0.406, that is, when the SU uniformization 
rate comes into play.
The number of iterations saved with combined 
AU/SU gives an idea of the maximally obtainable 
computational gain with the method, but to deter­
mine which method is computationally superior, the 
computational overhead in combined AU/SU should 
be considered. Figure 2 plots therefore the used CPU 
time for the example. This and all runs were made 
on an HP 715/64 workstation, using implementations 
of AU, SU, and combined AU/SU made in UltraSAN. 
The times reported are iteration times and do not in­
clude the time to read in the matrix from disk, since 
that is independent of the method used. The compu­
tational overhead in combined AU/SU consists mainly 
of determining the switching time, but it also includes 
the computation of the jump probabilities in the AU 
part of combined AU/SU.
The main conclusion to be drawn from Figure 2 (as 
well as from other figures in [6]) is that, for the consid­
ered models, combined AU/SU is superior to SU for 
all investigated time values. For time points smaller 
than t3, AU is superior, but for larger time points, AU 
becomes far too expensive, making combined AU/SU 
the preferred method for practical problems.
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Abstract
Recent developments in the use of Kronecker alge­
bra for the solution of continuous-time Markov chains 
(CTMCs), in particular models based on stochastic 
Petri nets, have increased the size of the systems that 
can be analyzed using exact numerical methods. We 
report on the more recent results, and employ them 
to study a kanban system.
1 Introduction
Queueing networks, stochastic automata networks, 
and generalized stochastic Petri nets (GSPNs) are ide­
ally suited to model systems with complex but struc­
tured state spaces. The only limitations are the type of 
timing that can be exactly represented (exponential or 
phase-type distributions, in the continuous case) and 
the size of the underlying state space S  (this practical 
limitation reduces our ability of using phase-type dis­
tributions). The size of the transition rate matrix R 
for the CTMC is then the main obstacle. On a single 
workstation, CTMCs with more than 106 states and 
107 nonzero entries in R  are likely to require excessive 
memory and execution times.
Plateau [6] proposed to describe the matrix R  of a 
large model by combining a set of much smaller ma­
trices through Kronecker operators. Thus, R  is only 
implicitly stored and the next larger data structure, 
usually the steady-state probability vector, becomes 
the memory bottleneck (we discuss only the steady 
state solution of ergodic models, but analogous com­
ments apply to the study of sojourn times in transient 
states up to absorption for non-ergodic chains or to 
the transient analysis of general CTMCs).
2 Background
We briefly recall the definition of the Kronecker 
product A = (g) ^ 1 A k E R nxn of K square ma­
trices A k E 1RnkXnk, using the convention that the 
rows and columns of both A and the matrices A k are
indexed starting at 0. The generic element A* • is
A? . . . - A f - 1 .
l o j o  1k - i , J k - i
with 0 < it,jjt < njfc, where we use a mixed-base num­
bering scheme, so that the tuple i = (io,. . . ,  i/c-i) cor­
responds to the number ( . . .  ((io)ni +  • • -)nK -i H-i/c—i - 
An important property of the Kronecker product 
is that the number of nonzero entries A is 77(A) = 
77(A°) • • • 77(A ^ -1 ), where “77" indicates the number 
of nonzero entries in its argument.
The Kronecker sum A k is defined as
K - 1 K - 1
®  A ‘ = £ 1 ® A k ® I K-l ,U k + 1
where n\ = fli-,- nk-
Most work on compositional approaches focus on 
GSPNs, but any other high-level formalism can be 
used, as long as it defines:
• A set of “potential” states: S.
•  A set of possible events: £.
• An initial state: i° E £■
• Which events are active in a state:
active : £ x S  —► {True, False}.
• The rate of occurrence of an event in a state:
rate : £ x S  —► 1R+ .
• The state reached when an active event occurs:
new : £ x S  —+ S.
These entities are defined compositionally by spec­
ifying K  submodels with “local” state spaces S k, so 
that the potential state space is «i> = ¿>° x • • • x S h - 1 . 
A state i G S  is then a vector of local states, i = 
(io,. . . ,  i/r-i) . The actual state space S  C S  \s instead 
the smallest subset of 5  containing i° and satisfying:
i G S  A active(e/, i) A new(ej, i) = j  => j  E £.
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The potential state space might be (much) larger than 
the actual state space S:
K - 1 K - 1
n=|5|= n iS ‘ l= I I n‘ ^l'Sl = n-
fc=0 k=0
An event e/ is local to submodel k iff the value of 
active, rate, and new for it depends only on component 
k of the state. Otherwise, it is “synchronizing” .
Given a structured approach, the transition rate 
matrix R  of the CTMC underlying the model is
R s , s =  ( X > 0 W ‘.') + ( © R ‘') (1)
\ / = l  fc = 1 /  55 \*=1 /  55
s-------------V------------- ' >------- V------^
synchronizing events local events
(see the Appendix for a definition of the Kronecker 
product and sum operators), where:
• R  is a h x h matrix, which coincides with the actual 
transition rate matrix R  in the entries corresponding 
to reachable rows and columns.
• W k >1 is a rik x rik matrix defined as
[ rate*(ef,i) if activefc(e/, i) — True 
W = < and j  = newk(ei, i)
[ 0 otherwise
(Note how rate, active, and new are specified at the 
submodel level).
• R k are the local transition rate matrices describing 
the effect of local events:
R f j =  E  x‘ -w ti
e,€£kL
2.1 P otential vs. actual state space
One problem with the compositional approach is 
that of unreachable states. This is due to synchro­
nizations and other logical constraints among subsys­
tems, which make some combinations of local states 
impossible.
A similar problem arises for the transition rate ma­
trices. The matrix R  E R nxn is obtained through 
Kronecker operators on matrices of size no ,. . . ,  u k - i - 
Only its submatrix relative to actual states, R5 5 is of 
interest, as it satisfies 7r • Q = 0, where 7r E R n and 
Q = R 5,5 — rs(R5 5 ) are the steady state probability 
vector and the infinitesimal generator of the under­
lying CTMC, respectively (rs(A) is a diagonal “row 
sum” matrix, rsiA),-,,- = AtiJ).
2.2 U sing the potential sta te  space
The discrepancy between S  and S  has been at­
tacked in two ways. Initial proposals have simply used 
a probability vector of size n, 7r E JRn [1, 4, 6]. The 
main advantage of this approach is that we can de­
fine a simple bijection that reflects lexicographic order.
*  : 5  -  {0 ,.... |5| -  1}: ¥(i) = E L 'o Un&i1-
By initializing 7r so that only reachable states have 
nonzero initial probability (e.g., by setting 7rj0 = 1, 
and the other entries to zero), and using an iterative 
method such as Power or Jacobi on the entire matrix 
R, we are guaranteed that, upon convergence, only 
reachable states have a nonzero probability. Indeed, a 
state will have probability zero iff it is not reachable, 
provided the chain is ergodic. Thus, given a structured 
model, we do not even need to explore the state space 
S  beforehand. We generate the K  local state spaces, 
compute the steady state vector 7r, and simply set 
« S = { i:7 r j> 0 } . The iteration used is
¿new _ * < ^ R . rs(R )-l . (2)
In practice, we must test for zero values in irold, both 
to avoid unnecessary operations and to guard against 
zero entries in rs(R), which might arise only in cor­
respondence to unreachable states i € S  \  S, if the 
underlying CTMC is ergodic.
This approach, while simple to implement, can be 
very expensive in terms of both memory and execution 
time, since it uses data structures of size n, which can 
be arbitrarily larger than n.
2.3 U sing the actual sta te space
Kemper [5] was the first one to address the prob­
lem of unreachable states, by showing how to use a 
probability vector of the size of the actual state space, 
7T E JRn ■ This is achieved at the expense of a 0(log n) 
multiplicative execution overhead, incurred because 
the function : S  -*• { 0 ,..., |S | -  1}, is still a bi­
jection, but, given j  E S, the value ’¡»(j) cannot be in­
ferred from j  alone, the actual state space has “holes” . 
Every time entry Ri j  > 0 is encountered, for i E *i>, 
the index of the entry corresponding to state j in 7r 
must be found, using a binary search through the state 
space S.
Kemper’s approach is then preferable from an exe­
cution standpoint when the overhead due to testing for 
zero in the vector rr is greater than that of the logarith­
mic search (the approaches require the same number of 
iterations in the numerical method). From a memory 
standpoint, instead, 7r will never require more memory 
than 7T, but using the actual state space forces us to 
store «5 in lexicographic order. While we do not discuss 
particular techniques, we note that an upper bound on
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the memory required for this is O yn • ^^Lg1 [log 
bits.
3 R ecent developm ents
As memory is the scarcest resource, we prefer Kem­
per’s approach based on the actual state space: when 
n is close or equal to h, somewhat more memory is 
required but, in many cases the savings can be enor­
mous. However, [5] still has several limitations that 
hamper its generality and applicability in practice.
First, while we have described the Kronecker ap­
proach for an “abstract CTMC-based formalism”, 
GSPNs have been used in many cases. Strictly speak­
ing, GSPNs define a semi-Markov process with two 
types of sojourn times for the states: zero (vanishing 
states, with at least one “immediate” transition en­
abled) and exponentially distributed (tangible states, 
only “timed” transitions can be enabled). A CTMC is 
obtained only after “eliminating” the vanishing states. 
A modeling limitation common to previous work is 
that the synchronizing events (transitions) must be 
timed, and their rate must be constant [4, 5].
We have recently been able to lift the above re­
quirements [2], showing that a model with immediate 
synchronizations can still be analyzed for steady-state 
through an embedding that “preserves” (some of) the 
vanishing states. In [2], we were also able to define a 
marking-dependent behavior which still allows to ap­
ply our solution methods. Timed transitions can have 
rates of the form rate(ej,i) =  A/ • J^ ^ g 1 /¡fc(ifc)) where 
A/ E 1R+ is a positive constant and fk : S k —► 1R° 
is a nonnegative function of the local state of model 
k. An analogous dependency is allowed for the weights 
(unnormalized probabilities) of immediate transitions.
A second, practical, obstacle to the use of compo­
sitional approaches is their large execution time re­
quirements. First of all, only the Power or Jacobi 
methods have been used. This is because R  has 
a very important property: given i E S, R* • >
0 implies that j  is reachable as well, while, given
1 G «S, R j i  can be positive even when j is not a
reachable state. Hence, accessing R  by rows, for 
the rows corresponding to the reachable states, en­
sures that only relevant entries are processed, while 
this is not true when accessing R  by columns, as 
needed by the more efficient Gauss-Seidel method. 
In other words, the iteration in Eq. (2) using R  as 
described by Eq. (1) can be performed using a call 
of the form ByRows( Trold ,W 0,1, . . .  ,Trnew),
for each synchronizing event and one of the form 
ByRows(icold ,Ino, . . .  ,H k, . . .  , I nK_l ,'jrnew) for each 
submodel. In either case, statement 9 of procedure 
By Rows is never executed for states j  ^ S  (Fig. 1).
ByRows(\n : x , A ° , . . . , A a 1 ; inout: y) 
1. for each i € S
2. / -  ¥ (i);
3. for each jo s.t. A ; • > 0 *o Jo
4. a° «- A ? ■ ;*o Jo
5. for each j i  s.t. A ; • > 0  
11 J l
6. ai <— a0 • A , ; ;
J l
7. for each j/c - i s.t. A.a_1
•k 7 i
8. uk-1 <— a/c-2 • A.A ~1K-
9. J  -  Hi);
10. y j  — y j  + x/ • a.K-1
Figure 1: Computing y <— y -f- x • As,s by rows.
Then, as already mentioned, probability vectors of 
size n are used at the expense of a multiplicative log n 
overhead [5], while traditional methods using sparse 
storage for R  do not have additional overhead.
We have been able to improve on these problems af­
fecting the execution time in two ways. First, we have 
shown how the use of a Gauss-Seidel-style iteration is 
feasible, with little additional overhead per iteration. 
The main difference between the Gauss-Seidel and Ja­
cobi iterations is that, in the former, the variables of 
the iteration vector need to be computed in a strict 
sequential order to ensure that we use the “newest in­
formation” when computing a given entry of irnew,
_n e w
7xi 7T, R + ]C
j  < i < n
. o l d R « j •rs(R ) j j .
Procedure By Rows used to implement a Jacobi iter­
ation, instead, updates all entries of 7 r neu; incremen­
tally. Implementing Gauss-Seidel requires to access 
the nonzero entries of R  by columns. However, as 
already mentioned, given a state i E ¿*, the nonzero 
entries in row Rj ^ are exactly those in row R *(i )<5,
while column R^ j contains the nonzero entries in col­
umn R 5 plus possibly others nonzero entries, but 
only in correspondence to unreachable states. Proce­
dure ByColumns in Fig. 2 computes the entries of y in 
sequential order, and the only additional complication 
with respect to the analogous computation by rows 
is the need to test whether the state (io,. . . ,  i / c - i )  
just built is reachable or not. This is accomplished 
by statement 10. Procedure ByRows has a complex­
ity A k )s,s) • logn), while the possibil­
ity of performing unnecessary iterations on unreach­
able states increases the complexity of ByColumns to
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ByColumns{ in: x, A ° , . . . , A a 1 ; inout: y) 
1. for each j  G S
2. J  -  * ( j) ;
3. for each io s.t. A *  , >  0 10 Jo
4. ao « -  A ?  • ;*0 Jo
5. for each i i  s.t. A ;  • > 0  
*1 J l
6. a i <— a0 ■ A ,  •  ;
M J l
7. for each i jc _ i  s.t. A.a_1  .
8. aK- \  <— aK- 2 • A / v 1 .
* k - i J k
9. I  * -  * ( io , . . . fijc-i);
10. if 7 #  null
11. y j  * -  y j  +  x /  • A K - i :
Figure 2: Computing y  <— y  + x  • As,s  by columns.
^(^((^fcLo1 A-k)s,s) 'lo g 71)- This difference will be 
minor in most models, since a “typical state” must 
have as many nonzero entries in its row as in its col­
umn, so we can hope that the same property (almost) 
holds for a “typical reachable state”, although we 
know that rj((®k=o A k )s,s) > v((^)k=o A k )s ,s) = 
a *)s ,5).
Another area of potential improvement is the log n 
overhead required to find the index of a state in 
By Rows or ByColumns. This can be reduced by ob­
serving that the cost to search for a state can be amor­
tized. For example, consider the multiplication proce­
dure BtrByRows shown in Fig. 3. Given a pointer 
Ik-i to a “reachable substate” (io,.. .ifc_i), p k (h - i)  
is the set of local states i* such that (io ,. • •, ijb) is 
a reachable substate as well (a substate of length k 
is reachable if it represents the first k components 
of a state i E S). With the appropriate data struc­
ture, we can find this set very efficiently. Also, given 
a pointer Jk-\ to a reachable substate (jo, - - * jib—l ), 
^ k (J K - i,jfc) is the pointer to the substate (j0,.. .j*), 
if it is reachable, or the value “null” otherwise. With 
the same data structure, we can compute this function 
in time 0{\ogpk{Jk- i) )  < 0 (\ognk).
Hence^ the overall complexity of BtrByRows is 
0 {ri((®k={3 Aa')5 ,s ) • log u n - 1), which is much closer 
to the “ideal” complexity O(rj(((g)*~0l A k)s,s)), even 
for small values of K, provided Pk - i (Ik - 2 ) is neither 
“too small” nor “too large” . Similar (although not as 
effective) improvements can be applied to a multipli­
cation by columns as well.
BtrByRows(\n: x, A ° , . . . , A a 1; inout: y)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8. 
9.
10.
for each i0 G po(null)
Io <— ^o(null,i0);
for each j 0 s.t. A ? • > 0 lo Jo
Jo <— ^o(null,jo); 
ao <— A* • ;*0 Jo
for each i a E Pi(/o)
h  tf i(/o ,ii);
for each j i  s.t. A ; • > 0 
M J l
J\ <— ,j i );
cii <— ao • Aj • ;*i J i
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
for each Ìa' - i G Pk - i (Ik - 2)
I k - i <— ^ a' - i (/a'-2 , ìa' - i );
for each j k - \  s.t. A.a -1 . > 0
ÌK-1 JfC-1
Jk -1 <— 4Ì A' —1 ( JK—2 > j  A' —1 ) I
® A' — 1 <— a A'- 2  • A .A _1 . :
Ja' - i J k - i
y j K-i  * y j K-i  "h  ' aK —l !
Figure 3: An improved multiplication by rows.
4 M o d e lin g  m a n u fa c tu r in g  sy stem s
Petri nets have been used to model manufacturing 
systems because they can represent logical behaviors 
such as synchronizations, fork-and-joins, contentions 
for resources, decisions, iterations, and sequentializa- 
tions, but it is easy to envision a domain-specific lan­
guage or formalism which would simplify the specifi­
cation process even more.
We envision a modeling approach where each sta­
tion in the system is described by a submodel with 
clearly defined interfaces (transitions that can be 
merged, “synchronized”). Different stations, or multi­
ple instances of the same station, are then combined 
(by identifying sets of merged transitions), resulting 
in increasingly larger models.
The compositional approach based on Kronecker al­
gebra is then ideally suited to solve these models, since 
the designer implicitly specifies the submodels, and no 
explicit “decomposition” step of a single large model 
is required [3].
We report early results on an example of a kan­
ban system, where the compositional approach has 
been used to connect four copies (k =  0 ,.. .,3) of the 
model of a single station, shown in Fig. 4, so that 
{^outoi*««>» ¿m2} are merged into a single transition, 
and so are {toutii^out^i W  [2].
Table 1 shows the size of the iteration vectors n, 
of the potential state space h, and of the matrix that 
would have been required, 77, had we solved the model 
with conventional methods. The solution times for the
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Figure 4: The GSPN for a single kanban station.
Case n n 9 time
A 2,546,432 9,834,496 24,460,016 22,215
B 2,546,432 2,546,432 24,460,016 6,054
C 1,270,962 9,834,496 12,795,046 4,111
D 2,040,442 2,546,432 12,795,046 3,562
Table 1: Computational and storage requirements.
numerical methods are reported as well, in second. In 
cases A and B, the synchronized transitions are timed, 
while, in C and D, they are immediate, thus requiring 
to preserve some of the vanishing states. Furthermore 
the difference between A and B (and between C and 
D) is that we consider each kanban as a separate sub­
model in the former, (K  = 4), while we group kan­
ban 1 and 2 into into a single submodel in the latter 
(K = 3). Unreachable states arise due to the synchro­
nizations, which ensure that Pkanbani and Pkanban2 al­
ways contain the same number of tokens. Only cases 
B and D capture this restriction, hence, for B, S  — S, 
while, for D , S  is still smaller than S, because the im­
mediate synchronizations can prevent the occurrence 
of other timed events in the GSPN. The solution times 
of B and D are indeed smaller, even if they ultimately 
solve the same linear systems as their counterparts, A 
and B.
For even larger models, an approximate solution 
will be required, since even the storage of a single vec­
tor 7T of size n may become prohibitive. The usual 
approach is then to analyze separate subsystems with 
exact methods, and iterate among them in a fixed- 
point fashion. The ability of carrying on the exact 
solution of larger model will nevertheless be useful, 
since the approximation is generally better when iter­
ating over a small number of large subsystems, rather 
than a large number of small subsystems [3].
5 C o n c lu sio n  a n d  ack n o w led g m en ts
Compositional approaches based on Kronecker op­
erators have a clear edge over standard approaches 
requiring the explicit storage of the transition rate 
matrix, from a memory standpoint. We believe that, 
with the improvements shown here and others that are 
no doubt possible, their actual solution times will be 
only mildly worse for models whose transition rate ma­
trix would barely fit in main memory. For even larger 
models, the effect of virtual memory with traditional 
approaches will more than offset the higher overhead 
for the management of the complex data structures 
needed by compositional approaches. Thus, we trust 
that compositional approaches will become common­
place for the solution of truly enormous models.
Some of the results presented were jointly devel­
oped with Marco Tilgner (Tokyo Institute of Technol­
ogy, Japan), Susanna Donatelli (Università di Torino, 
Italy), and Peter Buchholz and Peter Kemper (Uni­
versität Dortmund, Germany).
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Abstract
The paper discusses a class of stochastic models for eval­
uating the optimal calibration interval in measuring in­
struments devoted to assess the quality levels of parts 
produced in an industrial processes. The model is based 
on the assumption that the calibration condition of the 
instrument can be traced by monitoring the drift of an 
observable parameter. Various stochastic drift models 
are introduced. The optimal calibration interval is deter­
mined by evaluating the first passage time distribution of 
the drift process against a barrier representing the tol­
erable deviation in the parameter value. A preliminary 
validation of the model is reported, based on experimen­
tal data collected on a class of instruments.
Key words: Stochastic process, drift models, calibra­
tion intervals, first passage time analysis.
1 Introduction
The assessment of the correct calibration conditions 
of measuring instruments devoted to monitoring the 
quality levels of an industrial process is a very crucial 
problem [1], particularly for a high technology company 
whose quality requirements are more stringent.
The calibration condition of an instruments is moni­
tored by performing periodic tests on standardized and 
certified specimens. The calibration tests require to sus­
pend the production process, and can represent a major 
source of process unavailability. If the result of a test 
shows an out of tolerance condition, the production pro­
cess must be stopped, the instrument recalibrated, and
the parts produced since the previous positive test must 
be reexamined. Therefore, the estimation of the proper 
test interval is an important specification in any quality 
assurance program, and can be formulated as an opti­
mal trade-off between the process unavailability and the 
risk of performing incorrect measurements. However, 
there is a surprising lack of well established and recom­
mended methods in the international standards [2, 1]. 
The methods surveyed in [1] are mostly of statistical 
nature and can be correctly applied to large inventories 
of instruments, only.
The paper proposes to resort to a stochastic model 
that can be tailored to a single equipment. The method 
consists in modeling the drift of an observable parameter 
of the instrument, whose possible variation is bounded 
by a predefined tolerance level, by means of a stochas­
tic process in time. The calibration interval is finally 
related to the distribution function of the first passage 
time of the drift process out of the tolerated band of 
variability.
Section 2 explores various hypotheses to build up suit­
able drift models, and derives the expression for the dis­
tribution of the first passage time in the different cases. 
In Section 3, a preliminary validation of the model is 
provided based on experimental data collected on simi­
lar measuring instruments.
2 Stochastic Drift M odels
The calibration condition of a given instrument can 
be determined by measuring the deviation of an observ-
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able parameter with respect to a preassigned value as­
sumed as the correct one. The measured deviation un­
dergoes a drift that can be represented by a stochastic 
model [3, 4, 5].
Let z{t) be the value of the measured deviation at 
time t. The drift in the parameter value is supposed 
to be caused by a sequence of discrete random shocks 
whose amplitude is a stochastic variable x with known 
cumulative distribution function (cdf) Fx(x) [3]. z(t) 
is related to the sequence of shocks by some suitable 
functional. Different hypotheses on the functional de­
pendence of the total drift on the single shocks give rise 
to different stochastic models. Let a be a simmetric 
bilateral threshold representing the tolerated deviation 
with respect to the correct value. The region delimited 
by the barriers +a and —a can be considered as the 
acceptable band of variation on the measured parame­
ter z{t). The instruments is considered out of tolerance 
when the total deviation z(t) exceeds the level f a  or 
— a.
Let T  be the time at which the drift process reaches 
the value ±  a for the first time.
T  =  m in { t  : |2(t)| > a} (1)
T  is a random variable with cdf Hr{t) =  P r{T  < £} 
and survival function H r{t) =  1 — Hr{t).
Given a confidence level a (e.g. a — 0.95) the cali­
bration interval can be defined as the value 9 such that:
HT{9) = l - a  (2)
9 is the (1 — a)-th percentile of the distribution Hr{t), 
and hence, the event of incurring a crossing of the tol­
erance threshold before 9 occurs with a risk equal to 
( l - a ) .  Equation(2) shows that the complete cdf ex­
pression is needed for the determination of the value of 9, 
and therefore the transient analysis of the corresponding 
drift model is required.
We examine four cases by combining two models on 
the nature of the accumulation of the drift with two 
models on the sequence of the shocks. Specifially, the 
drift can be without memory (uncorrelated shocks) or 
additive, and the sequence of the successive shocks can 
be equispaced or random.
The drift process is without memory if the subsequent 
shocks are uncorrelated and do not have any cumulative 
effect. Hence, the total drift z(t) is equal to the value 
of the last shock, and the first passage time against the 
baxries ±  a is the time at which a single shock with an 
amplitude greater than a (in absolute value) occurs for 
the first time . In the additive model, the effect of the 
subsequent shocks add and the total drif z(t) is equal 
to the sum of the shock amplitudes. The first passage
time against the barrier occurs when the sum of the 
successive shock amplitues exceeds the threshold ±  a.
The object of the subsequent analysis is to derive the 
survival function H j{t)  in the different cases, so that 
the calibration interval 9 can be evaluated from (2).
2.1 Equispaced shocks
The deviation z(t) is measured at equispaced intervals 
A t.
Non-cumulative drift
The measured deviations are uncorrelated. Hence, 
z(k A t)  =  Xfc. The out of tolerance condition is reached 
only when a single deviation x  occurs with amplitude 
greater than ±  a. The probability of surviving the first 
k intervals is given by:
P r { T > k A t}  =
Pr{|xjfc| < a, |x*_i| < a, . . . ,  |xi| < a}
Therefore,
(3)
H T{kA t) =
Pr{\xk \ < a, |x*_i| < a, . . . ,  |xi| < a}
(4)
If the deviations are independent with the same distri­
bution, Equation (4) becomes:
H T(kA t)  =  [F ,( -a ,a ) ] *  = [F ,(a ) -  F , ( - a ) ] ‘  (5) 
and H t {0) =  1
Additive drift
Let us introduce the random variable Sk representing 
the cumulative drift up to the Attest:
k
z{kA t) = sk = (6)
i= 1
With the above notation:
H T{kA t) =
Pr{|s*| < a, < a, . . . ,  |s i| < a}
(7)
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Let us assume that the amplitude of the drift is con­
strained to be a positive random variable so that Fx(x) 
is defined only for x > 0.
According to the previous positive drift hypothesis, 
the tolerance band becomes (0, a), and the survival func­
tion (8) can be simplified as follows:
H T {kA t) = Pr{sk < a, sjb-i < a, . . . ,  si < a}
(8)
=  P r{sk < a}
If the shocks are independent with the same distribu­
tion:
73V(*:At) =  lF ,(o)]-‘  (9)
where [Fx(a)]*fc is the fc-th convolution integral of Fx (x), 
calculated in x  =  a.
2.2 R a n d o m  S hocks
The drift process is caused by shocks occurring ran­
domly in time according to a point process N(t). The 
amplitude of each shock is a random variable x  of cdf 
Fx(x). The process is completely specified if the proba­
bility Pk(t) of having k shocks at time t is known.
Pk(t) =  P r { N ( t )= k } (10)
If the sequence of the random shocks in time is sup­
posed to occur according to a Poisson process of rate A, 
we have:
Pk{t) =  (11)
The survival probability becomes, in this case:
H t W  =  Y , H T ( t\Q -P r { N ( t)  = k} 
fc=0
( 12)
= f i r * «  i * ) • « - * • £ £
fc= 0
Where H r{t | k) is the survival probability at time t con­
ditioned on the occurrence of k shocks in 0 — £, and is 
derived from Equation (4) for the non-cumulative drift 
and from Equation (8) for the additive drift.
An interesting result derived in [3] is that under the 
only hypothesis that x  is positive, the survival probabil­
ity H j{t)  is Increasing Hazard Rate in Average (IHRA).
Figure 1 - Histogram of the measured deviation sample 
with superimposed (in solid line) the best fit 
gaussian density (—0.55, 1.1).
3 Experim ental R esults
In order to have a preliminary validation, we have col­
lected a sample of test data cumulated over three similar 
equipments. A test of the calibration condition is per­
formed at the beginning of every work shift (three times 
a day). The tested parameter for the considered class 
of instruments is a thickness, measured in /im. The 
test consists in measuring the deviation of the actual 
observable parameter with respect to the nominal value 
and reporting the measured deviation on a control chart. 
When the operator finds the instrument out of the toler­
ated band, a suitable adjustment procedure is initiated.
Since the considered parameter is a deviation, the 
correct value should be 0, and the calibration band is 
assumed simmetrie and bilateral. Consistently with the 
measured parameter, the value of the threshold a is set 
in (im. We have derived from the control charts of each 
instrument the measured deviations over a given period 
of time (2 months).
We have submitted the sample of the deviations to 
a spectral analysis . The result of this analysis showed 
that the deviations have a white spectrum indicating 
that there is no correlation between successive measures. 
Therefore, the successive measured values are not corre­
lated and the non-cumulative drift model at equispaced
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Figure 2 - The empirical cdf of the times between succes­
sive out of tolerance condition, and the sf cal­
culated from the drift model with equispaced 
uncorrelated shocks.
time intervals seems the more appropriate.
The histogram of the observed sample is reported in 
Figure 1. The collected deviations have been fitted by a 
best-fit gaussian density reported in solid line in Figure 
1. Th best fit provided the following results: mean value 
H =  —0.55 fim  and standard deviation a =  1.1 ¡j,m.
From the control charts we have observed the time 
at which the result of the test was outside the tolerated 
band, and we have estimated the time between two suc­
cessive out of tolerance conditions (measured in number 
of work shifts). The empirical survival function of this 
data sample is reported in Figure 2. This empirical sf 
has been fitted with the model of Equation (4) using the 
best fit gaussian distribution of Figure 1 as the cdf of 
each single shock. The agreement resulted to be satis­
factorily accurate.
Finally, we have calculated the optimal calibration 
interval 9 (in workshift units) as a function of the toler­
ated band a (in /¿m) for three increasing values of the 
risk level a  (e.g. a =  0.9, 0.95, 0.99). The results are 
reported in Figure 3. Figure 3 represents the goal of the 
present analysis, and provides a guidance to establish 
the periodicity of the calibration tests given the toler­
ated error a and the acceptable risk a.
Figure 3 - The a-th percentile of the survival function ver­
sus the tolerance threshold a.
4 Conclusions and Future Work
The paper has presented various stochastic drift mod­
els that can be adapted to model the out of tolerance 
condition of a measuring instrument controlling an in­
dustrial process.
By means of a first passage time analysis of the drift 
process, the distribution of the time to reach an out 
of tolerance condition can be evaluated, and from the 
calculated distribution, the calibration interval can be 
inferred such that the risk of performing incorrect mea­
surements is probabilistically bounded.
The paper has formulated the stochastic drift in the 
measured deviation by resorting to the shock model 
methodology first proposed by Esary Marshall and 
Proschan [3] to cope with wear process.
A preliminary validation on experimental data is pre­
sented.
The directions for future work are twofold. First, we 
intend to apply the model to more extensive classes of 
instruments, and to this aim we need to collect statisti­
cally significant samples of experimented data.
The second direction consists in refining the model, 
for instance resorting to the idea of a continuous drift, 
by means of reward models. The complexity of this ex­
tension with respect to previous formulations of similar 
ideas [6] lies in the fact that the reward rates can be
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positive and negative and that the passage time must 
be evaluated with respect to a bilateral barrier.
The final aim of this effort would be the attempt to 
design a tool for the prediction of the calibration interval 
for various classes of instruments in different industrial 
applications.
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A bstract
When reconfiguring distributed systems, either be­
cause failures and/or repairs have occurred, or be­
cause the workload requirements have changed over 
time, an alternative configuration has to be selected, 
thereby taking performability and costs, i.e., quality 
of service, requirements into consideration. In this pa­
per we will present the use of Markov-decision models 
to decide upon such reconfigurations. This seems to 
be a promising approach when the number of possible 
alternative configurations is limited. In that case, re­
configurations can be prepared well, so that the actual 
decision process during the real-system operation can 
be performed pretty fast.
1 Introduction
Quality of service management tries to match the 
quality of service offered by a system with the user 
required quality of service. This naturally depends on 
the level of quality of service guarantee required by 
the user. These levels can differ from deterministic, to 
probabilistic, to, at the lower end, best effort []. The 
internet service is an example of a best effort service; 
there is no effective guaranteed quality of service. De­
terministic guarantees require that the quality of ser­
vice level is met at each instance of time, whereas the 
probabilistic level requires, for example, that 95% of 
the time the quality of service requirements are met. 
Because the (total) required quality of service will not 
remain the same over a period of time, for example, 
since the number of users might change during the 
day, it might be efficient and effective to adapt the of­
fered quality of service by a system over the day to the 
required quality of service. Th! ese adaptions can be 
realised using a dynamic reconfiguration algorithm; in 
our case such an algorithm is envisaged as part of the 
so-called performability manager. Note that system 
configuration adaptions can be the result of changing
user demands but also of changes in the offered quality 
of service caused by system failures. We focus how­
ever on the changing user demands, i.e., changes in 
the required quality of service.
The measure we use to characterise the quality of 
service is the performability measure. The relation 
between performability and quality of service has been 
expressed earlier by Meyer [9]. In this paper we will 
use the notion of quality of service and performability 
to express user requirements. Note that the costs to 
realise and maintain the required quality of service 
will be expressed as a separate measure, however, one 
could argue that costs are also a quality aspect.
This paper is further organized as follows. In Sec­
tion 2 we summarize our previous work in which the 
current apporach needs to be embedded. In Sec­
tion 3 we then give a concise overview of the theory 
of Markov decision models which we will use in our 
reconfiguartion process. An application of a Markov 
decision model in the context of intelligent network­
ing is discussed in Section 4. Finally, we conclude this 
paper in Section 5.
2 Perform ability m anagem ent
We have recently proposed a five-step method for qual­
ity of service maintenance by a distributed-system 
component called the performability manager (see [3]). 
This management component should become active 
(and thereby possibly initiate a reconfiguration) once 
the offered quality of service by the application(s) is 
not fulfilling the user required QoS, either due to the 
occurrence failures, or due to changes in workload.
Once triggered, i.e., a decrease in actual performa­
bility is perceived (measured) (step 0), the performa­
bility manager establishes a reconfiguration in four 
steps:
1. Creation of alternative configuration(s);
2. Evaluation of the alternative configuration(s);
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3. Selection of a configuration;
4. Performing the reconfiguration.
The creation of an alternative configuration encom­
passes the listing of alternative configurations that 
might be possible from a pure functional point of view, 
i.e., can certain process be migrated to other ma­
chines? or can certain communications be rerouted? 
The performability manager can create one alterna­
tive configuration or a set of alternatives, respectively 
denoted a proposing strategy and a generating strat­
egy.
With the proposing strategy only one (alternative) 
configuration is proposed. Proposing algorithms are 
designed to create one optimal configuration (with re­
spect to some objective function). If the proposed 
alternative configuration fulfils the requirements, also 
from a performability point of view, we put it into ef­
fect. If not, another alternative configuration needs to 
be created and evaluated. With the proposing strat­
egy steps 1, 2 and 3 are iteratively dealt with, until an 
acceptable configuration is found.
Conversely, using the generating strategy a set of al­
ternative configurations is generated (step 1) at each 
trigger. These alternative configurations are evaluated 
and their performabililty is determined in step 2. Af­
ter the evaluation we have to select a configuration 
that fulfils the required quality of service in step 3. 
For both policies step 4 is the reconfiguration itself.
In this paper, we also discuss the selection of a 
new configuration from a set of created configurations. 
Although this does resemble the generating strategy, 
there are two important differences. With the per­
formability manager, we have assumed, until now, 
that a trigger for a reconfiguration occurs at random 
points in time, i.e., we do not have an indication when 
these triggers will occur. However, if we can predict 
when certain triggers will occur, we might be able to 
prepare a reconfiguration strategy, so that the creation 
of alternative configurations and their evaluation can 
be done a priori. Although this might seem artifi­
cial, this situation occurs often in a telecommunication 
system context where workloads change periodically 
(with period 1 day), and where planned preventive 
repair activities alter the system capacity.
We therefore assume that we are able to predict 
when the triggers occur, and that we are able to create 
and evaluate the alternative configurations in advance. 
Then, based on this knowledge, we can prepare a pol­
icy according to which the reconfigurations can take 
place. In order to do so, we employ Markov decision 
models [1, 14].
3 M ark o v  d ecis io n  m o d e ls
In Section 3.1 we give a global overview of Markov 
decision theory. Then, in Section 3.2 we present an 
overview of applications of Markov-decision theory in 
the context of computer and communication system 
configuration.
3.1 Basic theory
With Markov decision models the decision for a new 
configuration is based on the current configuration and 
quality of service , i.e., the usual Markov property is 
valid [13]:
The future evolution of the system depends 
only on the current state of the system and 
not on its (past) history.
Note that in this definition the notion of states is used 
instead of configurations. The actual decision model 
is built on these states and the possible transitions 
between them.
In each state a trigger for a reconfiguration can oc­
cur if the achieved and/or required quality of service 
change(s). In both cases the required quality of ser­
vice cannot be achieved by the current configuration. 
Note that if the required quality of service decreases 
then a reconfiguration can be required in order to re­
duce the cost for the offered quality of service, i.e., 
the operational configuration. We call the moments 
of triggering decision epochs. At a decision epoch, an 
action (in the current state) initiates a transition to a 
next state. Furthermore, we assume that in between 
two decision epochs all the quality of service contracts 
agreed upon are met. At each decision epoch we have 
to decide which action to perform in order to pass into 
the next state.
The time between decision epochs, or triggers, can 
be constant. This results in discrete-time Markov de­
cision models. However, if the times between deci­
sion epochs are not constant but random, we can use 
semi-Markov decision models. Note that under spe­
cific conditions we can use the discrete-time model for 
continues processes. In order to do so, we must be 
able to discretise the process to formulate the contin­
ues problem as a discrete one [18].
Another aspect is the determination of the ac­
tions. The required quality of service, for example, 
can change deterministically or stochastically. A de­
terministically changing required quality of service im­
plies that at such a change the quality of service for 
the next stage is required with a probability of 1. So, 
the action to deal with the changing quality of service 
can also be selected deterministically. However, if the
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quality of service is changing stochastically, then the 
actions are also stochastically determined.
In combination with the trigger behaviour we can 
distinguish between these situations using the notion 
of deterministic and stochastic discrete-time and de­
terministic and stochastic continuous-time models.
Let us now describe the Markov decision models 
that are used to determine the reconfiguration policy. 
For our decision models we assume a finite state space 
I  and a finite set of actions U.  If the model is in state 
i and action r is taken then a state change to a state 
j  takes place with probability ptJ (rt), with i , j  E I  
and r,- E U . As with Markov reward models, we can 
assign a reward (or cost) Ci(r,) to the action r,- taken 
in state i. For the state transitions a policy or rule 
R  is required that decides what the next state will 
be using the information of the current state and the 
required quality of service. More formally, a policy is 
a set of decision rules describing what action to take 
in a certain state at a decision epoch.
Markov decision theory is concerned with finding an 
optimal reward from the system. In our case the re­
ward gained is the quality of service offered by the sys­
tem or costs incurred to realise that quality of service 
The reward gained from the system can be optimised 
by creating an optimal reconfiguration policy with re­
spect to the defined rewards. This can be realised by 
selecting an optimal action with respect to the reward 
in each state. In doing this we can, for example, in 
the case of a finite time horizon maximise the total re­
ward and, for example, maximise the expected reward 
per time unit over a infinite time horizon. The time 
horizon can be associated with the mission time of a 
service.
In keeping with the Markovian assumptions, i.e., 
the decision for the next state only depends on the 
current state of the system, and if we assume that the 
planning horizon is infinitely long, then we consider 
stationary policies. A stationary policy R  is a rule 
that always prescribes a single action r* whenever the 
system is found in state i at a decision epoch. More 
formal, we definefor n =  0 , 1, • • • (see [15]):
X n =  system state at the n-th decision epoch.
Under a given stationary policy R, we have
Pr{An+i = j \X n =  ¿} =  P«j(r,), with rt- €  U,
regardless of the past history of the system up to time 
n. Hence, under a given stationary policy R the sto­
chastic process {X n ,n >  0} is a Markov chain with 
one-step transition probabilities p ,j(rt). This Markov
chain incurs a cost c,(r,) each time the system vis­
its state i. Thus we can invoke results from Markov 
chain theory to specify the long run average cost per 
unit time under a given stationary policy.
The case we discuss has a periodicity in the de­
mand, a one day period, i.e., each day the pattern 
repeats itself for an infinitely long period. For the sta­
tionary policy the quality of service requirements must 
be identical in each period. Hence, all costs associated 
with the actions and the obtained R  remain the same 
in each period.
We shall now discuss how to obtain the average cost 
or gain per period. The average gain per period can 
be derived using the steady state probabilities of the 
Markov chain. We assume that each Markov chain 
only contains one ergodic subset of states [15]. Then, 
we can associate a long term average cost per period 
by:
9 { R )  =  £ ci ( r i ) i r , ( R ) ,
*€/
where ct- is the one period cost for starting in state 
i associated with action r,- of strategy R , and ^  is 
the steady state probability associated with state i of 
the created Markov chain using policy R. However, 
we study systems that can be ruled by a number of 
alternative policies, i.e., different R , each defining its 
own Markov chain and resulting in a uniquely long- 
run average cost per period. Out of these alternative 
policies we want to select an optimal policies. Since 
the number of policies is M N , if we have N  states 
and M  actions per state, it is (often) not feasible to 
create all possible policies and select the optimal one. 
However, an efficient algorithm, i.e., the policy itera­
tion algorithm, has been reported by Howard [7] that 
constructs a sequence of (improved) policies until an 
average cost optimal policy is found [1, 14, 15].
We now present an intuitive explanation of the 
steps in the policy iteration algorithm. Step 0 is the 
determination of an initial rule R-, this rule is merely 
an educated guess for an action r,- E U at each decision 
epoch.
In step 1 rule R  is used to obtain the long-run av­
erage cost function g(R) and the relative cost V{(R) 
belonging to each state i E / .  This relative value 
Vi(R) is the increase in cost for the system in state i 
taking action r, of rule R instead of starting in state 
j . Note that a different action in that state would re­
sult in different relative cost. g(R) and V{(R) can be 
obtained simultaneously by solving the set of linear 
equations created by rule R  and Equation 1 as given 
below. This set of linear equations has a unique so­
lution if we set the relative cost of one state to zero,
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i.e., vs =  0 where s is an arbitrarily chosen state (this 
is also why we obtain the relative cost for starting in 
state i instead of j ,  and not the absolute cost).
Step 2 is the policy improvement step. For each 
state i in the Markov decision model and every ac­
tion ri E R  the relative costs t>t- are determined. With 
the policy improvement step we search for the action 
rj E U, but rj £ R, that results in lower relative 
costs of starting in state i instead of j . If the relative 
costs found in this step are less then the costs found 
with rule R  and the action used is not in rule R  the 
rule is updated with the “cheaper” action. With this 
step a new rule R  can be created by selecting these 
“cheaper” actions. Note that if the newly chosen ac­
tion yields the same cost, the old action will still be 
used. In step 3 a comparison is made between the old 
the and new rule, i.e., between R  and R. If they do 
not differ the iteration is stopped, but if they still dif­
fer, another iteration has to be made. In the latter 
case the algorithm is resumed in step 2 (after having 
set R  := R.
In a more compact notation the policy iteration al­
gorithm can be described as follows:
S tep  0: in itia lisa tio n . Choose a stationary rule R.
S te p l:  value d e te rm in a tio n  step . For the cur­
rent rule R, compute the unique solution 
{g(R), Vi(R)} to the following system of linear 
equations (for i E /, r t- E R, vs =  0):
Vi =  c,(r,) -  g(R) +  ^ pi}j(n )v j , (1)
j€ l
where s is an arbitrarily chosen state.
S tep  2: po licy-im provem ent s tep . For each state 
i E /, determine an action r* yielding the mini­
mum in
m ini Ci(rt) +  ^  #,;(**,>,}• (2)
]€l
The new stationary rule R  is obtained by choosing 
R = ri for all i E I  with the convention that R is 
chosen equal to the old action R  when this action 
yields the minimum in (2)
Step3: convergence te s t. If the new rule R  equals 
the old rule R, the algorithm is stopped with rule 
R. Otherwise, go step 1 with R  replaced by R.
For more background related to the Markov decision 
models we advise the interested readers the textbooks 
of Tijms [14, 15] and Daellenbach et al. [1] and Ross 
[11].
3.2 Literature overview
In this section we present a short overview of the liter­
ature on the application of Markov decision models in 
the context of computer-communication systems (an­
other overview is given by White [17]).
Winston describes a maintenance system consisting 
of a finite set of machines and a single repair facil­
ity that may operate at several rates [18]. Machines 
may fail and are subsequently sent to the repair facil­
ity. Discrete-time Markov decision models are used to 
prove that, under the assumption that costs depend 
on the repair rate and lost production, the optimal 
repair rate is a non-increasing function of the num­
ber of machines in good condition. A continuous-time 
maintenance system is considered as a limit of a se­
quence of discrete-time maintenance systems. For the 
continuous-time case it is also proven that the optimal 
repair rate is a non-increasing function of the number 
of machines in good condition. Note that optimal in 
both cases is optimal with respect to the cost of the 
repair rate and lost production, in other words, a min­
imisation of the repair rate and lost production.
Similar cases as discussed by Winston are the 
discrete-time Markov maintenance models used to 
control the queues of repair facilities discussed by Ha- 
toyama [6]. Hatoyama does not discuss the repair rate 
as Winston, but does study the options for opening 
and closing repair facilities, when there are machines 
waiting for repair.
Wartenhorst, in his Ph.D. thesis [16], discusses a 
similar case to that discussed by Winston. The dif­
ference with the work of Winston is that Wartenhorst 
allows the failure and repair times to be generally dis­
tributed, where Winston assumes exponentially dis­
tributed failure and repair times. Wartenhorst also 
allows the repair rate to depend on both the number 
of failed machines and on the amount of work to be 
carried out on the unit that is under repair.
Different from the above described work, is the 
work of Shin et al. [12], in which besides repair, dy­
namic reconfiguration is used for optimal system main­
tenance or resource control. A resource control deci­
sion is needed whenever there is significant change by 
either component failures or workload changes. The 
reward (cost) function that is optimised for resource 
control is based on Meyer’s performability measure 
[9, 10]. The type of models used for optimisation are 
semi-Markov decision models.
De Meer, in his Ph.D. thesis [8], deals with similar 
cases as Shin et al.. However, De Meer extensively dis­
cusses the use of performability measures in relation to 
Markov decision theory and dynamic reconfiguration.
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The work by Shin et al. and by De Meer forms the 
basis of our work. Our aplication are in the area of 
telecommunication systems. However, we also experi­
ment with available capacity and changing workload. 
We merely want to point at the applicability of markov 
decision models in the area of QoS management.
4 R ec o n fig u rin g  in te llig e n t n e tw o rk s
In this section we describe how to obtain a reconfigu­
ration policy for a so-called number translation service 
(NTS) in telecommunications systems, using Markov 
decision models in order to meet a periodically chang­
ing required quality of service.
The NTS is an example of a value-added service; 
it can be provided by telecom-operators using con­
cepts knowns from the area of intelligent networking 
(see also [5, 4]). An example of the usage of the NTS 
appears when calling toll-free numbers, or when call­
ing mobile phones. The local telephone switch will 
recognise the speciality of the number being dialled, 
and forward it to an evaluation component, typically 
a database system, where the dialled number is trans­
lated to another number that is used internally. While 
performing this translation, other administrative date 
might be changed in the database as well, e.g., data 
related to billing and statistical data. The former also 
is of importance when employing the service known as 
‘credit-card calling’.
Since telecommunication networks consist of many 
switches, telecom-operators normally have some free­
dom where to locate particular components that to­
gether constitute the value-added services. In the 
above example, it might be such that there is only one 
database server, or more than one, each working on a 
particular subset of telephone numbers (distribution), 
or each working on all telephone numbers (replica­
tion). Depending on whether the application requires 
only read- or also write-queries on the database, one 
or another solution might be more cost-effective. In 
this trade-off, also the actual usage pattern, i.e., the 
workload, of the services plays a role.
Let us now suppose that the overall workload re­
quirements of all NTS end-users is changing determin­
istically and that the changes have a 24-hour period. 
In Figure 1 we depict on such a varying workload. On 
the X-axis 6 stages of 4 hours are distinguished. For 
each stage the average number of expected calls per 
second is depicted on the Y-axis. We assume that all 
users require the same (quaranteed) quality of service 
in each stage, but we have more or less users and thus 
calls at each stage. In this study quality of service is 
expressed as average response time. In order to meet 
the quality of service requirements, we must install
more or less capacity at each stage. In this applica­
tion, it is assumed that the NTS can operate in one 
of three configurations [2, 4, Chapter 7], i.e., f2i, S72 
or O3 , each offering a different capacity at different 
costs. With the first configuration, f2i, we use two 
systems. A system to which the database is allocated 
and a separate system for the actual NTS application. 
The second configuration, Q2, just uses one system (a 
centralised solution) which has the database and the 
NTS application allocated to it. The third configura­
tion, Q3, is a combination of f3i and ft2, if has one 
application and uses two (identical) databases. The 
three configurations differ in availability and capacity 
of the database. At first sight the third configuration 
should have the highest capacity, but because of an in­
efficiency in the application code and the limitations 
of the software environment in which the application 
is realised, its capacity is less then that of the sec­
ond but higher than the fist configuration, the avail­
ability only differs with respect to the database, the 
application is a single point of failure with all three 
configurations. In this study focus on the capacity is­
sues. Besides installing the required capacity in each 
stage, we also want to reduce the average cost per unit 
of time. Note that the installed over-capacity during 
each stage is lost.
Figure 1: The required load per stage
The process of changing configurations is modelled 
as a discrete-time Markov decision model as depicted 
in Figure 2. The states of the decision model are deter­
mined by the current stage and the configuration used. 
The stages are derived from the changing capacity re­
quirements, which, at equidistant points in time, i.e., 
every 4 hours, result in 6 stages K — {1, • • •, 6}. The 
configurations used are 0  = , i}2, Q3}. This results
in the two dimensional discrete state space /  =  K  x 0
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Figure 2: The state space belonging to the NTS
At the end of each stage a reconfiguration can take 
place, i.e., we have a decision epoch. These are the 
arrows between the different stages. From the current 
configuration the system can reconfigure to one of the 
other two configurations or remain in the current con­
figuration, when going to the next stage. The action 
for a particular decision epoch depends on the current 
state and the required quality of service for the next 
stage. We denote three possible actions by:
{r i , if i îi  will be used in the next stage,f2 , if fÎ2 will be used in the next stage,
T3 , if ÎI3 will be used in the next stage.
Note that an action rj, with j  =  1 , . . . ,  3, is possible 
in the current stage k if the configuration proposed by 
that action offers the required capacity for the next 
stage fc® 1, i.e., if the required capacity for stage fc® 1 
is smaller than or equal to the offered capacity by the 
state after action r j . More formally,
/nfc®1 ^  r)flx
Vreq _  V 0ff,
where Qre®1 denotes the required capacity in stage £® 1 
and denoted the offered capacity by configuration 
Qi with / =  1 , . . . ,  3.
The values of the quality of service parameters of 
the Markov decision model result from both monitor­
ing results as discussed in [4] and [2, Chapter 7]. The 
required capacities and cost for each configuration and 
reconfiguration are educated gueses. The offered ca­
pacities are measurement results from real experimen­
tal applications. For the NTS we have the following 
data concerning the required capacities Q 
stage:
*eq in each
Q L, =  1.0, Q?eq = 2.0, g?eq =  4.4,
Q?eq= 1.8 , <5L = 4.0, Q?„ = l-0,* req ' req
and the offered capacities by the different configura- 
tions Q%:
Qaà = 1-8, «3? = 4.4, Q% = 3.6.
At each decision epoch the immediate costs C(k,nx)(rj)  
are incurred, i.e., the cost associated with the action rj 
chosen in state (k,Q x). These costs are the sum of the 
reconfiguration cost, i.e., rn and the operating costs 
of the configuration used during the next stage, i.e., 
onr . The reconfiguration costs are constant, however, 
these can be chosen to be dependent on the current 
configuration and the next configuration. Note that 
if the configuration does not change, no reconfigura­
tion costs are incurred for the action chosen, although, 
the operation costs remain. Thus, the one step costs 
incurred in each state at the decision epoch are:
C(k,Ch)(ri) =  Oftj, 
c(Jb,ni)(r2) =  on3 +  r*n, 
c(fc,fti)(r3) =  on3 +  rn, 
c(jfc,n3)(r i) =  onl -l- rn,
< c(fc,na)(r2) =  on2, 
c(fc,fta)(r3) =  °n3 +  rn,
c(fc,n3)(r  1) =  Ofix +  rn , 
c(k,n3)(r2) =  on3 +  rn,
„ c(Jfc,n3)(r3) = on3.
The operating costs and the reconfiguration cost are 
also educated guesses. The operating costs are based 
on the number of resources and application compo­
nents in use for the particular configuration:
onx = 4  on3 = 5 e>n3 = 7.
The costs for the reconfigurations are assumed to be 
constant: rn = 1.
Figure 3: The state transitions of the NTS
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The set of possible actions for the NTS, considering 
that Qf®1 < are:
stage 1 2 3 4 5 6
actions 2,3 2 1,2,3 2 1,2,3 1,2,3
For example, in stage 4 we can only take action 2, 
which results in configuration £22 for stage 5. Based 
on these possible actions we have the resulting Markov 
decision model as depicted in Figure 4, the arcs sig­
nifying “illegal” transitions are simply removed. This 
model is used for the search for the optimal policy.
Figure 5: The state transitions belonging to the initial 
rule
stage k
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 3 2 3 2 1 1
£2 2 3 2 3 2 1 1
3 3 2 3 2 1 1
The state transitions belonging to this rule are de­
picted in Figure 5. Using the algorithm we created, 
after three iterations, the following final rule RjinaV-
Figure 4: The possible actions taking into account the 
required capacity
Because of periodic and deterministic demands we 
will observe that after a number of transient states 
the model will step through a set of recurrent states. 
The one step transition probabilities P(k,nx),j{rj), with 
j  E I  and rj E U, for this particular Markov chain are 
given by (with k =  1, • • •, 6):
1,
0,
if ;  = (k © 1, rj) 
otherwise. (3)
With the NTS we are dealing with deterministic 
state transitions, i.e., each next state is chosen with a 
probability of 1. The recurrent states are the states 
selected by the one-step probabilities, the other states 
can only occur in an initial situation and are the tran­
sient states. We depicted the above in Figure 3.
At this moment we are ready to apply the policy it­
eration algorithm as described in Section 3. For the 
NTS we selected the following stationary initial rule 
Rinitial'•
stage k
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 2 1 2 1 1
£2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1
3 2 2 1 2 1 1
The average cost per stage for the initial rule is 
g(Rinitiai) = 6.167, then after three iterations the av­
erage cost per stage reduced to g(R finai) = 5.0 for the 
final rule. The final rule is illustrated in Figure 6. This 
rule gives the optimal average costs per stage for the 
NTS, with respect to the long term behaviour, when 
the workload is changing as described. Note that for 
this policy the actions in some initial (transient) states 
are different. These actions can be different because 
the initial states do not contribute to the long-run av­
erage cost per stage [15].
5 C onclusions
In this paper, we have shown the applicability of 
Markov decision theory for quality of service manage­
ment in distributed systems. We do realise that we 
conducted only a simple case study. The described 
NTS is controlled using a rule that prescribes an ac­
tion for each state at each decision epoch.
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r2
Figure 6: The state transitions belonging to the final 
reconfiguration rule
The rule derived in this paper is based on the op­
timisation of an average reward per time unit, i.e., 
the average reward per time unit of the environment 
in steady state. The type of reward gives a global 
optimal gain with respect to costs. In doing so, local 
non-optimal states can occur. For example, in the 4-th 
stage of the NTS example we installed more capacity 
than required, which results in more costs for that one 
stage. However, the overall costs were minimised be­
cause of the avoidance of costly reconfigurations for 
that particular stage.
When we want to prepare reconfigurations for fail­
ure events as well the decision models will get more 
complex. Failures occur at random points in time and 
not at deterministic points in time as we could assume 
for the NTS workload changes. In order to obtain a 
reconfiguration policy in such cases we need to employ 
semi-Markov decision models.
Note that if events occur that result in a quality 
of service change and that have not been accounted 
for when preparing the rule, one still needs the per- 
formability manager (with its five-step approach as 
indicated in the introduction) to take the appropriate 
action.
As future work we envisage, among others, the ap­
plication of Markov-decision theory also to cases where 
the periods between Quality of service mismatches are 
not deterministically known a priori, so that we can 
also cope with capacity changes due to randomly oc­
curring failures and repairs in the system.
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Real-time systems are defined to be systems which 
include tasks having real-time constraints. This is a 
general definition encompassing a wide range of sys­
tems such as communication networks, industrial pro­
cess control, avionics, automated manufacturing, traf­
fic control, etc.
When a real-time task misses its timing constraint, 
it is considered lost and may be discarded. Depend­
ing on the nature of the system, the loss of a real-time 
task may result in total system failure, a catastrophe, 
or some degradation of the performance and/or de­
pendability of the system. In the latter case, which 
is the focus of the current paper, the interplay of per­
formance and dependability is particularly interesting 
because most real-time systems employ some forms 
of fault-tolerance. An important problem in this re­
gard is a lack of suitable performance measures. Such 
measures are expected to objectively characterize the 
salient features of these systems. Performance mea­
sures typically defined for traditional (non-real-time) 
systems such as throughput, response time, utiliza­
tion, etc., generally fail to convey this type of infor­
mation. Accordingly, we seek measures which convey 
information about the real-time aspects of the system. 
Following results are based on work first reported in 
[!]•
Let us consider a class of real-time systems which 
receive computational tasks as inputs and, with each 
arriving task, there is an associated deadline for com­
pleting its processing. In this case, a task is successful­
ly processed if desired computational results are pro­
duced no later than the specified deadline. According­
ly, performance variables such as “throughput” should 
reflect the rate at which tasks are processed “on time,” 
i.e., before or at their associated deadlines. To accom­
plish this in more formal terms, let T  =  [0, £] denote 
the period during which the system is utilized and 
consider the following (random) variables:
A t =t.he number of tasks that arrive during T
RBt =the number of tasks that are processed on 
time (i.e., meet their deadlines) during T.
Then real-time throughput meaures can be defined as 
follows:
R Tht =  Zf*-
is the real-time throughput of the system during T.
N R T h t =  ^
is the normalized real-iime throughput of the system 
during T.
RBtRTht =  is the real-iime throughput of the 
system during T.
N R Tht —~ x f  Is normalized
throughput of the system during T.
real-time
Note that N  RTht is the fraction of arrived tasks that 
are successfully processed (meet their deadlines) dur­
ing T. In steady-state condition, we may define
N R Th  =  lim {N R Tht ) (3)t—* oo
where it follows that
N R Th  ^probability (under steady-state condi­
tion) that an arrived task is processed on time.
We regard N R Th  as an important measure of per­
formance for real-time systems. A second variable, 
closely related to N RTh, is the steady-state real-time 
throughput of the system, i.e., the measure
RTh  =the average rate (under steady-state con­
dition) at which on-time tasks are processed by 
the system.
Given that tasks arrive with average rate a , i.e., 
a =  lim*—oo RTh  is immediately determined by
N R T h , i.e.,
RTh  =  a .N R Th. (4)
More refined measures can also be considered. Let
W  =steady-state delay of a task, i.e., the differ­
ence between the time when a task arrives and 
the time when its processing is completed in the 
long run,
D =  steady-state allowed delay, i.e., the difference 
between a task’s arrival time and its deadline in 
the long run.
(Note: So the variable W  applies to any task; if a task 
is rejected by the system then W  will have the value 
oo.) In terms of W  and D, we define the following 
random variables:
L — la t e n e s s  =  W  — D,
RL =  r e la t iv e  la t e n e s s  =  Wq 'D =
E  =  e a r l in e s s  =  D — W  =  —L,
RE  ^ r e l a t i v e  e a r l in e s s  =  =  ^  =  —RL.
In  t h e  c a s e  w h e r e  a ll  a l lo w e d  d e la y s  a r e  f in it e ,  i t  f o l lo w s  
t h a t  L =  RL =  o o  ( e q u iv a le n t ly ,  E =  RE  =  —o o )  i f  
a n d  o n ly  i f  W — o o .  T h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  d is t r ib u t io n  fu n c ­
t io n  o f  L (o r  RL), i . e . ,  t h e  fu n c t io n  Fl (x) =  P(L < x ) 
(o r  e q u iv a le n t ly ,  Fr l (x ) =  P(RL <  z ) )  p r o v id e s  
m o r e  r e fin e d  in f o r m a t io n  a b o u t  t h e  s y s t e m  p e r fo r ­
m a n c e  w it h  r e s p e c t  t o  d e a d l in e s .  In  p a r t ic u la r ,  s in c e  
a  ta s k  is  p r o c e s s e d  o n  t i m e  if f  i t s  ( r e la t iv e )  la t e n e s s  is  
n o t  p o s i t iv e ,  i t  f o l lo w s  t h a t
N R Th  =  Fl (0) = Fr l (0). (5)
In the case of earliness, we will typically be interest­
ed in the conditional probability distribution functions 
P(E < x\E  > —oo) and P(E  < x\E  > 0) (or equiva­
lently, P (R E  < x\R E  > —oo) and P(RE  < x\R E  > 
0)). The first describes how early tasks are processed, 
given they are indeed processed. The second describes 
how early tasks are processed, given they are processed 
on time. Note that in the latter case E  can assume 
only positive values (equivalently, RE  can take only 
values between 0 and 1).
Other more specific performance variables may also 
be defined. For example, consider a class of real-time 
systems of the type mentioned before such that when 
a task is late (i.e., after it misses its deadline) it will 
have no value to the user. However, when a task is 
processed on time it will worth more if it is processed 
earlier. In such case, the performance of the system 
depends not only on the proportion of the tasks that 
are processed on time but also on the earliness of such 
tasks. More specifically, let v(J) denote the value at­
tributed to an incoming task J such that:
v(J) =  0, if J  is not processed on time during T.
v(J) = 1 + e(J), if J  is processed on time with
relative earliness e(J) during T.
Let us also introduce the following random variable
v<= Y .  »(•&: (6)
where is the i-th incoming task to the system during 
T. Then, we can define a performance variable Yt for 
the system as follows.
Y  _  *
Y t ~ Ä t - (7)
Using earlier (random) variables, one can show that
Yt = + Y lo < i< R B t e(,7»)
At
RBt Elo<i< R B t e(’7»)
At + At
If R B t ^  0 (i.e., the system is operational) then,
_  R B t . - ]Co< i < R B ,
n  = 't t ( 1 + — m — >
= N R T h t{ 1 + 2 Z o < i < R B t e ( J i )
RBt
(8)
(9)
(10)
Let us assume that both
limt-Mx, Vi and limt—oo — —- exist. In such 
case, one can show that
~°fi$RBie{Ji) = E(RE\REi 0) ( H )
where the right term above denotes the expected value 
of the relative earliness (mean relative earliness) of the 
tasks which are processed on time. Consequently, we 
have
Y  = Urn Yt = N R Th( 1 +  E{RE\RE  > 0)). (12)
The above equation illustrates how a more specif­
ic measure of performance may be defined in terms 
of more basic performance variables identified before, 
namely, normalized real-time throughput (N RTh) 
and relative earliness (RE). Accordingly, depending 
on the nature of real-time requirements, the perfor­
mance variable Yt in the above example may be red- 
ifined to more realistically represent the overall per­
formance of the system.
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M ulti-layered Service Systems
Distributed software is usually structured in layers, 
with some kind of operational control or user interface 
tasks as the topmost layer, making requests to various 
layers of servers. Client Server systems and ODP 
(Open Distributed Processing) systems such as DCE, 
ANSA and CORBA are structured this way, as are 
distributed transaction processing systems. 
Performance and dependability are the two strong 
motivators for introducing distributed processing. A 
special form of layered performance model called 
Layered Queueing or Rendezvous Nets has been 
developed to model such systems, to provide a model 
formulation which is close to the software architecture 
(e.g. [1, 2, 3]). This note describes how dependability 
analysis could be added to the layered model, in a way 
which would make the dependability-related 
parameters particularly easy to specify. The result 
would be a straightforward and powerful 
performability analysis for distributed software 
systems. Performability concepts and tools are 
described in many papers, for example a recent survey 
by Haverkort and Niemegeers [4].
Use of MSS Models for Analyzing Perform abil- 
ity
A typical MSS model is shown in Figure 1, with User 
tasks at the top and three layers of server tasks below. 
An arrow represents a request-reply interaction, such 
as an RPC (remote procedure call). The bottom layer 
might represent data services, and the intermediate 
layers provide different calculations and format 
changes (called “business applications” in three-tier 
client-server systems). System nodes (processors) are 
represented by ovals. Figure 1 describes both the 
architecture of the software, and its configuration. The 
performance model parameters attached to such a 
model are the mean total demand for execution on the 
node, and the mean number of requests for each 
interaction. The model also may have additional detail 
not shown in Figure 1, such as multi-threaded server 
tasks, multiple classes of service by a task, and 
asynchronous messages (with no reply).
For performability analysis this model allows us to 
identify failure parameters directly where they affect 
tasks (a crashed server), nodes (a failed computer or 
disk) and (with a little extension) links which convey 
interactions. Thus there is a minimum of translation
needed by the user, to attach failure and repair rates to 
the relevant items.
Expressing the Operational Transitions and 
Rewards
A dependable distributed system employs alternative 
servers and routing of requests to mask failures. Indeed 
the widespread interest in CORBA is partly due to its 
capability to reconfigure a system by re-directing the 
service requests, either for better performance or to 
counter a failure. The MSS model has to be modified 
to express the strategy to be used in case of failure, and 
to generate the modified configuration of a system that 
is partly failed but is still running at a reduced 
functionality. In the modified configuration the target 
of some interactions has been altered to use stand-by 
servers.
A conventional approach is to specify back-up or 
alternative targets for requests, to be used when the 
primary target fails. There may be multiple alternatives 
with an order of preference. Figure 2 shows three 
alternatives for one interaction, labelled by their 
preference-order. Only one of these interactions is 
active at one time, and a full description of a system 
with its selected alternatives will be called an 
“Operational Model.” A failure or repair changes the 
“structure state” which may cause the system to switch 
to a new Operational Model. In an optimized scheme, 
the choice of Operational Model is optimal for each 
structure state.
In a partly-failed state there are three ways 
performance is affected:
• the performance of different kinds of responses
is degraded (e.g. response type /?z has response 
time Tr which might be increased);
• the degraded system is not stable for some 
response types (it cannot keep up with the 
arrival rate, so T i —»<*>);
• some interaction which is required to complete
the response is unavailable (there is no 
remaining backup), so the response may fail.
The MSS model expresses situations when a given 
interaction is required in a response with a certain 
probability, so in the third case we can evaluate the
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probability F, that response /?, fails.
The reward structure for an MSS may blend the 
different measures into a single performability figure, 
or keep them separate.
Generating the Structure State Analysis
In an MSS model there is a set of entities Ct which 
may fail: nodes, links, and tasks. Each entity has its 
own structure state Sj, and the overall system state is S
= (Si, S2, ....  % ). For each state S there is an
operational model M(S), as just described.
In many cases the failures will be independent and we 
will make that assumption here, although it is 
straightforward to consider dependent failures. In the 
independent case each 5,- is governed by a separate 
Maikov chain with an operational state (5,- = OK), a 
failed state (5t = F), and rates of failure and repair, 
which give its probability p (5t- = F) of being in a failed 
state. Dependencies in the distributed system still exist 
through die chains of interactions, such that a failure of 
a server may cause an entire distributed response to 
fail, but they are expressed in the configuration rather 
than in the structure state analysis. This makes the 
performability calculations simpler (and re-uses the 
configuration analysis which will be done for system 
operation in any case).
In some cases there are physical dependencies, for 
instance a point-to-point link is controlled by its two 
nodes and if one of the nodes goes down so does the 
link. Then the dependent node’s states should be 
modelled in a single Maikov Chain, in the usual way.
Solution Method
The analysis for a given reward function now has three 
steps:
1. Find the Markov Chain solutions that give the 
reachable set of failure states S, and the 
probability p(S) of each,
2. For each S generate the operational model M(S) 
of the MSS, and the set of response failure 
probabilities Ft for M(S),
3. Apply layered queueing analysis or another 
performance model to obtain (he performance 
reward rates for each operational configuration,
4. Combine the reward rates for response failures 
and performance in the usual way, to construct 
the desired measures. For example the average 
response time for Ft, in the absence of response 
failures, would be
T i  =  X  P i W i i S )  
s
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Abstract
A unified approach to characterize workload para­
meters used to model computer and communication sy­
stems with variabilities and uncertainties in workload 
is presented. The use of histograms is proposed and 
approaches to adapt existing analysis techniques to 
interval-based histogram arguments are discussed. The 
proposed method is demonstrated by application to exi­
sting analysis techniques fo r single class queueing net­
work models.
1 Introduction
The analysis of computer systems requires effective 
tools for predicting their performance and analyzing 
their behavior. Analytic techniques are often used 
for performance estimation because of their relatively 
low cost in comparison with simulations and bench­
marks. A conventional analytic performance model 
accepts a set of single valued parameters (such as ser­
vice demands for different devices) and produces a 
single point measure for each performance index of 
interest (such as the mean response time and mean 
processor utilization). However, the exact value of 
every parameter for the system may not always be 
known to the performance analyst leading to uncer­
tainties in the workload characterization (WLC). For 
example systems are often subject to variabilities in 
the workload [2]. Different phases in the operation of 
the system under study may lead to a different set of 
parameters that characterize each phase.
Appropriate characterization of workload is requi­
red to capture any uncertainty or variability associa­
ted with it. We propose to characterize the parameters 
Dk of each aspect in the system that exhibits variabi­
lity and/or uncertainty by a histogram H( Dk) . The 
histogram consists of a number of intervals and an as­
sociated probability of occurrence. Each interval is a 
range of values: the parameter lies in this given range 
(uncertainty) with the specified probability of occur­
rence (variability).
*This work is supported by the Austrian Science Foundation 
(FWF research grant No. S05303-MAT)
2 Workload characterization
A parameter X  may be specified through a histo­
gram H( X )  as follows:
Ai — , 3? 1 ] • Pl , • • • j X m — [Xjn , 2?m] : Pm •
with Pi =  1. Each entry in the definition of X
provided above is a two-tuple, an interval [a^ -, xt] and 
an associated probability p,-, i.e. with probability pi 
the mean value of X  lies between x_{ and X{.
This general model can be used to represent un­
certainties and/or variabilities: Uncertainties are cha­
racterized by the length of the interval, an interval of 
width zero (“thin interval” [13]) represents no uncer­
tainty. Variability is described by the distribution of 
the probabilities p,-, with m = 1 obviously correspon­
ding to a workload with no variability. The different 
types of workload models and the corresponding pa­
rameters are summarized in Table 1. In the following, 
we describe each possible type of model (with the ex­
ception of the SV case, which is already well known) 
and give some examples.
U ncerta in ties  (U N ). Associating intervals with 
parameters of interest is useful when uncertainties are 
associated with parameter values. The probability of 
occurrence of any value within an interval can follow 
any given arbitrary distribution. Consider for exam­
ple software performance engineering that integrates 
performance modeling with the various phases of soft­
ware design and implementation [14]. Uncertainties 
may be associated with model parameters for various 
reasons. For example, exact values of system para­
meters are often unknown in early stages of system 
design. Although certain uncertainties may be asso­
ciated with one or more system parameters, the desi­
gner may have a good idea about the range of values 
associated with these parameters from previous expe­
rience with similar systems. A single interval with 
Pi = 1 may be used to describe the range of values 
associated with each such parameter.
V ariabilities (VA, V U ). Variabilities in workload 
can occur in systems that are characterized by dif­
ferent phases of operation. As an example consider a 
client-server system, where different mean demands at 
a given device may occur during various time periods 
of a day. Such a variability may occur explicitly in a 
point-of-sale system where different amount of work
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Condition
to = 1
Vi
probability
P i - 1
value
x j= X j- 125
Conventional single value WLC model (SV)
3 i : x-< xi
probability
P i= l
value
x j= 50 x ¡= 200
WLC model with uncertainties (UN)
m > 1
probability
p ,=  0.7- 
p 2=O J.
probability
P ]= 0 .7 .. .  
p 2-  0.3 — -
value value
x j=x ¡= 50 x 2=x 2= 300
WLC model with variabilities 
without uncertainties (VA)
x j=40 x j=60 x 2=280 x 2=320
WLC model with variabilities 
and uncertainties (VU)____
Table 1. Types of Models
per transaction occurs during different periods of the 
day. Variabilities in service demands can also occur 
implicitly in systems. For example, different service 
demands have been observed in a database system de­
scribed in [2]: during periods of time when less me­
mory was available for transaction processing larger 
number of I/O  operations were observed. In such sy­
stems neither a conventional single class nor a multic­
lass queueing network is adequate for the computation 
of system performance. Using single mean values for 
the service demands often leads to inaccurate results 
for such systems. As an alternative, one might think 
of using a separate model for each time period. The 
disadvantage of this approach would be twofold. On 
the one hand, the effort for solving all these models 
can become significantly high. On the other hand, 
the solution of the separate models may not provide 
an overall picture of the performance behavior of the 
system.
Variation in day to day service demands may also 
arise in data processing centers. Consider the central 
data processing system in a bank that supports the 
computation demands of all the branches in the city. 
Although the service demands for any device in the 
system generated by the branches are similar, day to 
day variations in workload for some of the devices take 
place. Such a variation in service demand can be cap­
tured by a histogram characterizing the service time 
at each device.
When evaluating models where more than one 
input parameter is subject to variability (i.e. charac­
terized by a histogram), all possible parameter com­
binations (variability combinations) and their proba­
bility of occurrence have to be determined [8]. Assu­
ming, that there are K  input parameters described by 
a histogram with mk different intervals for input pa­
rameter Dk, the number of combinations is given by
/  = n]b=i mfc- These combinations are based on the
assumption of stochastic independence of the variabi­
lities of the service demands. In case of dependencies 
the list of variability combinations has to be specified 
directly.
3 A daptation of analysis techniques
3.1 Models with uncertainties
To analyze models with uncertainties by means of 
existing analysis techniques, we need to extend the 
mathematical expressions used in the respective ana­
lysis techniques to interval arguments.
In te rval a rith m e tic . A direct approach to use 
intervals as parameters is the use of interval arithme­
tic [12], [13]. This means that we define the usual 
mathematical operations for intervals. Consider two 
intervals A — [a, a], and B = [6,6]. We define 
A B — [a +  6, a +  6], A — B — [a — 6, a — 6], 
A ■ B = [min(a6, ab, ab, ab), max(a6, ab, ab, ab)], and 
if 0 g B, A /B  =  A • (1/6, 1/6]. Also other elementary 
functions and operations can be extended to interval 
arguments. Using this interval arithmetic, a mathe­
matical expression consisting of multiple operations 
and functions can be evaluated using interval argu­
ments.
Many properties, such as commutativity and asso­
ciativity of the addition and multiplication operators, 
also hold for interval arithmetic. However, e.g. the 
distributive law holds only in the weaker form of sub- 
distributivity: A- ( B + C)  C A -B + A C. This is only 
a special case of the so-called dependency problem [4]: 
If an interval argument appears more than once in an 
arithmetic expression, it is usually treated as a diffe­
rent variable in each occurrence. E.g. A —A is treated 
as A — Y  with A = [x, x] and Y  =  [x, x]. Thus, A — A 
is evaluated to {xi — x2 | x i , x2 G A} = [x — x, x — x], 
instead of {x — x | x £ A} =  [0,0].
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Fig. 1. Closed QNM modeling the computer system of a tele­
marketing company.
M onotonicity . Of course, monotone expressions 
can easily be evaluated with interval arguments by just 
evaluating the expression at the interval endpoints. 
Thus, if f ( x ) is a monotone increasing function which 
can be evaluated as an interval expression, we have 
f([x,x]) =  [f(x), f (x)].  Analogous evaluation is pos­
sible for expressions with multiple arguments if the 
expression is monotone in every input parameter [6].
G lobal op tim iza tion . However, if monotoni­
city w.r.t. all input parameters can not be guaranteed, 
other techniques have to be used to obtain sharp in­
terval results. The most general approach would be 
to employ global optimization algorithms to find the 
minimum and maximum of the respective expression 
within the range of input intervals. However, global 
optimization is usually of very high computational ex­
pense. On the other hand, these techniques can be 
more efficient if convexity or concavity of the analy­
zed expression can be guaranteed.
In te rval sp littin g . Another technique to obtain 
sharper interval results is to split the input intervals 
into subintervals and use those for multiple evaluations 
of the expression (see e.g. [10] and [11]). This decrea­
ses the influence of the dependency problem discussed 
above. Interval splitting is also used to obtain more ac­
curate results when using histograms to approximate 
distributions of input parameters (see [9]).
3.2 M odels w ith  variabilities
Variability models without uncertainties are des­
cribed by a list of /  parameter vectors (c?i)t-, . . . ,  dxj ) ,  
i = 1 of single valued service demands with 
corresponding probabilities of occurrence p,-. These 
models can be evaluated by simply applying a conven­
tional solution algorithm to each of these parameter 
sets. This yields e.g. a total response time value r,(V), 
i =  1 , . . . , / ,  for every input parameter vector. The 
respective performance measure for the whole model 
can be obtained as the weighted sum of these interme­
diate results, using the probabilities of occurrence as 
weights: r(N)  =  p*r,(./V).
For variability models with uncertainties the inter­
mediate results are intervals Ri ( N) = [r,(iV), r,(A)], 
i = 1 Again,  these intervals are combined to 
performance measure histograms by weighted summa­
tion. Since some of these intervals can be overlapping, 
the summation technique is required to handle such
Fig. 2. Relative error resulting from ignoring inherent variabi­
lities and uncertainties for an example QNM presented in [9].
overlaps. To allow such a weighted summation of in­
tervals to obtain a histogram, the simplifying assump­
tion that the respective performance measures are uni­
formly distributed within each intermediate perfor­
mance measure interval has to be made. Due to the 
nonlinearity of solution techniques, this assumption 
does not hold in general, but the error resulting from 
that assumption can be arbitrarily decreased by app­
lying interval splitting.
4 Example: adaptation of analysis tech­
niques for single class QNM s
As a demonstration case we have investigated the 
adaptation of several analysis techniques for single 
class queueing network models (QNMs):
4.1 Exact solution techniques.
For both, open and closed QNMs, the correspon­
ding solution techniques (i.e. solution formulae for 
open models and the mean value analysis (MVA) al­
gorithm for closed models -  see [5] for example) are 
monotone w.r.t. all input parameters (see [1], [6], and 
[15] for details). Thus, the adaptation of these algo­
rithms to interval arguments is possible by performing 
multiple evaluations of the corresponding conventional 
analysis techniques using combinations of input inter­
val endpoints as arguments. Results of this investiga­
tion are presented in [8] and [9] . High inaccuracies 
are reported when evaluating models with variabili­
ties and uncertainties using conventional SV analysis 
techniques instead of considering the variabilities in 
the WLC. For example, Figure ‘2a presents the rela­
tive error of throughput results for a QNM (depicted 
in Figure 1) modeling the client-server-based compu­
ter system of a telemarketing company, when using 
aggregated mean values as input parameters for a mo­
del with variabilities and uncertainties in workload. 
The modeled workload is assumed to be subject to
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3.5
Asymptotic Bounds
Number of client workstations
Number of client workstations
Balanced Job Bounds
Number of client workstations
VA model, upper bound VA model, lower bound ........ SV model, upper bound .......... SV model, lower bound
Fig. 3. Comparison of asymptotic (first row) and balanced job (second row) bounds for the throughput and response time of a QNM 
example presented in [7] (SV and VA models).
three phases each being modeled with parameter un­
certainties (i.e. intervals). As it can be seen from this 
figure, the error from neglecting phase type behavior 
is up to 30% (depending on the number of client work­
stations modeled in the QNM). Figure 2b shows the 
effect of additional interval splitting for analysis with 
histogram-based input parameters. The curve with 
the highest error shows results without further split­
ting of the input intervals, whereas additional interval 
splitting decreases the error below the expected error 
of the simulation results used for comparison purposes 
(‘Max.Sim.-E.’). Details of this example can be found 
in [9].
4.2 Bounds analysis.
The well known techniques of asymptotic and ba­
lanced job bounds (see [5] for example), often prefer­
red as a first cut modeling tool for QNMs, have been 
adapted to handle WLC models with variabilities and 
uncertainties [7]. For variability models without un­
certainties, the respective bound expressions are deri­
ved as weighted sum of the conventional asymptotic 
and balanced job bound expressions. For models with 
uncertainties, monotonicity of the conventional bound 
expressions is exploited to derive bound expressions 
depending only on interval endpoints of the correspon­
ding input intervals. Given a QNM with N  customers, 
K  devices, device service demands dk, and a termi­
nal think time z, consider for example the well-known 
asymptotic bounds on throughput (see e.g. [5])
< min
N
N Z Ï = ldk + z
1
< x ( N )
N
.maxf=i dk ' Z L i d k  + z J ’
where x ( N ) denotes the system throughput. If the 
workload is described by I  variability combinati­
ons (Diti = [<¿¿1, d»,i], • • •, — [d+'K, ditx \, Zi =
[ii*>2*']), i =  l , . . . , /  with probability of occurrence pi, 
the corresponding throughput bounds are
¿ 1  N £ * = 1  di,k + Zi
<  x ( N )  <  x ( N )
1< E Pi min NmaxK yK
Again, using aggregated single mean values as WLC 
is reported to produce highly inaccurate and incorrect
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bounds for performance measures of interest as com­
pared to bounds analysis with explicit consideration of 
variabilities and uncertainties. E.g. Figure 3 depicts 
asymptotic (3a-c) as well as balanced job bounds (3d- 
f) for an example QNM modeled with a workload con­
sisting of three phases. It can be seen that in regions 
with high load (i.e. high number of client workstati­
ons), the bounds produced from single value evalua­
tion of the model do not even overlap with the bounds 
derived for the workload with consideration of varia­
bilities and uncertainties. Derivation of the complete 
set of bound expressions and more detailed examples 
can be found in [7].
4.3 B ottleneck  analysis.
Identification of system bottlenecks (BN) and mo­
dification analysis is another important technique 
when analyzing QNMs. Using WLC models with va­
riabilities and uncertainties, the concept of unique pri­
mary, secondary, and so forth, bottlenecks is not suf­
ficient. This is because different bottleneck devices at 
different variability combinations as well as possibly 
overlapping input parameter intervals hinder a unique 
bottleneck identification. In [61, bottleneck analysis 
for conventional WLC is extended to the concept of 
a set of potential bottlenecks. This concept is genera­
lized to the notion of a Bottleneck Probability Matrix 
(BNPM) in [8]. It is shown that using conventional 
BN analysis for systems with variabilities and uncer­
tainties may identify wrong devices as system bott­
lenecks. Using BNPMs, eventually several devices are 
identified as potential bottlenecks and corresponding 
probabilities are computed.
5 C o n clu sio n s  an d  o u tlo o k
Conventional analysis techniques for performance 
modeling and prediction accept single mean value pa­
rameters as input and produce single mean perfor­
mance measures as output. However, uncertainties 
in parameter values and variabilities in workloads can 
make these techniques ineffective. Exact values for all 
the parameters are often unknown at early stages of 
system design, but ranges of values that can be ta­
ken by these uncertain parameters may be available. 
Associating ranges or intervals with parameters of in­
terest is appropriate in sensitivity analysis studies as 
well. Variabilities in workload may give rise to diffe­
rent mean service demands at different devices. For 
example, different mean device demands may be ob­
served on a system during different periods of the day. 
Aggregating the workload and using a model charac­
terized by a single mean demand for every device of­
ten leads to incorrect results. This research provides 
a general framework for the analysis of systems with 
variabilities and/or uncertainties in workload.
As a test case, existing techniques for mean value, 
bounds, and bottleneck analyses for single class queu­
eing network models have been adapted to handle this 
type of workload characterization. These techniques 
are useful in a number of different situations that in­
clude the performance evaluation of conventional mul- 
tiprogrammed systems and client-server systems cha­
racterized by variable workloads as well as software 
performance engineering in which uncertainties are of­
ten associated with parameter values in early phases 
of design. Work is continuing to adapt the methods
of bound hierarchies [3] to workloads characterized by 
uncertainties and variabilities. Application of these 
techniques to real systems and understanding their ef­
fectiveness are important. Current work has focused 
primarily on queueing networks. Adaptation of other 
models of computer and communications systems to 
histogram-based analysis requires investigation.
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1 Introduction
Recent advances in high-speed networking have made 
possible distributed applications with various require­
ments on end-to-end communication, including min­
imum bandwidth, bounded delays, delay jitter and 
packet loss rates. End-to-end communication perfor­
mance depends not only on the underlying networking 
technology, but also on the end-host operating system 
and the interface between the host and the network. 
As network speeds increase, the performance bottle­
neck tends to shift to the end host, in particular to 
the hardware and software components of the host’s 
communication subsystem. The design of the network 
adapter, and the division of functionality between the 
adapter and the host communication software, can 
have a significant effect on the performance delivered 
to applications.
To study the hardware and software issues in net­
work interface design, we need to be able to study 
various algorithms and interfaces, and observe and an­
alyze the hardware and software overheads under dif­
ferent traffic conditions. Clearly, this is part of the de­
sign process, and needs to be done before building the 
adapter card, since these are typically hard to modify.
We propose network device emulation as a mecha­
nism to study the hardware-software interface for com­
munication, and to help design network adapters that
*The work reported in this paper was supported in part by 
the National Science Foundation under Grant MIP-9203895 and 
the Office of Naval Research under Grants N00014-91-J-1115 
and N00014-94-1-0229. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions 
or recommendations expressed in this paper are those of the 
authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the funding 
agencies.
integrate well with the host operating system and ap­
plications. In particular, we propose to study the per­
formance of adapter designs via an Emulated Network 
Device (END)  that interfaces to a real communication 
protocol stack on the host. The END can emulate all 
the operations required of a network adapter, without 
having to interface to a real network. END uses a syn­
thetic network model that acts as a sink and source 
of traffic. Since END can construct arbitrary network 
models, we can study networks with a wide range of 
parameters. This is a useful approach to evaluating 
adapter design tradeoffs since it allows us to model a 
network while accounting for interactions with a tar­
get host system.
The main goal of this paper is to propose device em­
ulation as an effective evaluation technique to study 
the performance considerations and tradeoffs in net­
work interface design. While we focus on issues in 
data transmission, a companion paper [1] presents fur­
ther details of END, including data reception issues, 
as well as implementation and evaluation results. Sec­
tion 2 motivates emulation as a performance evalua­
tion tool. Section 3 describes the issues involved in 
designing network adapters, and Section 4 shows how 
END may be used to study them. Section 5 describes 
some applications of network device emulation, and 
we conclude in Section 6 with a brief summary of the 
current status of END.
2 W hy Emulation?
In order to design a network adapter that meets cer­
tain performance requirements, one must study the 
impact of various design parameters in a realistic set-
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ting, i.e., when the network adapter interacts with 
the communication software on a target host platform. 
Building and testing hardware, and interfacing to the 
operating system, is time-consuming and expensive. 
Most adapters do not allow on-board firmware to be 
modified or programmed to experiment with differ­
ent design tradeoffs. More importantly, more often 
than not, the hardware engineers designing network 
adapters are far removed from the concerns of those 
writing communication software, resulting in a design 
poorly integrated with the rest of the host operating 
system.
Several techniques may be used in designing and 
evaluating network subsystems. Mathematical models 
are typically used to evaluate the queuing behavior of 
network traffic. However, such models are usually sim­
plified to make the analysis tractable, and they rarely 
account for system overheads of interrupt handling, 
context switches, etc., encountered in practice.
Another technique is simulation, which has several 
significant advantages [2], including ease of develop­
ment, flexibility and versatility. Since a simulator is 
built in software, it can be readily modified and aug­
mented to test new features and interfaces. Simulators 
are usually easier to build and cheaper than real sys­
tems. They can model “ideal” systems that are impos­
sible to build, e.g., an infinitely fast network. However, 
a simulator is typically an artificial device, i.e., no real 
system components are involved. Detailed models of 
system components are necessary for accurate simula­
tion. These could include hardware components like 
CPU, I/O  buses, memory, caches and interrupts, and 
software components including the operating system, 
communications protocol stack and the applications. 
Further, there are complex and subtle interactions be­
tween these components that also need to be modeled. 
In general, not only is it difficult to provide accurate 
models, but, the greater the detail of the models (and 
hence, greater accuracy), the slower the operation of 
the simulator.
Exceptions to this do exist in approaches that 
execute actual software under control of the simu­
lator [3]. This not only enables the simulator to 
get accurate timings for execution of code segments, 
but also greatly speeds up the simulation. However, 
while sufficient to study the performance of software 
components, such approaches are not sufficient when 
hardware-software interaction and concurrency needs 
to be captured as well. For instance, execution of a 
code segment could be affected by interrupts, which 
could affect execution order, and hence, the order of 
transmission of data.
In contrast to a simulator, an emulator simulates 
the behavior of a system component, and interfaces to 
a real system. This implies that the emulated com­
ponent must operate in real-time, and give the rest of 
the system the impression that it is interacting with a 
real subsystem. In our case, END emulates a network 
adapter and interfaces with the target host, giving the 
impression that the host communication software is 
communicating with a real network. This has several 
significant advantages over simulation. Interfacing a 
device emulator to the target host allows adapter de­
sign tradeoffs to be evaluated in the presence of appli­
cations, operating system overheads, interrupts, etc. 
Device emulation shares the advantages of simulation 
in that it is a flexible technique that allows rapid de­
sign and evaluation of various interfaces and adapter 
design policies and/or algorithms. This helps identify 
design limitations and bottlenecks early in the design 
cycle. Further, since device emulation is carried out on 
the target platform, it allows development and testing 
of host operating system software, and rapid integra­
tion of the actual hardware device when it becomes 
available. Emulation suffers from one significant draw­
back compared to simulation. Since the emulator runs 
in real time, any overhead for instrumentation and ob­
servation is real, and affects performance, unlike in a 
simulator,
Other Emulators: Emulation has been used in dif­
ferent ways to evaluate networks. Hitbox [4] injected 
delays in Ethernet links connected in a point-to-point 
mode to emulate the delay and throughput of Wide 
Area Network links. It emulates the throughput and 
delay behavior of the network, as long as it is not faster 
than the Ethernet. Blair et al. [5] used transputer 
based point-to-point connections to emulate the pro­
tocols and behavior of a FDDI network. END , on the 
other hand, emulates in detail not only the through­
put and delay of individual components of a network 
adapter, but also the protocols and algorithms run­
ning on the adapter. Downloading protocols to com­
munication cards have been suggested as a means of 
enhancing performance [6]. END may be used to eval­
uate and select protocols that may be executed on 
adapter cards, even before the design and implemen­
tation of the hardware is complete.
3 Issu es in N etw o rk  A d a p ter  D es ig n
Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of a typical net­
work adapter. There are five basic components 
that comprise this architecture: the host/adapter
interface1, the data transfer control, transmis-
1Note that most network adapters are accessed by the host 
via the system I/O bus [7].
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Figure 1: Architecture of a generic network adapter.
sion/reception queuing, buffer management, and the 
adapter/network interface. For efficient and flexi­
ble implementation, an adapter typically employs one 
or more general-purpose microprocessors, as well as 
custom hardware, under the control of the adapter 
firmware.
Adapters can be quite complex, depending on their 
performance goals and the underlying network tech­
nology. Selection of the design parameters listed above 
is a major determinant of network performance. END 
permits a designer to explore a cross-product of the 
design space, and make appropriate choices.
3.1 A dapter Interfaces
T he H o st-A d a p te r In terface: The host/adapter 
interface is typically in the form of a device driver 
that runs on the host, and a companion “host driver” 
on the adapter. The two drivers exchange informa­
tion via command-response mailboxes or queues, and 
may synchronize their operations either via interrupts, 
polling, or some combination of the two. Interrupts al­
low rapid response to asynchronous events, especially 
those that occur infrequently, but incur greater over­
head than polling.
T he A dap ter-N etw ork  In terface: The adapter 
transmits (receives) data to (from) the network 
medium by copying data from (to) its buffers to (from) 
the network under control of the medium access pro­
tocol of the attached network. It may use either Pro­
grammed I/O  (PIO) or DMA for this operation. Since 
DMA uses custom memory copying hardware, it not 
only is typically faster than PIO, but also keeps the
CPU free to be used for other activities. However, due 
to initial set up costs of DMA, it may not be suitable 
for small memory transfers.
3.2 A dapter Internals
There are three main modules providing the internal 
functionality of the adapter: data transfer control, 
transmission/reception queuing, and buffer manage­
ment. In addition, it may provide services such as 
segmentation and reassembly, CRC computation, en­
coding and decoding, encryption and decryption, etc. 
Data Transfer Control: Data may be transferred 
between host memory and adapter buffers via DMA 
or PIO. The performance tradeoffs are similar to those 
discussed above for the adapter-network interface. 
T x/R x Queuing: Once packet transmission is initi­
ated, or a packet arrives from the network, the adapter 
must queue the packet until it can either be injected 
into the network (transmission) or received by the host 
(reception). Queuing policies and mechanisms may 
depend on the expected traffic mix. For example, 
best-effort adapters may simply use first-in-first-out 
(FIFO) queuing of packets with deep pipelining of op­
erations on the adapter. This delivers high throughput 
by exploiting the overlap between, say, DMA of one 
packet, and transmission of another, and keeps the 
queuing overheads low.
Buffer Management: Adapters provide buffers as 
a staging area for packet transmission and reception. 
The buffers may reside either in adapter or host mem­
ory. In the former case, the adapter must provide 
buffer management policies, as well as handle buffer 
overload conditions correctly. The adapter may also 
exercise partial control over packet buffers on the host, 
and may allocate and free them for data transfers.
4 Network Adapter Em ulation
We now examine how emulation may be used in the 
study of network adapters and networks.
4.1 H ost V iew  o f the N etw ork
In order to accurately emulate a network, END must 
export to the host the same view as that exported 
by a real adapter. At the very minimum, END must 
be capable of being integrated with the host system 
and give the applications and host operating system 
the impression that there is a real network support­
ing a given interface with specific performance char­
acteristics. An application’s view of the network is via 
the operating system interface and the communication 
protocol stack; since END is intended to run on the 
target system, these need not be changed. The device 
specific interface to a network, on the other hand, is 
implemented on the host as a device driver.
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Figure 2: END-based device emulation architecture.
END should interact with this device driver the 
same way as a real device would -  handling commands, 
issuing responses, and synchronizing with the host us­
ing interrupts or polling. In addition, it must also 
be seen as a sink (for transmission) and source (for 
reception) of data. When an application sends data, 
the adapter acknowledges successful transmission of 
the data after a delay (determined by the size of the 
data buffer, the data transfer rate, and the system 
and network load), and allows the application/host to 
reuse the data buffer. As long as the application does 
not expect an acknowledgment from its peer receiving 
application, all it sees is data being transmitted at a 
certain rate. A transmitting application will not be 
able to distinguish between END and a real network 
as long as END captures this timing behavior.
4.2 Em ulator C om ponents  
Figure 2 illustrates our emulator-based architecture 
for studying protocol and performance issues in 
adapter design. Each network “node” corresponds 
to a host processor board and an emulator proces­
sor board (running END) on the same (system) I/O 
bus. Since delays are used to model network transmis­
sions, only one network node suffices for transmission 
experiments. Two-way communication, on the other 
hand, is accomplished via two or more such nodes on 
the same I/O  bus, with the I/O  bus serving as the 
communication medium. This may be used to verify 
the correctness of protocols. However, the bandwidth 
of the I/O  bus can be a limiting factor in the speed of 
the network being emulated. Further, unlike full du­
plex network connections, contention for the shared 
bus would affect performance. If the actual data be­
ing transmitted is not important, it is enough that 
emulator nodes just exchange packet header data. If 
the header lengths are small compared to the data,
this not only allows emulation of faster networks, but 
also reduces contention for the bus.
Host Emulator Driver: The host node is precisely 
the target host. Communicating user applications 
send and receive data via the protocol stack in the 
operating system. At the bottom of the protocol 
stack is the host emulator driver for the target net­
work adapter. Since END and a real device present 
the same interface to the host, this allows a developer 
to implement and test a complete device driver even 
while the network adapter is being designed or imple­
mented. It also ensures that observed performance of 
the driver is the same for the emulator as for the real 
adapter.
Network Adapter: The network adapter node
is a general-purpose processor board, with a CPU 
and memory. Since its main function is to handle 
data movement rapidly and efficiently, the adapter 
node needs a minimal executive to handle interrupts 
and provide concurrency. As discussed earlier, pure 
packet transmission can be modeled as a transmission- 
complete notification after a suitable delay. This can 
be reasonably accurate, except that since actual data 
is not transferred, the host CPU does not suffer the 
overhead of cycle stealing while DMA copies data. 
Time Services: END needs time services to repre­
sent delays corresponding to data movement. This 
requires a high resolution event server to register de­
lays, and notify the client when the time expires. The 
notification could be either an interrupt (modeling, for 
example, a transmission-complete interrupt), or sim­
ply setting a completion flag that the adapter can poll.
5 Em ulation Applications
Emulation has several applications, including perfor­
mance evaluation, verification of protocols, and per- 
formability analysis. We discuss some examples be­
low.
5.1 D esign for QoS
Quality-of-service (QoS) requirements, which may in­
clude minimum bandwidth, bounded delays, delay 
jitter and packet loss rates, are often required on 
connections between peer applications. Though var­
ious flow control and queuing schemes have been 
suggested to provide these (per-connection) guaran­
tees [8], we have shown that implementation/system 
overheads [9], CPU scheduling [10], and the division 
of services between the host and adapter [1], greatly 
influence performance in ways that are often not ob­
vious. END permits rapid implementation and eval­
uation of various policies and algorithms. See [10] for 
an example of QoS evaluation using simple emulation
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techniques, and experiments using END are described 
in [1].
5.2 Perform ability  A nalysis
END may be used to verify the correctness of pro­
tocols, and study their behavior in the presence of 
faults. Since the entire behavior of an adapter is be­
ing emulated, it is easy to corrupt, delay, drop or repli­
cate data in a controlled manner, and observe end-to- 
end protocol behavior. Further, since END may be 
configured with multiple interfaces (host-adapter and 
adapter-network), it can emulate redundant connec­
tions between network nodes, and evaluate the behav­
ior of fault-tolerant architectures and protocols in the 
presence of faults.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have proposed a framework for ex­
ploring issues in adapter design via device emulation. 
We have designed and implemented an initial proto­
type of END [1], which is capable of representing the 
functionality of a network adapter at different levels 
of detail. Further, network protocols may be divided 
between the host and the adapter in different ways. 
Since it interfaces with a real host, END operates in 
real-time and can be quite effective in evaluating net­
work adapter and host-adapter interface designs early 
in the design cycle. We believe that the hardware- 
software codesign facilitated by END can help design 
network adapters that integrate well with the host ar­
chitecture and operating system.
At present, END allows a designer to implement 
adapter functions by writing the code from scratch. 
To make END a more flexible and easy-to-use perfor­
mance evaluation tool, we are developing a taxonomy 
of adapter and host features and configurations. This 
taxonomy will allow us to develop libraries of generic 
and specialized models of adapter components that 
may be combined to rapidly realize and evaluate a de­
sired adapter design. Further, since END is a software 
module emulating hardware, it will also be possible to 
model faulty behavior in the communication subsys­
tem, to evaluate dependability in addition to perfor­
mance. Finally, we are exploring the issues involved 
in applying emulation to evaluate other I/O  devices 
such as disk drives.
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